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Preface

The questions addressed in this book have played an important role in
my own personal history, and they also form part of the experience
which I share with many students of working-class origin who attend
the university where I teach. We start, all of us, from an initial vantage
point outside the great cultural traditions which not only shaped but
also provided tools of debate and analysis for Marx, Lenin, and other
political theorists. From this position, we make our way, misunder-
standing much and being misunderstood with at least equal frequency.
Our troubled and exhilarating encounter with the ideas and structures
created by a highly educated minority of the world's population seems
to me significant on more than a personal level; it has a social and
historical resonance as well. It is no accident, as the Soviets are fond of
saying, that when I became a Russian historian I wanted more than
anything else to investigate the relationship between Marxists and a
peasantry whose culture and institutions were apparently quite alien to
the categories of Marxist analysis. Russian Marxism was, after all, a
minority perspective aimed at an urban proletarian minority. After
years of struggle, Lenin was able to transform it into an ideology which
in 1917 appealed to the peasants who comprised the overwhelming
majority of the Russian population. The cultural, political, and
economic issues which he confronted were historically specific. But for
those of us with special reasons for concern with the change process
itself, Lenin's solution carries lessons and warnings which go far beyond
the limits of the Russian situation.
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Introduction

BETWEEN 1893 AND 1917, Lenin developed a strategy for peasant
revolution which was crucial to the first Marxist political success of the
twentieth century. The history of his efforts is filled with contradiction
and inconsistency; enthusiastic response to the demands of an increas-
ingly revolutionary peasantry coexists throughout with the denial that
peasants possess a culture, a sense of solidarity, or any constructive
economic potential. Like other Marxists before him, Lenin believed
that peasants were a transient social element, soon to disappear before
the onslaught of commercial capitalism. But Lenin was wrong. If
peasants are nothing else, they are survivors. Long before and after the
advent of Lenin, they have endured as the majority of the world's
population. Low in social status, forced to relinquish a portion of their
crop to a lord, a landlord, or the state before their own consumption
needs are met, peasants have managed to survive on their small plots of
land by relying on their families, their communities, and their
knowledge of the land they work.1 The peasantry's stubborn persistence
in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Russia as a commune-oriented
majority who neither hired labor nor hired themselves out to work for
others confronted Lenin with the most serious challenge he would ever
face as a revolutionary activist.

After making such a categorical statement, I must also admit that
few scholars have agreed with it; Lenin's peasant policy has attracted
very little attention on the part of Western historians even though the
importance of this topic is never denied.2 For example, in Marcel
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4 LENIN AND MARXIST PEASANT REVOLUTION

Liebman's valuable study Leninism under Lenin3 we find Lenin's
assertion in September 1917 that the peasants' revolt constituted "the
most outstanding fact of present-day Russian life," but Liebman gives
us not a single discussion of the peasant question in Leninist theory or
practice for the period 1893 to 1917. While it is usually a thankless task
to survey all of the reasons why this or any other topic is not dealt with, it
is nevertheless worth noting that Western Lenin scholars have been
primarily concerned with character studies, with the role of urban
institutions and social elements, or with ideological disputes within the
Russian Social Democratic Labor Party. In certain respects, Neil
Harding's Lenin's Political Thought* constitutes an exception in the
field of Lenin scholarship. Harding considers Lenin neither a fanatic
political manipulator nor the all-wise teacher of an assortment of more
or less grateful Russian radicals. With great empathy, he has under-
stood Lenin as Lenin would himself have preferred to have been
understood. By downplaying the vicious and destructive polemics
which pervade Lenin's writings, Harding has been able to construct a
better case for Lenin's ideas than Lenin did himself. But Harding's is not
a critical study. On the subject of peasants and Russian agriculture
which concerns us, for example, he is able to demonstrate that Lenin's
position in the 18905 was serious and even original, but he fails to
indicate that Lenin's carefully selected data and conclusions were
contradicted by most of the economic evidence available at the time.5

In contrast to Western investigators, Soviet scholars have not
ignored Lenin's peasant policy, and their work contains much useful
data. But even at best, as in the work of S. P. Trapeznikov, for
example,6 they have been more concerned to praise than to under-
stand and critically evaluate his achievement. The Soviet Lenin does
not grow or change; he is from the beginning to the end of his life correct
and miraculously insightful on every possible issue, including the
peasant question. In my view, the peasant majority of the Russian
population posed a fundamental challenge to Lenin as a Marxist
dedicated to the triumph of an urban proletarian minority. And as far
as I can tell, the nature of that challenge has never been systematically
investigated.

During most of the years between 1893, when Lenin began his
political career, and the triumphant Bolshevik victory of October 1917,
Lenin was in exile or in prison. Autocratic Russia did not willingly
provide him or any of its leading critics with opportunities to perfect
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their political skills by engaging in long-term grass-roots organizational
activities among workers or peasants. But it was not only the force of
state coercion which placed the peasantry so far out of reach. Russian
peasants were enserfed until 1861, and isolated from the rest of the
population before and after that time by a separate set of laws and
uniquely peasant institutions. Although peasants were in no sense
unchanging—freedom from serfdom and the development of a money
economy were only two of the most striking transformations to take
place in nineteenth-century rural life—neither the patterns of their
opposition to authority nor their economic and social traditions had
ever been significantly shaped or influenced by the conscious efforts of
educated Russians. By the middle of the nineteenth-century the staying
power of these patterns and traditions had become a source of
increasing frustration, for reasons which were closely related to the issue
of economic backwardness. As radicals and other critics and supporters
of the tsarist regime observed the subjugation of peasant societies the
world over by advanced capitalist nations, they came to fear that Russia
might suffer the fate of India or Ireland unless she somehow became a
capitalist and peasantless "England." Lenin's strategy for Marxist
peasant revolution developed within this cultural context and in the
context of a European Marxist movement which considered England as
a model for the less developed nations of the world, arid placed the
predominantly peasant population at the periphery of its concerns.

This book is organized in four parts: In Part I, "The Tradition," an
attempt is made to locate both Marx and Lenin within the urban-
centered Western European culture which shaped the theories and
behavior of so many capitalists, anti-capitalists, democrats, and
statists of the nineteenth-century. Part II, "Peasant Militance and
Petty Bourgeois Capitalism, 1901-16," details the repeated clash
between Lenin's enthusiastic response to revolutionary peasant action
and his dogmatic Marxist belief that small producers were economic
reactionaries. In exile and in increasing political isolation, Lenin was at
pains to devise a peasant strategy for economic development as well as
revolution. The components of his success as a revolutionary activist in
1917, as well as the seeds of future difficulty, emerge clearly during this
period. In Part III, "Peasant Revolution in Theory and Practice,"
Lenin's peasant strategy is tested by the events of 1917. His insight into
the policies followed by his Menshevik and SR rivals, and his
constructive response to the peasant violence which raged unchecked in
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the countryside, not only contributed to the growth of "Bolshevism"
among peasant elements who had never heard of What Is To Be Done?
but convinced his fellow party members to lay claim to the right and the
responsibility to shape a new social order. Part IV sets out the meaning
and the implications of Lenin's success as spokesman for Russia's
peasant revolution of 1917.



I
The Tradition



The Lessons of the Marxist Classics

If the revolution is to occur at the end of
two parallel movements, the unlimited
shrinking of capital and the unlimited
expansion of the proletariat, it will not
occur or ought not to have occurred.

ALBERT CAMUS

Wfc BEGIN WITH MARX, because his insights and cultural assumptions so
profoundly denned and limited Lenin's understanding of the peasant
question. A prototype of the revolutionary as urban intellectual, Marx
was all the more a product of his time for his failure to recognize the
extent to which he shared its most anti-peasant assumptions. Like other
nineteenth-century European progressives, Marx took for granted the
"idiocy of rural life." Certain that his passionate faith in the power and
prerogatives of urban social elements was scientific and objective, he
produced economic and political studies which documented the
widespread contemporary belief that peasants the world over would
inevitably be replaced by entrepreneurs and wage laborers. As
impressed by conflict models of behaviour as Thomas Malthus or
Herbert Spencer, Marx developed a penetrating critique of Romantic
idealizations of the "Christian" peasant and the social harmonies of the
peasant community. His own compassionate vision of prosperity,
freedom, and creativity for working people was emphatically not rooted
in the communal traditions and practices which other observers had
discovered among subsistence peasantries. While Marx was confident
that there was a newjsocialist world to be won, he believed that urban-
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IO THE TRADITION

centered class struggle rather than the collective efforts of small
producers would bring it into being.1

Despite his commitment to scientific inquiry and his gift for
systematic and wide-ranging empirical research, Marx was notably
unrigorous in his references to the peasantry.2 In his major works, tillers
of the soil were portrayed either as the pathetic remnants of feudal
society or as incipient capitalists and proletarians. In the first instance
they were an ineffective obstacle to modern capitalist development, and
in the second, a temporary phenomenon whose sympathies lay with the
exploiters and whose fate, in most cases, was to be oppressed. The social
relations which existed among peasants themselves did not interest
Marx. He found more fruitful subjects for study in the conflicts which
took place between peasants and their feudal or capitalist exploiters.

Before Capital

As a young radical concerned with the overthrow of the German social
order, Marx wrote about the most active rather than the most
numerous social elements. In The German Ideology (1845-46) and in his
other early writings, we find not only a devastating critique of
capitalism, but a pervasive assumption that capitalists were a dynamic,
economically rational, and revolutionary social class within any feudal
or semi-feudal society. In contrast, the peasantry appear as denizens of a
stagnant medieval world, brutalized primitives who live out their lives
in hopeless and unending poverty. From a revolutionary point of view,
the most repellent defect of the peasant economy was its lack of dynamic
tension. As Marx saw it, the unity of industry and agriculture within
unspecialized rural communities bred a myopic resistance to progress.
Unskilled and apathetic, peasants could not be expected to welcome the
painful and destabilizing process which created rational entrepreneurs
and mobile, productive, potentially revolutionary proletarians. It was
fortunate, therefore, that progress did not depend on the preferences of
the peasantry; Marx pointed out that a lack of capital and scientific
knowledge would eventually doom them just as surely as it had the
feudal landlords. The peasant commune, the peasant farm, and the
feudal estate were all fated to disappear in an unequal struggle against
more progressive and efficient large-scale capitalist enterprise.3

In the "Communist Manifesto" (1848), the peasantry's hopeless
economic situation became an explanation for the illusions and errors
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which pervaded their political efforts. French and German farmers
were found to be so limited in knowledge and perspective by the local
character of their economic activities that they either fought in vain to
restore an obsolete pre-capitalist order or aspired with equally dismal
results to become prosperous bourgeois exploiters of hired labor. Marx
argued that in the past and in his own time, peasant interests could be
identified with those of the urban artisans, the intellectuals, and the
small shopkeepers. As members of the petty bourgeoisie, peasants were
obsessed by the tiny properties which made them into owners without
ever protecting them from the threat of poverty. Trapped within an
insecure class position, they were never confronted by the clear choices
which faced the big capitalist or the alienated proletarian. For these
reasons, although oppressed and exploited peasants might engage in
violence against the existing order, they attained the status of true
revolutionaries only when they deserted their interests as peasants in order
to unite with the urban proletariat. They were therefore in no sense
revolutionaries with nothing to lose but their chains.4

To Marx, the ideological and political defenders of the peasantry
seemed to reflect the objective inconsistencies of an unstable, never
really capitalist or proletarian social element. "Petty bourgeois"
socialists like Sismondi deplored the poverty of the masses, but
demanded either a return to "outmoded" property relations or a delay
in the capitalist development which alone could create the material
basis for socialism. "Utopians" like Fourier and Owen eloquently
protested the cruelty of capitalist exploitation and proposed the
establishment of model communities without ever recognizing that class
antagonism would inevitably doom any efforts to establish socialist
alternatives within the framework of a capitalist society.5

The "sentimental moralizing" of Proudhon and Herzen on the
subject of the peasantry seemed to Marx equally futile. In his view,
fundamental change could not be expected to follow from the power of
example, from logic or rational arguments, or from the power of moral
appeals to the upper class. Capitalist exploitation was after all not a
matter of the evil impulses or the ignorance of wealthy individuals; it
was the central feature of a system based upon the conflict between
producers (the workers) and those who appropriated the product of
proletarian labor (the capitalists). While a concern for logic, morality,
or knowledge might be praiseworthy or hypocritical depending on the
circumstances, Marx never considered such motives as reliable or
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certain as the force of class struggle. In the long run, he did not believe
that commitments to morality or reason could ever permanently
triumph over class interest. Poverty did not exist because the rich were
ignorant of the consequences of their actions. And petty bourgeois
intellectuals who hoped for miracles of benevolence from a conscience-
stricken gentry or bourgeoisie would in his view only end as dupes or
unconscious apologists of the exploiting classes.6

Although Marx did not believe that the bourgeoisie would allow
itself to be led or guided by more radical elements, he did not
completely rule out the possibility of joint action between the peasantry
and the urban proletariat. Particularly after the failure of the European
revolutions of 1848, Marx took more seriously the popular support
given to "petty bourgeois democrats" in Germany, France, England,
and Italy. Cautiously, he suggested that in specific and limited
instances the working class might form temporary anti-feudal alliances
with the rest of the town population, and even with peasants and
agricultural laborers. This did not mean that peasants were to be
"merged" with the proletariat; there was to be no blurring of the class
distinctions between the unreliable petty bourgeoisie and the steadfast
urban worker. Because their common interests were so short-lived,
Marx argued that German workers had to imitate the Frankfurt liberals
of 1848, who betrayed their allies among the poor at the very moment of
their joint success. In order for a worker-peasant alliance to succeed,
the proletariat would have to deal with the peasantry in similar fashion,
with the Frankfurt liberals' sort of tough-mindedness: ". . . from the
first moment of victory we must no longer direct our distrust against the
beaten reactionary enemy, but against our former allies, who are about
to exploit the common victory for their own ends only."7 In his view, the
only reliable allies for the urban proletariat were the agricultural
laborers who had been "misled" into joining the ranks of the petty
bourgeoisie. Although he did not present any evidence that rural
proletarians were ever actually willing to fight in oppositi6n to the rest
of the peasantry, Marx argued nevertheless that rural proletarians
could join with their urban counterparts to establish a revolutionary
government which would exist alongside the official government and
protect their interests.8

For revolutionaries in peasant societies, Marx's brief "Address to the
Communist League" (1850) was significant because he so rarely dealt
with the politics of the peasant question. Yet it should be noted that
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Marx was quite guarded and cautious in his references to the possibility
of constructive action by any rural social element. Here as elsewhere in
his writings, he was far more sensitive to the danger of excessive faith in
the petty bourgeoisie than he was to the benefits of cooperation. (In
later years, his meager comments would be cited by Lenin and by other
Marxists in their arguments for a worker—peasant alliance. True to the
letter and spirit of Marx's approach, his Russian disciples would
interpret cooperation to mean proletarian domination of the
peasantry.)

The reasons why domination was so necessary were spelled out in
Marx's historical studies of revolution and counterrevolution of the
18505. In The Class Struggles in France and The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte, the defects of the peasantry were catalogued in detail, with
the negative aspects of peasant action everywhere given particular
weight. While the bourgeoisie was portrayed as oppressive, reactionary,
or "incurably barren"9 and the democrat as a ridiculous figure who
emerged from "disgraceful defeat as immaculate as he went innocently
into it, and with the refreshed conviction that he must win,"10 the
peasant embodied the worst aspects of both bourgeois and democrat.
Reactionary, greedy, and stupid, the wealthy peasant stubbornly
opposed any threat to the security of his property, while the poor were
only "revolutionary" in their efforts to get hold of the land of their
richer neighbors.11

Although he undertook no empirical investigation of peasant social
life, Marx assumed that French peasants were nothing more than a
"sack of potatoes," a vast atomized mass of small proprietors who found
in the "great dignitaries of property the defenders of their small
property and their petty prejudices."12 Quite selective in his contempt
for Louis Napoleon's admirers, he considered peasant Bonapartism
typically petty bourgeois, but did not find working-class support for
"President" Bonaparte typically proletarian. It was only the peasants
who were castigated for finding in Louis Napoleon their master and
protector. Marx even discovered an appalling resemblance between the
oafish cunning of the peasants and the leader they had chosen. Louis
Napoleon symbolized for him the peasantry's "entry into the revol-
utionary movement, doltishly sublime, an undecipherable hieroglyph
for the understanding of the civilized—this symbol bore the un-
mistakable features of the class that represented barbarism within
civilization."13
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While peasants were responsible for Louis Napoleon's triumph,
Marx argued that Bonapartist dictatorship would not halt their
precipitous economic decline. As a system of capitalist usury and
mortgages inexorably replaced traditional feudal obligations, the
French social order became a kind of "vampire that sucks out [the land
allotment's] heartblood and very brains, and throws it into the
alchemist's pot of capital."14 In this process, small farmers were driven
from the land. And although the level of consciousness created by life
and work in an isolated village made it unlikely that they would be
capable of understanding the reasons for their ruin, Marx argued that if
peasants could somehow find in themselves the sense to abandon their
"property fanaticism" and support the proletariat, they might win a
better life. Their only hope was to reject the leadership of Louis
Napoleon and allow themselves to be led by the proletariat.15

The views expressed in Marx's historical studies were eloquently
supported by the works of Friedrich Engels, his first disciple. In The
Peasant War in Germany and Germany in 1848 (1851), Engels found
medieval and modern German peasants geographically isolated from
one another, traditionally obedient to authority, and variously ex-
ploited by the ruling classes. In time of social crisis they were therefore
both fragmented and incapable of independent revolutionary initiat-
ive, with each sector of the rural populace following the lead of the more
advanced urban element which appeared to represent its position. With
little concrete evidence and a substantial measure of wishful thinking,
Engels claimed that in 1848 the agricultural laborers had supported the
revolutionary city artisans, while the small farmers followed the
dissatisfied small shopkeepers of the towns. In his view, peasants were
paralyzed in typical petty bourgeois fashion by the concrete impli-
cations of their professed willingness to risk life and property for the sake
of "liberty" and the "republic,"16 and were sorely in need of guidance
from a highly organized urban proletariat.17

Capital: The Peasantry's Death Sentence

Unlike Marx's historical studies, which focused primarily on the
political struggles of traditional and modern elites, Capital dealt in detail
with the process of economic change as it affected working people.
Although it was not a treatise on the general nature of all societies but a
study of England's economic development, Capital was widely under-
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stood as a work with much broader implications because it contained so
many universalistic statements. As Marx had put it, an industrialized
society simply "showed to the less developed the image of its own
future."18 Just as English capitalism had crushed the small producer,
peasants the world over were apparently to be ruined by the same
invincible capitalist process. According to Marx's "law of concentra-
tion," peasant property systems, like older communal forms of tenure,
inevitably gave way to more productive, larger-scale enterprise, just as
peasants gave way to more economically and politically rational social
groups like the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. In this process, the
village would supply raw materials and labor to the city in return for
decent social values, rational models for economic development, and
the culture it lacked (not, it should be emphasized, in return for
material welfare, which was promised at some future date). Although
Marx explicitly denied that he had discovered any general laws which
were the same for all historical phases of social development,19 he did
claim that there were "natural laws of capitalist production."20 Insofar
as agriculture was based on commodity production, Marx assumed that
it would experience the same sort of evolution as industry. But his
comparisons between industry and agriculture were not very rigorous
and careful; too often he took for granted that what "worked" for
industry (concentration and centralization of production, for example)
would automatically serve to increase productivity in agriculture.

Marx's treatment of the peasant in Capital in no way contradicted
the conclusions reached in his historical studies. With a powerful
mixture of pity and contempt, he argued that "small property in land
creates a class of barbarians standing halfway outside society, a class
suffering all the tortures and all the miseries of civilized countries in
addition to the crudeness of primitive forms of society."21 Although
Marx suggested in the third volume of Capital that subsistence farmers
or "associated producers" helped the capitalist system to survive its
incessant cyclical crises, he saw these crises as an inevitable, brutal, and
progressive component of rural economic development.22 Where
Marx had claimed in 1844 that the low degree of division of labor in
traditional peasant communities functioned to stabilize the feudal
order,23 he argued in 1867 that associated peasant producers sustained
an exploitative capitalist system. In both cases, Marx judged the
strength of the peasantry an obstacle to progress.

According to Marx, agricultural growth and development might
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take unusual forms, occurring sometimes without landlords, tenants, or
even the institution of private property. Arguing that the purchase price
paid by the landowner and the rent paid by the tenant were in principle
diversions of capital from its more economically rational investment
function, he concluded that state ownership of land was quite
compatible with capitalist economic growth. He pointed out that in the
American West the abolition of rent, like the abolition of private
landownership, had brilliantly served the interests of bourgeois pro-
ponents of economic development.24

Such arguments for the staying power of associated small producers
or for progress without the ownership of land were profoundly
suggestive to Marx's disciples and critics,26 but it was significant that
Marx did not himself explore their implications at length or in depth. As
in his earlier writings, the scheme of historical development outlined in
Capital held out no hope for peasants or peasant institutions. Certain
that peasant farms functioned only to block the concentration of capital
and the application of technology to agriculture, Marx argued that
with or without private property or "associations," the peasantry would
eventually give way before the capitalist agricultural magnate.
Therefore, to preserve the small proprietor was to decree a kind of
"universal mediocrity." According to Marx the system of small
proprietorship

must be annihilated. Its annihilation, the transformation of individual
and scattered means of production into socially concentrated ones, of the
pygmy property of the many into the huge property of the few . . . this
fearful and painful expropriation of the mass of the people forms the
prelude to the history of capital.26

Once peasants were transformed into proletarians and capitalists, it
would be necessary to proceed to the task of expropriating the capitalists.

It has been justly argued that Marx understood much more than this
about problems of rural transformation. And in the following chapter, it
will become evident that when Marx began to consider the problems
and prospects of Russia, he became far more aware of the limits to the
analysis he had put forward in Capital. But it is nonetheless under-
standable that Marx's scholarly and intellectual scruples (admirable as
they were) were not taken as a substitute for the arguments which he
had made in his masterwork. In its treatment of the peasant question,
Capital reflected the conventional disgust of an urban intellectual for the
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backward and stagnant provinces, where unproductive, patriarchal
peasants suffered feudal exploitation, ignorantly rejected modern
agricultural methods, and disappeared beneath the capitalist jug-
gernaut. Capital provided as well a chilling account of the rural idiocy
which deprived the peasantry of the will and the intelligence necessary
to create a modern and productive agriculture, much less a successful
revolutionary movement against the exploitative capitalist system. In
this context, peasant cooperation and mutual aid were for Marx a
Romantic idealization of the "universal mediocrity" created by the
system of small property relationships.

The Lessons To Be Learned:
The Challenge of Revolutionary Practice

The straightforward economic determinism of Capital appeared to leave
little room for constructive action by radicals in predominantly peasant
societies. Yet it was significant that in practice, Marx would respond
positively to revolutionary outbreaks even when peasants were major
participants. The relationship between his determinism and his
revolutionary spirit was at its most instructive in 1871, when the
Communards of Paris launched a struggle to establish a socialistic
republic. On the eve of this attempted revolution, Marx had written
quite explicitly that any effort at proletarian revolution in France was
doomed to failure.27 But once the Commune was established, Marx did
not dwell upon the hopelessness of its prospects. Throughout the
Commune's brief existence he remained enthusiastic and hopeful. He
refused to denounce the Communards for opportunism when they
attempted to formulate a program to satisfy the common interests of
peasants and proletarians. Instead, Marx claimed that by enacting
measures ( I ) to break the power of wealthy landlords and (2) to compel
the rich to pay the French war debt, the Commune provided a
revolutionary model for peasant participation in the transformation of a
capitalist society. And two days after the Commune's fall, he wrote of
the "heroic" Communards who had "stormed heaven" and provided
future generations with the example of their courage, initiative, and
social creativity.28

Marx had not, of course, lost his urban bias: he emphasized that the
Commune and its constitution were progressive and revolutionary
because the peasant had been brought under the intellectual leadership
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of the town, while the constitution "secured to [the peasants] in the
working men the natural guardians of their interests."29 He remained
certain that wherever peasants were in the majority, they would cause
the defeat of any workers' revolution which failed to act immediately to
improve the peasants' material lot. Nevertheless, however grudging
and contemptuous his remarks, Marx had for the first time held out the
possibility that the peasant (as small producer and not as future
proletarian) might be a positive auxiliary force in an anti-capitalist
revolution led by the working class.

Marx's enthusiasm for the unexpected and unsuccessful struggle of
the Communards suggested that he did not intend his theories to be
used as an excuse for the imposition of "prudent" constraints upon
popular initiatives which radicals had judged premature. On the
contrary, his Commune writings implied that it was incumbent upon
revolutionaries to support even ill-timed popular movements. To
activists like Lenin, Marx's attempts to derive constructive lessons from
the Commune experience were particularly inspiring. In his struggle
against the caution of his Menshevik political rivals between 1905 and
1917, he would repeatedly refer to the example which Marx had set in
his writings on the Paris Commune.30

At the same time, Marx's revolutionary enthusiasm was no sub-
stitute for a systematic explanation of why the backward petty
proprietor might come to fight alongside the proletariat in a revolution
against capitalism. In early twentieth-century Russia and elsewhere, a
number of Marxist intellectuals found the systematic economic analysis
provided by Capital far more easy to assimilate than Marx's revolution-
ary spirit. As we shall see, they did not study Marx in order to learn about
the economic and social life of the peasantry. Instead, they found in
Capital the image of a future filled with merchants and bankers who
penetrated every corner of the non-Western world in their search for
profits. The undogmatic enthusiasm which Marx expressed for "inap-
propriate" revolutionary upheavals did in fact offer his followers an
escape from the political passivity which economic determinism might
have seemed to require, as peasant societies underwent a more or less
lengthy period of bourgeois preparation for a socialist future. But the
failure of Marx to incorporate "revolutionary" peasants into his
theoretical framework would leave future Marxist peasant policies to
bear a painful resemblance to opportunism.



Populists and Marxists: The "Russian"
and "Western" Paths to Socialism

LIKE EDUCATED PEOPLE in technologically backward societies the world
over, nineteenth-century Russians who read Marx were both dazzled
and terrified by Western wealth, military might, and cultural achieve-
ments. The tension between admiration and the fear of domination was
evident as early as the 18403, in the debates between Russia's
Slavophiles and "Westernizers." On one level, educated Russians faced
a choice between "progress" and "reaction." On another, they were
like the former colonial peoples of today, attempting to discover
whether national survival required a wholesale adoption of Western
economic, social, and political institutions, as well as the total
repudiation of their own. In the course of the late nineteenth century,
Russian Marxists, government modernizers, and a host of tough-
minded intellectuals came to consider both of these choices inevitable
and necessary. Despite the reservations of Marx himself, Russian
Marxists grew steadily more confident that Russia was in the process of
recreating the experience of England.1 Certain that the peasant
majority of the population could neither survive nor change the shape of
the modern world, they would consider themselves justified in focusing
their attention upon the elements which most closely resembled the
urban entrepreneur and proletarian. The evolution of such attitudes is
the subject of this chapter.

The Origins of "Peasant" Socialism

Driven by an awareness of the contempt which Western Europeans felt
for less "civilized" peoples, Slavophile intellectuals in the reign of
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Nicholas I (1825—55) developed a wide-ranging critique of Western
ideas and institutions, and claimed superiority for the values they held
to be peculiarly Russian. In the 18308 1. V. Kireevskii argued that
Western achievements were founded upon morally reprehensible and
socially dangerous economic and political principles. In England and
France he found many examples of unprecedented material wealth
accumulated by individuals obsessed with private gain and un-
restrained by any sense of social obligation.2 To A. S. Khomiakov, the
ideal of equality before the law meant in practice a callous disregard for
individual differences in wealth, intelligence, or moral character. The
discoveries of Western science were recognized as a legitimate source of
pride, but even these achievements were viewed by Slavophiles as the
product of a fragmented and overspecialized culture.3 In place of a
Western world filled with dissatisfied and isolated profit-seekers,
constantly at war with one another, Slavophiles conjured up an ancient
Russia where Orthodox peasants were at one with their tsar, and the
time-honored Russian commune sustained Christian forms of social life.

The peasant commune (mir, or obshchina) had been a subject of
controversy long before the emergence of the Slavophile movement,
perhaps because few educated Russians had ever seemed to need much
empirical evidence in order to pass judgment on its evident defects or
striking virtues. Except for the west and south, where forms of
hereditary (podvornoe) tenure prevailed, most nineteenth-century
Russian peasants belonged to communes which periodically re-
distributed scattered strips of land to members according to family size,
the number of able-bodied workers per household, or some other
collectivist social principle. Within each commune, a patriarchal
village assembly (the skhod) which included the head of each family and
one or more village elders decided how and when repartition, planting,
and harvesting would take place. While the skhod could seldom
withstand the demands of the gentry or the state, in the absence of
outside intervention it established most of the rules for local social and
economic life. A place where the strong, the wealthy, or the cunning
were frequently able to exert undue influence, the commune served
also as a framework for economic decision-making, for the im-
plementation of mutual guarantees of security, and—in time of
particularly serious discontent—for the organization of resistance to
external authority.4 As we shall see, the strategies for change developed
by educated Russians in the course of the nineteenth century were
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deeply affected by their assessment of the commune's economic,
political, and social significance.

In the 18405 I. V. Kireevskii held that the security of livelihood
provided by the Russian commune was morally and socially more
valuable than the security of property guaranteed by English laws and
parliaments. In his view, unrestricted property rights transformed the
individual into nothing more than an appendage of his property. In
contrast, the commune showed its concern for the individual by
ensuring that he did not starve to death.5 From such a perspective,
Western freedom was an idealization of selfishness, defined by the
Slavophiles as the refusal to subordinate human activity to a common
moral purpose. The lowly Russian peasant, humble and uncompetitive,
sharing a collectivist social and economic tradition, stood for the
Slavophiles as the antithesis of such shoddy conceptions of progress.

In the Slavophile love of tradition Russia's early Westernizers found
obscurantism and a justification for reactionary government policies. It
seemed obvious to Belinskii and the young Herzen that autocratic, serf-
ridden, and backward Russia would not be improved by a return to the
past. In their view, a society worth defending needed as a minimum
such Western achievements as equality before the law, civil liberties,
and constitutional and representative government. At the same time, it
should be emphasized that even the most fanatic of these early
Westernizers were unwilling to believe that Russians had to imitate and
recreate every aspect of Western experience. Their ambivalence about
the need for total Westernization was evident in the writings of
Belinskii, who denounced the "money-grubbing" European bour-
geoisie with the passion of a medieval schoolman, while agonizing all
the while over the possibility that progress might be dependent upon
just such contemptible social elements.6 But in general, Westernizers
were less concerned with economics than they were with politics and
culture. They assumed that substantial, Western-style progress in the
latter areas could not help but bring an end to serfdom as well as an
increased measure of social justice for all.

Populism as a specifically Russian form of socialism developed out of
a painful recognition that such easy assumptions were untenable. As an
exile in Paris during the "June Days" of 1848, the Westernizer
Alexander Herzen watched in disbelief and horror as the demo-
cratically elected French National Assembly sanctioned General
Cavaignac's massacre of the rebellious Paris poor, rejected all social
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welfare programs, and supported the rise to power of Louis Bonaparte.
By emancipating political democracy from any commitment to the
material welfare of the masses, the French National Assembly dem-
onstrated to many idealists of the time that democratic politics could
be a morally and socially neutral process. A system which could be used
to build a more decent society, political democracy could also,
apparently, function to render powerless and obliterate concern for all
social groups whose interests were not bourgeois. Like Marx, Herzen
came to believe that political democracy in France was essentially a
"dictatorship by the bourgeoisie." But unlike Marx, Herzen went on to
argue that if political democracy permitted the rule of a socially
irresponsible elite, there was no reason to suppose that it would
necessarily prepare the way for socialism. Without abandoning his love
and admiration for European culture and science, Herzen noted what
he called Europe's "surprising incapacity for social revolution,"7 and
looked again to his native land for possible solutions. Herzen's
experience of the France of Cavaignac led him to hope that even
backward Russia might contain some potentially valuable social
institutions and values.

In the 18505 Herzen took from the Slavophiles and the studies of
Haxthausen a belief in the repartitional land commune8 and rejected
the Slavophile tendency toward religious and political mythmaking on
such topics as Russian Orthodoxy and the beauties of autocratic rule.
Herzen appealed to his fellow landowners to recognize the evils of their
privileged position, to abolish serfdom, arid to act as "apostles" to a
long-suffering peasantry. In Marx's terms, Herzen was typically
Utopian in his moral appeals and petty bourgeois in his defense of
obsolete institutions like the peasant commune. At the same time, it was
significant that Herzen took seriously, as Marx did not, the social
relations of peasant production. According to Herzen, the peasants'
ability to work in common according to unwritten but all the more
powerful "laws," and their solidarity against the myriad impositions of
bureaucrats and policemen, provided important lessons to the
peasantry's social betters. In contrast to the parliaments of Western
Europe, communes directly involved the majority of the population in a
democratic decision-making process which was vital to their immediate
interests. For these reasons, Herzen believed that educated Russians
could learn more from the commune than they could from the
machinations of a profit-hungry bourgeoisie against a demoralized and
degraded urban proletariat. Herzen's populism was essentially a
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commitment to the commune as an indigenous, morally superior social
institution whose traditions could serve as the foundation for Russian
socialism.9

The emancipation of the Russian serfs in 1861 provided rich material
for the disillusionment of those (Herzen among them) who had hoped
that the government had at last recognized its debt to the long-suffering
rural populace. According to the terms of the emancipation, peasants
were freed not as individuals but as commune members, and were
provided with land allotments which they were required to purchase
from their former masters. Through a complicated series of arrange-
ments intended to preserve the gentry from financial ruin, ex-serfs were
granted far less land than they had previously cultivated. In some of the
rich Black Earth districts of the south, peasants lost 25 per cent of
their former holdings. In the less fertile north, peasants received larger
allotments for which they paid nearly double the market value.10

Stringent measures were taken to force peasants to accept the loss of the
otrezki (the lands "cut off" from the original allotments). One of the
more striking methods was to chain the peasant to the plow and compel
him to cultivate his new holding, to demonstrate publicly his willingness
to labor on and lay claim to the shrunken allotment of land which was
now his.

During the period of the "Great Reforms" N. G. Chernyshevskii
came to speak for a younger and more indigent generation of radicals,
who ridiculed the trust that wealthy social critics like Herzen had
placed in the goodwill of Russian landowners and in Alexander II, the
"Liberator Tsar." From the first, Chernyshevskii's view of Russian
society and the West was more complex than Herzen's. For
Chernyshevskii the commune was not the embodiment of decent
human relationships. His memories of childhood in the provincial town
of Saratov made it impossible for him to believe that peasants
miraculously preserved any particular moral and social virtue under
the degrading circumstances of Russian rural life.

However, Chernyshevskii's refusal to claim superiority for any
Russian social group or institution did not make him into an uncritical
champion of the West. The immense gulf which divided the European
bourgeoisie from the proletariat appeared to him neither temporary nor
a sign that revolution was imminent in Germany, France, or England.
And while Chernyshevskii did not consider Russia in any sense immune
to capitalism, his reading of English economists did not convince him
that Russia was simply England in embryo, with commune peasants
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inevitably destined for replacement by tenants or hired hands. If a
revolutionary political upheaval drastically altered the autocracy's
current economic policies, Chernyshevskii believed, it might yet be
possible for the commune to provide the basis for a non-capitalist
economic development.11

To Chernyshevskii, the peasants were as battered, as heavily
burdened, but still potentially as vital as their communes. He insisted
that Russian radicals look to the peasants as a revolutionary force, while
recognizing at the same time that ignorance, irrational violence, and
drunkenness were dominant features of peasant life. Unlike Herzen's
noble savage, Chernyshevskii's peasant was an ignorant, poorly armed
fighter against a hostile material and social environment. As he wrote in
1861, "Only a few clearsighted persons who love the people fiercely can
muster the resolution to lay before us these [negative] traits without
mitigation."12 Chernyshevskii's emphasis on the role of violence in
peasant life did not lead him to claim, like Bakunin, that the urge to
destruction was a creative passion. He argued instead that violence was
an inevitable component of any social or political change involving
groups which benefited little from civilized patterns of behavior. It was
with the acceptance of such difficult truths that Chernyshevskii wrote
from Saratov in the :86os that unlike his kindhearted friend, the
novelist Kostomarov, "I am not afraid of dirt, nor of drunken peasants
with sticks, nor of massacres."13

While Chernyshevskii insisted that the masses were neither helpless
victims nor moral teachers for a corrupt intelligentsia, many of his
contemporaries felt constrained to choose between these difficult and
unsatisfactory alternatives. In the process, they experienced all of the
problems which arise when educated people attempt to revolutionize
"primitives." G. E. Eliseev insisted that intellectuals unconditionally
accept the wisdom of the peasant, and S. N. Nechaev argued that the
true revolutionary was a master manipulator of the uninformed masses.
P. L. Lavrov assumed, like Nechaev, that peasants were ignorant
children,14 but claimed that educated people had an obligation to
enlighten them and develop their hidden talents. According to Lavrov,
once peasants were humanized by the efforts of their dedicated
teachers, it might be possible to rekindle the spirit of earlier peasant
uprisings, which "contained more vital social principles, more solid
promises, more threatening and certain prophecies for the future, than
all the liberal and radical prophecies against throne and altar
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that echoed along the banks of the Thames, the Seine, and the
Delaware."15

Inspired by the writings of Lavrov and Chernyshevskii, more than a
thousand young students set forth in 1874 to break down the barriers
which divided them from the peasantry they wanted to liberate. In this
"movement to go to the people," student radicals tried at all costs to
look and sound like peasants; some learned useful trades, others
converted to Orthodoxy so as to more easily win the peasants'
confidence. They descended upon an astonished peasantry with
socialist pamphlets, questionnaires about rural life, and information
about agricultural improvements. But peasants proved difficult either
to convince or to manipulate. (Both strategies were tried.) For the
peasant whose experience of outsiders was limited to the landlord, the
tax collector, the police official, or some other urban agent for the
imposition of heavier burdens and restrictions, students were simply
another object of suspicion. In areas where peasants remembered the
beatings inflicted by government punitive expeditions, there was little
willingness to risk illegal action on the advice of strangers. At the same
time, radicals like Vera Figner and Catherine Breshko-Breskhkovskaia
were able to gain a substantial measure of trust and support for their
efforts. They and others like them evoked a sort of protective response in
peasants who spoke with pride of "our radical" and refused to betray
their naive and mysterious benefactors to the police. But it was only in
Chigirin that Lev Deutsch was able to incite peasants to open rebellion
in 1876 by distributing forged manifestos from the tsar.16

The response of the state was not as complicated as the reactions of
the peasantry. From 1873 onward the police and the army loyally
carried out their orders to arrest student radicals. The effectiveness of
police efforts led even the saintly Vera Figner to believe that if
revolutionaries were to organize peasants, they first had to check the
power of the state's machinery of repression. The terrorist strategy
adopted by the Narodnaia Volia (Peoples' Will) was a result of deeply felt
political frustration, combined with a desperate hope that the "dis-
organization of the state" by means of political assassination would
undermine traditional peasant habits of obedience. As the terrorist
Stepniak put it,

the agricultural class is like a latent and mysterious volcano, upon the
edge of which the oppressors are heedlessly dancing. . . . This class is so
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desperate, so unfortunate, so miserable, that it only needs a spark to make
its hatred burst out into an immense flame which would destroy the
entire edifice of the State and the modern economic order, and with it,
also everything wearing the impress of civilization. . . ,17

While the terrorists hoped that a politically democratic and socialistic
order would eventually emerge from such a confrontation, the populist
G. V. Plekhanov ridiculed the idea that socialism could result from a
terrorist coup d'etat and a primitive peasant rebellion a la Pugachev. It
was obvious to Plekhanov that peasants had to be organized and
educated so that they could reasonably be expected to act as a mass
revolutionary force, capable of building a decent society. To accom-
plish this purpose, he, Vera Zasulich, and Lev Deutsch set up a non-
terrorist propaganda group called Cherny Peredel (Black Repartition) to
oppose the political strategy of the Narodnaia Volia. But in fact neither
the terrorist group nor the Cherny Peredel was successful. Plekhanov's
organization was unable to develop any real ties with the countryside,
and although the bombs and daggers of the Narodnaia Volia put an end
to the reign of Alexander II in 1881, Stepniak's peasant "volcano"
failed to erupt.

The repeated failure of efforts to organize or even appeal to the
peasantry did not weaken the populist commitment of most Russian
radicals. Unable to succeed in their attempts to rapidly politicize the
rural populace, they nevertheless continued to believe that the peasant
majority of the population was the key to Russia's future. Those who
remained in the countryside and managed to escape the police and the
punitive detachments were eventually able to achieve some notable
successes. In the i88os and iSgos they organized unions of rural
schoolteachers to serve as a kind of bridge between the outside world
and the life of the village. In Tambov and Saratov provinces networks
of mobile libraries were established, where peasants borrowed and
avidly read the stories of Tolstoi and translations of French novels about
the Revolution of 1789, and perused (with substantially less interest) a
variety of pamphlets on socialism and agronomy.18 The evidence does
not in general suggest that such populist efforts to make contact with the
countryside were based upon a naive faith in peasants or in the all-
emcompassing virtues of the repartitional land commune. Activists like
I. N. Myshkin and P. A. Kropotkin explicitly refused to lay claim to any
uniquely Russian path to socialism, but hoped instead that Russia's
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communal peasantry might participate in what the First International
had defined as a worldwide socialist movement of working people.19

In contrast, the intellectuals who became Marxists believed that
Russia would recreate the economic experience of "peasantless"
England. They interpreted their failure to gain immediate and grateful
popular acceptance as proof that peasants were hopelessly irrational,
brutalized, passive, and doomed. Other conclusions were clearly as
plausible: Plekhanov might, for example, have taken his disillusioning
experience as an indication that Russian radicals understood little
about the process of rural political organization. Even the perceptions
of political failure and peasant apathy may have been premature, since
the areas where students were active in the 18705 became centers of
recurrent unrest in later decades—the scene of agrarian strikes by field
workers in the i88os, the formation of populist groups in the 18905, and
the establishment of peasant brotherhoods in the igoos. The "move-
ment to go to the people" coincided with a massive over-enrollment in
local zemstvo schools, as the supposedly traditional-minded peasantry
spent a healthy percentage of their meager commune funds on
education.20 But the bitterness of anti-peasant feeling expressed by
populists on the road to Marxism revealed how thin was the layer of
benevolence which covered deeper feelings of contempt for the
primitive. By the i88os a small number of populist intellectuals were
already willing to discard the peasant majority of the population in a
political sense and to reject peasant institutions as a basis for Russia's
economic development. A rather romantic disillusionment with the
peasantry led them to turn from the Russian countryside to the cities
of the West for models of revolution and progress, and to a new
and "active" Russian proletarian class which Marx had defined as
revolutionary.21

Marxism in Russia

Because the government's censors considered their work "harmless,
abstract speculation," the writings of Marx and Engels had long been
available to educated Russians. As on so many other occasions, the
censors were mistaken in their judgment; the influence of Marxism in
Russia would be particularly wide-ranging. Among academic econ-
omists and industrialists, there were those who found in Capital a source of
powerful arguments for the brutally progressive virtues of free enter-
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prise and long working hours. The economist N. I. Ziber celebrated
Marxism as the culmination of Ricardian economics, while Moscow
factory owners sponsored lectures on the Marxist "proof" that unfet-
tered capitalist initiative represented a step forward in Russia's
historical development.22 In contrast, populists found it easy to accept
and use Marxism as a critique of capitalism. Chernyshevskii had
written a defense of Engels's study of the English working class, and in
1869 the populist Daniel'son (whose pseudonym was Nikolai on)
completed the first Russian translation of Capital. In 1870, when a
Russian factory owner claimed that restrictions on child labor delayed
the economic advance which brought civilization to the factory worker,
the populist Mikhailovskii based his refutation upon the descriptions of
child labor which appeared in Capital.23

But most populists did not become Marxists. Those who were
receptive to his writings did not accept them as a body of comprehen-
sive, scientific laws of social development. It was obvious to the populists
that Russia's fate would not be decided by a tiny urban proletariat;
Marxism had not been developed with Russian problems in mind. Even
Daniel'son, who called himself a Marxist, did not consider it Itse majeste
to ask Marx to broaden his theoretical framework so that it might better
apply to the Russian situation. No populist, not even Daniel'son at the
height of his enthusiasm for Marx's work, accepted the dialectical
reasoning which made the evils of capitalism the source of future good.
Impressed by the Marxian analysis of the horrors of capitalism, they
could not bring themselves to believe that the introduction of capitalism
was a prerequisite for socialism, or that industrial proletarians con-
stituted the only revolutionary social class. Populists accepted the
aspects of Marx's work which corresponded to their hatred of capitalism
and their sense of obligation to the poor, and especially to the Russian
peasant. Despite the tough-mindedness of Chernyshevskii, and
Nechaev's dreadful parody of revolutionary firmness, and lack of
compromise, most populists were warmhearted individuals who did not
separate their interest in economic materialism from a belief in appeals
to conscience. Daniel'son, Vorontsov (who used the pseudonym V.V.),
and other leading populists assumed that the proletariat was only one of
the exploited elements which would eventually carry out a socialist
revolution.

The problematic implications of Marxist theory for the Russian
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situation were particularly evident in 1875, when Friedrich Engels
entered into a bitter polemical dispute with the Russian Jacobin P. N.
Tkachev. Tkachev argued that a dedicated band of revolutionary
conspirators could carry out a coup d'etat, halt the advance of
capitalism, and build socialism on the basis of collectivist peasant
traditions and practices. As a historical materialist, Engels found it easy
to ridicule both the idea that peasants were socialist "by instinct" and
the hope that the revolutionary determination of a few conspirators
could nullify the laws of historical development. It was clear to Engels
that Russia lacked the material foundations for socialism (although he
granted that Russia might avoid capitalism if a proletarian socialist
revolution took place in the West). At the same time, it should be noted
that for all his materialism Engels was quite willing to ignore the
material reality of the institutions and social classes which dominated
Russian life. He did not believe that the ubiquitous peasant commune
created any politically significant patterns of behavior; the majority of
commune peasants were less important to him than the minority of
kulaks and proletarians created by Russia's capitalist development.

Tkachev rejected Engels's arguments, but his very insistence on
immediate revolutionary action, whatever the degree of Russia's
preparedness for socialist revolution, was a direct response to the
horrifying descriptions of exploitation which Engels had provided in his
study of the English working class. Tkachev wrote as a revolutionary
burdened by a "Marxist" conception of historical development which
suggested that the evils of capitalism were all that Russians could hope
to experience for a long time to come. His voluntarism was generated by
precisely the same fears which later drove Lenin to what his critics
called "adventurism" and opportunism. Tkachev found the impli-
cations of Marxian economic determinism both heartless and politically
irresponsible. He denounced Russian Marxists for their callous and
inhuman ability to

understand that under present economic and political conditions, in
Russia a correct and in any way reasonable organization of workers'
groups is absolutely impossible. But this does not disturb them. Why
then, they will wait. They do not lack patience! The people's grief, the
people's tears are not their grief, their tears! Why should they compro-
mise themselves in risky enterprises? They want to act only when it is a
sure thing. It is impossible to act now and be certain. We, all the
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revolutionaries, understand this very well, and they understand it better
than we. But we are not afraid of the risk. Neither we nor the people have
anything to regret, anything to lose!24

In 1877, when the populist Mikhailovskii wrote to Marx to ask him
to spell out the precise implications of Capital for Russia, Marx replied
quite frankly that his studies of West European capitalism offered
Russia's revolutionaries no unconditional solutions. As Marx put it, his
work was not to be considered a "historico-philosophical theory of the
general path fatally imposed upon all peoples, whatever their historical
circumstances." He admitted that "history offered Russia" a chance to
avoid capitalism if its relentless advance were somehow checked.26

The reluctance of Marx to make definitive pronouncements on
either the subject of the commune or the prospects for revolution in
Russia was made unmistakably clear in his letter of 1881 to Vera
Zasulich. Zasulich, troubled by the paralyzing implications of a
capitalist- and proletarian-centered Marxism for radical activists in a
peasant society, had written to ask if Marx believed that Russian
socialists could do nothing but watch as peasants were driven from the
land to the streets of the cities in search of wages. Were radicals simply
to live for the future, calculating all the while how many decades had to
pass before the peasants' land was in the hands of the bourgeoisie, and
how many "centuries, perhaps" before Russia's economic and social
development made it appropriate to fight for socialism? Responding in
a manner which has been described as "aussi peu 'Marxiste' que
possible," Marx suggested that in Russia

thanks to an extraordinary concatenation of circumstances, the peasant
commune, still existing on a national scale, can gradually shake off its
primitive qualities and develop directly as an element of collective
production on a national scale. Precisely because it is a coeval of
capitalist production, it is in a position to assimilate its positive
achievements without going through all its horrors.

While the analysis given in Capital proved nothing for or against the
viability of the peasant commune, Marx concluded,

the special research into this subject which I conducted, the materials for
which I obtained from original sources, has convinced me that this
community is the mainspring of Russia's social generation, but in order
that it might function as such one would first have to eliminate the
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deleterious influences which assail it from every quarter and then to
ensure the conditions normal for spontaneous development.26

Marx's researches were undertaken with the advice and aid of
Daniel'son, and his letter to Zasulich reflected a clear acceptance of
Daniel'son's populist argument that commune peasants were still
desperately holding their own against the encroachments of capital-
ism.27 More importantly, Marx's writings indicated that he had begun at
last to move beyond the history of England's economic experience to
reflect upon a contemporary problem of economic development. He
had concluded that "even from the purely economic point of view only
the development of the commune can lead Russia's agriculture out of its
blind alley; other means, such as, for instance, the English system of
capitalist landholding, would surely prove unsuccessful. The English
system is completely incapable of fulfilling the conditions on which the
development of Russia's agriculture depends."28

Marx was as impressed by the political strategy of the Narodnaia Volia
as he was by the economics of Daniel'son. Although it may have been
that Marx and Engels considered terrorism the best that Russia could
do in the absence of a revolutionary proletariat, Marx nevertheless
called the Narodnaia Volia "the leading detachment of the revolutionary
movement in Europe."29 In contrast, he wrote of the exiled members of
Plekhanov's Cherry Peredel that most of them "had abandoned Russia
voluntarily—in contrast to the terrorists whose heads are at stake—to
form a so-called propaganda party. In order to carry on propaganda in
Russia, they come to Geneva. How is that for quid pro quo?"30 Marx's
reflections on Russian problems formed a striking contrast to his earlier
writings, and to the dogmatic certainties of Plekhanov, who would
emerge as his foremost Russian disciple.

Plekhanov has been called the "father of Russian Marxism," and if
Marxism is defined as an ideology derived above all from the economic
example of England and the political traditions of England and France,
the designation is accurate. A romantic about Western achievements, a
disillusioned populist and a selective materialist, Plekhanov refused to
confront the issues raised by Marx's correspondence with Daniel'son,
Mikhailovskii, and Zasulich. For Plekhanov, the laws of history as they
were embodied in the history of British capitalism could not be
discarded at will or arbitrarily "chosen" by populists of high moral
character. Regardless, therefore, of what seemed humane and desirable
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to noble-minded idealists, "capitalism goes on its way, dislodging the
independent producers from their unstable conditions and creating an
army of workers in Russia by the same tried and true methods which
had created modern English society."31

Plekhanov considered himself an heir of the Westernizers, although
it must be said that he was far less critical of the bourgeoisie than
Belinskii had been. In his Westernism, and in his bitter rejection of
Russian society as barbaric (or in nineteenth-century terminology
"Asiatic," or "semi-Asiatic"), there was something of the impassioned
romantic's rejection of a false religion and conversion to the only true
faith. For Plekhanov, all hopes for Russian socialism rested on the
further development of Western political traditions, economic insti-
tutions, and culture. Certain that the emancipation of 1861 had drawn
Russia into the world of bourgeois civilization, he believed that before
long a revolutionary Russian bourgeoisie would come forward to
champion the "Rights of Man" just as the French had done in lySg.32

Plekhanov attributed all delays in this process to what he termed the
"Asiatic" character of Russian society. From the i88os onward "Asia"
became for Plekhanov a kind of shorthand explanation for Russia's
backwardness. Russia was labeled an "Oriental despotism," while
primitive commune peasants were "Asiatic" in their indifference to
the outside world and in their lack of "solidarity, broad social interests,
or ideas." Accordingly, Plekhanov found the Russian peasant no better
than the Chinese, a "barbarian-tiller of the soil," cruel and merciless,
"a beast of burden" whose life provided no opportunity for the luxury of
thought.33

It was in the context of such hopes for the bourgeoisie and fears of the
peasantry that Plekhanov rejected Marx's correspondence with the
populists, and focused instead upon Marx's analysis of Western
European history. In 1883, when Plekhanov formed the Marxist
"Emancipation of Labor" group, he proposed a "radical reconsider-
ation" of agrarian relations, one which took into account the inevitable
development of progressive, Western-style capitalism.34 The explicitly
proletarian and "pro-capitalist" emphasis of the new Marxist group
served to set off a controversy over the peasantry, the proletariat, and
the forms of capitalist progress which would continue through the
revolutions of 1917. The protests of L. N. Tikhomirov exemplified
populist attitudes toward Plekhanov's brand of Marxism. In
Tikhomirov's words, "We must not deprive the peasant of his land; we
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must not develop the proletariat; not implant capitalism but increase
the strength of the people economically, intellectually and morally."35

In response, Plekhanov made use of Russian agricultural statistics
which suggested ( i ) that capitalism had taken deep root in Russia, (2)
that the commune was disintegrating, and (3) that peasants were
hopelessly conservative. His use of evidence was extremely selective and
his tone was imbued with anger at wrongheaded populists and disgust
with peasants who rejected the enlightenment offered them by a
generation of revolutionaries. Plekhanov relied in particular upon the
work of V. I. Orlov, a zemstvo statistician whose work documented the
existence of economic inequalities among commune peasants in
Moscow province. Like most Russian economists and statisticians of the
time, Orlov believed that the evidence indicated that the commune was
still a viable institution whose members were more equal and whose
agricultural practices were no more backward than in non-commune
districts.36 It was therefore particularly significant that Plekhanov took
Orlov's investigations as conclusive evidence that the central fact of
Russian rural life was the emergence of kulaks and proletarians.
Although Plekhanov did not make the claim that either group was
numerically dominant, the populist focus on the peasant majority who
neither hired labor nor hired themselves out to others would neverthe-
less become his proof that populists were ignorant of the realities of
Russian rural life.

In some of his early writings Plekhanov was scrupulous enough to
refer to Marx's favorable comments on the commune, but he no longer
did so in Our Differences (1885), his Marxist polemic against the
populists. In this work he vilified the populists for their supposed denial
that capitalism existed in Russian agriculture.37 According to
Plekhanov, it was the populists' beloved obshchina which no longer
existed. Since rural differentiation had already made a mockery of the
claims made for "eternal" commune principles, efforts to preserve those
principles would only strengthen the kulaks who were currently
engaged in the task of ruining their poorer commune "brothers."
According to Plekhanov, economic competition among the petty
bourgeoisie was eventually bound to result in the complete triumph of a
kulak elite over a proletarianized peasantry. Indifferent to the evidence
of commune-based economic innovation cited by the leading econ-
omists of his day, Plekhanov claimed that one of capitalism's great
historical merits was to destroy the weakness and inertia which, as he
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put it, "give such pain to educated people in any agricultural
society."38 According to Plekhanov, the fruitless populist search for
signs of progress and vitality in the obsolete institutions of small
producers revealed a typically narrow, petty bourgeois determination
to ignore the lessons of England's historical experience.

Critical of the political terrorism of the narodovoltsi, Plekhanov
ridiculed the naivete of Daniel'son's attempt to develop a strategy for
economic modernization without raising the question of political
revolution: "Let us suppose that the peasant commune is really our
anchor of salvation. But who will carry out the reforms postulated by
Nikolai on? The tsarist government? Pestilence is better than such
reformers and their reforms! Socialism being introduced by Russian
policemen—what a chimera. . . ."39

As the defender of a new Marxist orthodoxy, Plekhanov found
himself more "Marxist" than Engels, who coolly distanced himself from
the launching of anti-populist crusades and suggested that Plekhanov
attempt "serious research work" on the agrarian question instead of
"polemical articles."40 On political grounds, Engels feared that
Plekhanov's vicious denunciations might weaken the terrorist efforts of
surviving narodovoltsi, whom he considered still capable of carrying out a
populist revolution in Russia. It should of course be noted that for
Engels such a revolution would inevitably be petty bourgeois, while for
the populists it would be socialist, or at least "socialistic."41 But
Plekhanov did not waver, and in an article written in 1887 he succinctly
expressed what was thereafter to be the orthodox Russian Marxist
position on the peasant question. In his view, the Russian revolution-
ary movement, which had tried to minister to the needs of the peas-
antry, had met with no peasant support, sympathy, or understanding.
Their political indifference and intellectual backwardness, claimed
Plekhanov, were proof that peasants were traditionally the strongest
supporters of Russian absolutism.42

The harshness of such statements would return to haunt Plekhanov
in the famine year of 1891, when one-third of a million Russian peasants
died of hunger and disease. The explanations offered for the famine
disaster reflected the growing bitterness of the conflict between the
allegedly heartless Russian Marxists and their allegedly naive populist
opponents. Plekhanov and "legal Marxists" like Struve, Tugan-
Baranovskii, and Bulgakov attributed the famine to Russian backward-
ness, and in particular to the indisputable facts of low agricultural
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productivity and rapid population increase. The populists Daniel'son
and Vorontsov blamed the equally indisputable fall in world grain
prices and a government modernization policy which encouraged
industry at the expense of agriculture, education, and the general
popular welfare. N. K. Mikhailovskii, aware by this time that Russian
Marxism was taking shape as a proletarian-centered movement, argued
that honest and consistent Marxists would callously welcome the
famine as a progressive historical phenomenon which hastened the
separation of the producer from the means of production.43

For the populists, the ruin of the peasantry was an unmitigated evil.
Even aside from the incalculable human tragedy involved, they did not
believe that entrepreneurs and farmhands were necessarily more
progressive in an economic sense than the small producers. In 1892
V. P. Vorontsov published a massive summary of zprnstvo statistical
investigations of rural life which suggested that neither communal
institutions, nor illiteracy, nor superstition posed serious obstacles to
rational decision-making when peasants faced what they considered
viable alternatives. Making use of a far wider range of empirical
evidence than had any Russian Marxist of the time, Vorontsov argued
that the peasantry were to be distinguished from other social elements
not by the abstractions of "Asiatic" backwardness but by the dis-
proportionate financial burdens they carried and by their limited access
to knowledge and capital. The kulak, so deplorably necessary to the
Marxist analysis, was apparently no more enlightened in his economic
behavior than the poorer peasants. Vorontsov presented abundant
evidence to suggest that kulak wealth was based above all on usury,
rather than the use of modern tools and techniques. Commune peasants
introduced new methods of field use, Vorontsov reported, and in areas
where improved plows were cheap and easily available there was no
evidence of peasant reluctance to use them.44

According to Daniel'son, when the autocracy weakened the com-
mune by forcing the peasant majority to suffer for the sake of a
government-aided minority of industrialists and financiers, it was
"gratuitously" submitting to doctrinaire Marxist laws of economic
development. Daniel'son quoted from Marx's letter to Mikhailovskii
and argued that the Russian economy could still be based upon the
commune:

We do not have to wait until all the peasants are deprived of their land,
and replaced by a capitalist agriculture. . . . We must graft scientific
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agriculture and modern large-scale industry onto the commune, and at
the same time give the commune a form that will make it an effective tool
for the organization of large-scale industry and the transformation of the
form of that industry from a capitalist to a public one.45

Plekhanov dismissed such arguments as subjective, romantic, and
economically naive, but he did not undertake a serious economic
investigation of his own in order to counter them. Instead, he ridiculed
the populist willingness to reject the painful reality of capitalism in
order to wallow in unassailably moral but futile regrets for the peasants'
tragic plight. According to Plekhanov, Marxists did not "welcome" the
famine. Famines were the inevitable result of an economic backward-
ness which could only end with the further development of capitalism,
the only mechanism which history had provided for the modernization
of a peasant society. Plekhanov argued that no Marxist wanted the ruin
of the peasantry:

the better the condition of the peasantry, the sooner would the commune
break up. Moreover, that breakup can take place in conditions which are
either more or less advantageous for the people. The "pupils" [of Marx]
must "strive" to see to it that the breakup takes place in the conditions
most advantageous for the people.46

Since Plekhanov never spelled out what he meant by "advantageous"
conditions for the mir's disappearance, there remained a contradiction
between this vague philanthropic statement and his repeated assertions
that peasants had no future in a modern society. In 1892 Plekhanov
irritably warned that if peasants did not listen to Social Democratic
warnings of their coming expropriation by the forces of capital, they
had only themselves to blame. Under the system advocated by Social
Democrats, there would be no poor peasants and no landlords.47

Plekhanov's arguments were quite consistent with the analysis
implicit in the major works of Marx and Engels. In general, Marx and
Engels had been content to assume that only the socialized industrial
process of capitalist production could provide the basis for a socialist
revolution. Toward the end of his life, when Marx began to take
seriously the Russian peasant experience of collective decision-making
and common labor, he did not go on to revise his major theoretical
works so that they would reflect the change in his position. In
Plekhanov's writings the prevailing assumptions of Marx and Engels
became more doctrinaire and explicit, as the peasant majority became
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historically irrelevant, or a stubborn obstacle to human progress.
Although such attitudes were hardly conducive to the development of a
constructive revolutionary peasant strategy, they nevertheless became
widespread in the late nineteenth century. In the i8gos Plekhanov
proudly boasted that he would make of Capital a "Procrustean bed" for
the populists.48 But his real accomplishment may have been to perform
that task for the Russian Marxist movement.



3

Lenin as an Orthodox Marxist

We have all of us sufficient courage
to bear the pains of others.

LA ROCHEFOUCAULD

BY THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY many capitalist and non-capitalist
modernizers were agreed that peasants had to pay the costs of economic
development, even if they were destroyed in the process. In Russia at
least, the first half of this proposition was more openly recognized than
the second. Particularly after the famine disaster of 1891, no govern-
ment official was willing to publicly echo Finance Minister
Vyshnegradskii's notorious "We shall eat less, but we will export
grain." But "eating less" remained the unavoidable choice of many
peasants even after such tactless government statements became
impolitic. Under Sergei Witte, who replaced Vyshnegradskii in 1892,
peasants were still disproportionately taxed to pay for Russia's
economic development program. The government continued to fear
that taxing potential entrepreneurs would weaken incentives for
investment, while taxing the gentry was avoided because it might
weaken the autocracy's most reliable political supporters. Rural
education and the supply of cheap credit to small producers remained
low-priority items in the state budget. Instead of changing the basic
outlines of the Vyshnegradskii strategy, Witte and his supporters
argued that peasant poverty and backwardness were a consequence of
the survival in Russia of the outmoded repartitional land commune.
Like their Marxist contemporaries, "progressive" state officials looked

38
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to the West for proof that rural development could only be the task of
private landowners acting on their own.1

These were audacious claims, in view of traditional government
policies and contemporary economic research. Within the autocracy,
the fear that peasants deprived of communal land guarantees might
become lawless, even revolutionary, had traditionally served to
moderate the influence of commune critics. In the 18903 K. P.
Pobedonostsev, Witte's archenemy, would continue to argue for the
commune as a bulwark against Western-style proletarian revolution.
Russia's professional economists were generally still agreed that the
commune was an economically viable institution; although the exist-
ence of rural inequality was widely recognized, it was believed that the
flawed security of the commune served nevertheless to ease some of the
initial pressures and burdens imposed by rapid economic develop-
ment.2 But by the turn of the century, pro-commune arguments and the
evidence which supported them appeared less and less convincing both
to the government and to its Marxist critics. Within the bureaucracy,
time-honored commitments to guarantees of social security gradually
gave way to the more compelling fear that Russia would suffer the
fate of nineteenth-century China or India unless urban and rural
entrepreneurs took on the task of modernization. Only after a more or
less painful capitalist transformation (so the argument went) could the
problem of rural poverty be effectively dealt with.

Such arguments were quite consistent with the European Marxist
"orthodoxy" which had taken shape after the death of Marx in 1883.
Neither Engels nor any of the other Marxists who rose to prominence in
the last decades of the nineteenth century had shown any eagerness to
pursue the implications of Marx's correspondence with the Russian
populists. The more constructive comments which Engels and Marx
had made on the transformation of rural life were forgotten. Instead,
Engels insisted that peasants had to "recognize that they are lost beyond
saving"; an inexorable dialectic of historical development was held to
require peasant rum as a precondition for the achievement of
socialism.3 In the i88os, the obsoleteness of peasants and peasant
institutions began to attain for Marxists the status of an axiomatic truth,
requiring elucidation and illustration rather than empiral proof.

European Marxists who did not accept the peasantry's death
sentence came to be called revisionists. The revisionist movement, a
product of the hope for peaceful reform generated by the growth of legal
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political opportunities in late nineteenth-century Western Europe, was
also a response to the curious fact that despite a worldwide agrarian
crisis, the supposedly obsolete small producer was managing to survive
in competition with giant capitalist enterprise.4 In this context, the
annihilation of the peasantry (always a touchy issue for Marxists) began
to seem not only morally reprehensible but unnecessary in economic
terms. The peculiar conjunction of "bourgeois" political opportunity
and a non-vanishing peasantry led German Social Democrats like
Eduard Bernstein and Georg von Vollmar to argue that Marxists might
legitimately appeal to the peasantry not only as petty capitalists but on
socialist grounds. In France the revisionist position was exemplified by
Jean Jaures, who claimed that socialism did not require the expropri-
ation of the small landholder. While the views of Jaures were
ideologically unacceptable to the French Socialist Party, his awareness
that it was politically dangerous to ignore peasant interests was taken
seriously. At the party congress of 1894, a resolution about the
differentiation of the peasantry into bourgeois and proletarian elements
noted that "it is not up to the socialists to accelerate this development,
since their task is not to separate property from labor but to unite these
two factors of production in the same person."5 Such arguments drew
the wrath of Engels, who ridiculed the idea of the small proprietor as
socialist. As he put it, "We shall never make socialists out of peasants
protecting their property any more than [we shall make them] out of
artisans hoping to remain entrepreneurs."6 To prevent such errors from
recurring, Engels helped Karl Kautsky to develop a more anti-peasant
and theoretically consistent formulation for German Social Democrats
to follow. In the Erfurt Program no hope was held out to the peasant as
either small producer or potential socialist. The only remedy offered for
rural poverty was a system of large-scale social ownership of the means
of production, to be established at some future date. It was asserted as
well that only the proletariat could establish such a system, because all
other social elements had a material stake in the preservation of the
existing order.

The revisionists rejected all such arguments. At the Breslau Social
Democratic Congress of 1895, Eduard David called for the expropri-
ation of estate owners, the establishment of model farms on state land,
and an increase in the amount of property controlled by rural com-
munes and associations.7 To raise peasant agricultural productivity,
Vollmar demanded that Social Democrats support the formation
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of cooperatives to make capital and machinery available to the
peasantry at a minimal cost.8 Vollmar's arguments were rejected by the
congress, as were all the revisionist proposals. Relying upon the most
dogmatic pronouncements of Marx and Engels, speaker after orthodox
speaker denounced the revisionists. Commitments to the proletariat
were reaffirmed, warnings against the dangers of opportunist con-
cession to the petty bourgeoisie were repeated, and all proposals for land
reform were rejected as measures which "set before the eyes of the
peasantry the improvement of their position, that is, the confirmation of
private ownership."9

The orthodox Marxist position on the peasant question was spelled
out by Karl Kautsky in his immensely influential Die Agrarfrage (1897).
Politically, the major thrust of Kautsky's argument was that revol-
utionaries could not promise any protection to the peasant as a small
producer. Although Kautsky conceded that small proprietors were not
disappearing, their survival and their economic successes did not
change his prior assessment of their significance and potential. In
Kautsky's view, peasants were incapable of rational or constructive
action, but they could on occasion appear to disprove the laws of
economic development because of their peculiar willingness to engage
in "superhuman effort" and to accept a "subhuman" level of existence.
In possession of their "pygmy" parcels of land, they retained their
backward economic practices, together with the illusion that they could
permanently outlast the large-scale entrepreneur.10 In the long run,
wrote Kautsky, the more efficient large-scale capitalist enterprise would
inevitably triumph; in the short run, measures for land reform had to be
understood as nothing more than "fetters which chain the peasant to his
property." Kautsky, whose critics called him "the Torquemada of
Marxism," insisted that he was not a heartless promoter of peasant ruin.
His strategy was to appeal for the support of peasants as citizens who
would benefit from such reforms as progressive taxation, the right of
initiative and referendum, and the extension of civil liberties. On
economic issues, Kautsky claimed:

The better the position of the small farmer . . . the sooner he will cease to
struggle against industry on a large scale. If he is accustomed to a good
living, he will rebel against the privations incident to a protracted
struggle and will the sooner prefer to take his place with the
proletariat. . . . He will pass directly into the ranks of the militant
purposeful proletarians and thus hasten the victory of the proletariat.11
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How or why a peasant earning a decent living on a small plot of land
would want to become a militant, landless proletarian was never made
clear.

The victory of German orthodoxy over revisionism in the late
nineteenth century represented a rejection of reformist socialism. As we
shall see, the lessons which Russian Marxists would derive from the
experience of the most powerful Marxist political party in Europe was
that it was not for principled Marxists to formulate a socialist peasant
program.

Lenin

In 1893, Lenin entered the polemical arena which served the Russian
intelligentsia as a substitute for political activity. By that time he was
twenty-three, and a committed Marxist. Between 1893 and 1900 his
writings reflected a fanatic anti-populism and an eager acceptance of
the challenges of Marxist revisionism. Although he derived many of his
general attitudes from Kautsky, Lenin's economics were more rigid and
his politics far more flexible. Denying the validity of all evidence and
arguments that the small producer could ever survive in competition
with the giant capitalist entrepreneur, he insisted on the inevitability of
peasant ruin. But unlike many of his Marxist contemporaries, Lenin's
belief in the peasant's dismal fate did not lead him to lose interest in the
peasant question. Instead, he polemicized against the populists,
formulated programs aimed at gaining peasant support, and made use
of his Siberian exile to complete a massive study intended to combat
"sentimental" populist arguments on scientific and empirical grounds.
From the outset, Lenin's writings reflected an awareness (uncommon
among Russian Marxists of his time) that Russian revolutionaries could
not very well ignore the peasant majority of the population.

The Errors of the Populists

In their failure to understand the dialectic of historical development
and in their defense of the small producer, populists were for Lenin the
despicable Russian counterparts of the German revisionists. Content
with "small deeds" and "pseudo-scholarly" investigations, they aban-
doned the heroic, illegal, and violent political struggles of the older
generation of revolutionary democrats. In a lengthy pamphlet entitled
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"What the 'Friends of the People' Are and How They Fight the Social
Democrats" (1894), he ridiculed the "subjectivist" hopes of the populist
Mikhailovskii, who had written:

Our task is not to rear, out of our national depths, a civilization that is
positively "original" but neither is it to transplant Western civilization to
our own country in toto, together with all the contradictions that are
tearing it apart; we must take what is good from wherever we can; and
whether it be our own or foreign is not a matter of principle but of
practical convenience.12

"How simple," Lenin commented, as if intellectuals could take from the
medieval order "the laborer's ownership of the means of production
and from the new capitalist forms . . . liberty, equality, enlightenment
and culture." Certain that history proceeded according to discrete and
rigidly ordered phases of development, Lenin scornfully observed
that progress was not simply a matter of "plucking elements from
various social formations,"13 whatever muddleheaded thinkers like
Mikhailovskii might pretend.

Lenin found the populists sensitive to the evils of capitalism, but
curiously blind to the "Asiatic abuse of human dignity" which
prevailed in pre-capitalist rural life.14 They somehow failed to notice
that bigotry, subservience to authority, barbaric superstition, and a
vicious abuse of women flourished within the "peasant idyll." In
contrast, Lenin insisted, the brutality of capitalism forced the patri-
archal peasantry out of medieval stagnation,

breaking the chains of enslavement to the local "work-giver" and
disclosing the basis of exploitation in general, of class exploitation as
distinct from the depredations of a particular viper. . . . [Capitalism
drew] the peasant population, cowed and forced down to the level of
cattle, en masse into the vortex of complex social and political life. . . ,15

As indifferent as Plekhanov to evidence which suggested that
peasants possessed any significant forms of collective life, Lenin avoided
any extended discussion of the mir. Because peasant families cultivated
separate allotments, he considered them "isolated producers."16

Lenin's Russian countryside was filled with peasants who were like
Marx's "sack of potatoes," lacking in social solidarity or historically
significant institutions, caught between their former feudal masters and
a greedy bourgeoisie. Any Russian of the iSgos who read only Lenin's
writings would have been unable to guess that the repartitional land
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commune still commanded the loyalties of the overwhelming majority
of the population. His failure to give any evidence which suggested that
a peasant social life existed outside the structures of exploitation
imposed by the gentry or the kulaks made the populist claims for the
commune cited in his writings appear particularly fanciful—pure
assertions rather than judgments based upon the examination of more
economic evidence than Lenin was ever to confront. Dismissing the
material connection between the majority of the peasantry and the
repartitional land commune, Lenin discussed only the social and
economic circumstances which made the peasant into a competitive
individualist or a ruined proletarian. Refusing to entertain the
possibility that the commune might accustom peasants to collectivist
political or economic behavior, he denounced the economist N. K.
Karyshev as a "liberal cretin" for suggesting that the commune
contained equalizing mechanisms which might diffuse the benefits of
agricultural improvement among its poorer elements. As Lenin
characteristically demanded, "Is this naivete or is it something
worse?"17 In his view, the only function of the commune was to
immobilize the weakest rural elements within a wretched economic
situation which forced them into semi-feudal relationships with the
gentry.

It should be noted that leading contemporary economists like
Karyshev, A. I. Chuprov, N. A. Kablukov, A. A. Manuilov, and
A. S. Posnikov were equally aware of the conservative traditions and
functions of the commune, but did not consider them rigid or
impervious to change. Instead, they took seriously the evidence that
communes introduced technological innovations. As proponents of
economic development and as consultants to the government on issues
of economic policy, they attempted to devise strategies which might
make use of the commune to render the process of primitive accumu-
lation less painful for the peasant majority of the population.18 But for
Lenin, any reference whatsoever to constructive commune activity was
a sign of the reactionary economic romanticism which, as he put it,
"satisfied the narrow need for organization within a patriarchal,
immobile society and wanted to apply it to a totally transformed
society."19

After reading a number of statistical studies which documented
inequalities within the commune, Lenin confidently denounced the
populists for their superficiality and lack of sophistication and made the
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ludicrous claim that both urban and rural Russia were essentially
capitalist in 1894.20 Even the apparently uncontroversial populist
assertion that most Russians were commune peasants living on
inadequate allotments of land came under attack: Lenin claimed that
most Russian peasants were "really" proletarians. If either poverty or
seasonal or part-time wage labor could be demonstrated, Lenin refused
to believe that rights of land use, membership in the repartitional
commune, or the ownership of a horse or a cow made peasants less
proletarian. In his view, "Capitalism had never anywhere been
associated with the complete divorce of workers from the land; yet it was
capitalism nevertheless."21

To Lenin, the cardinal error of the populists lay in their failure to
recognize that the fundamental issue was not unequal distribution of
wealth, but a system of production relations which subordinated labor
to the owner of capital. Preferring instead to idealize the mythical
"average" peasant, they denounced the villainous capitalist as an
outsider rather than a central participant in Russian rural life. At the
same time, populists who professed to hate the capitalist system were
quite willing in practice to maintain and develop petty capitalist, i.e.,
peasant, economic relationships. Like Marx, Lenin saw the "defenders
of the peasantry" as petty bourgeois and Utopian socialists whose
abstract moral concerns only served to obscure the realities of class
struggle. Glorying in denunciations of the "evildoer" and proud of their
noble preference for human happiness over human suffering, they
denied what was for Lenin the hard truth that historical progress was
inevitably costly in human terms. In Lenin's view, peasants had
suffered in vain under the feudal system; their sufferings under
capitalism would at least culminate in industrial and socialist prosperity
for all.22

As Lenin pointed out, the populist emphasis upon distribution of
wealth rather than control over the means of production led them to
categorize impoverished intellectuals, peasants, and urban proletarians
all as "working people." Denying the Marxist contention that un-
alterable conflicts of interest resulted from differing relationships to the
means of production, they appealed not only to the poor's hatred of the
rich but to motives of honesty, generosity, and fairness. To Lenin, the
crucial fact was of course that whatever conscience-stricken individuals
might do, capitalists as a class would never meet the needs of the poor by
sacrificing the economic system which produced their wealth. Even the
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"best" of the capitalists (to say nothing of the uncommitted intel-
lectuals) would inevitably deplore the violence of the mob more than
the coercive acts of an oppressive government. For Lenin as for Marx,
petty bourgeois and Utopian denials of the class basis of political and
social behavior reflected a fundamental lack of seriousness.

The Revolutionary Peasant

In every mention of the peasant in Lenin's early writings Soviet scholars
have attempted to establish Lenin's awareness of the need for a worker-
peasant alliance.23 But in fact, Lenin seldom discussed questions of
peasant political strategy during this period. His certainty that peasants
were being destroyed by advancing capitalism did not evoke in him any
hopes for peasant revolution against their oppressors. In the tradition of
the "Communist Manifesto," The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,
and Capital, Lenin found in 1895 that the small producer still "stands
aloof from the struggle; he is still tied by his tiny enterprise to the old
bourgeois system: and although he is oppressed by the capitalist system
he is incapable of understanding the true causes of his oppression."24

When Lenin wrote of the rural proletariat, whose support he considered
an "essential" condition for the victory of the working class, his
expectations were minimal. Assuming as he did that only the life of the
city could generate true revolutionary consciousness, he observed that
in rural areas even proletarians were backward, isolated, and frag-
mented, "capable only of sullen desperation and not of intelligent and
persistent protest and struggle."25

Given such reservations, it was significant that Lenin nevertheless
included an agrarian section in every draft party program which he
formulated in the period before 1905. And here as elsewhere one may
recognize the tension between his sound political instincts and the
demands of his Marxist orthodoxy. Following Plekhanov and Kautsky,
Lenin believed that while serfs might rebel against their feudal masters,
members of the petty bourgeoisie were incapable of revolutionary
political behaviour. For this reason, although his economic analyses
had been focused upon the triumph of capitalism, Lenin's political
appeals to the peasantry presupposed the existence of a predominantly
feudal agrarian economy. In a draft program of 1895, he developed a
set of anti-feudal peasant demands which included ( i ) abolition of
redemption payments imposed as part of the emancipation reform
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process, (2) return of the otrezki which kept peasants dependent upon
their former masters, (3) abolition of collective responsibility for tax
payment, and (4) suspension of all laws which prevented peasants from
"doing as they will" with their allotments.26 At one point, he even
suggested that Social Democrats support a bourgeois nationalization of
the land.27 From Lenin's perspective, such demands would be both
politically popular and principled, since they would accelerate the
transformation of the peasantry into either individualistic, capitalist-
oriented proprietors or hired hands. In 1897, Lenin wrote that Social
Democrats should no ignore the peasantry, although he conceded that
Social Democrats were so few in number that work among the
peasantry was "inopportune."28

Even this level of concern with a Marxist peasant strategy set Lenin's
programs apart from the "Manifesto of the First Congress of the
Russian Social Democratic Labor Party" (1898), written by P. B.
Struve while Lenin was in exile. This document made no reference to
the relationship between proletariat and peasantry, or to the more
general issue of securing allies in the political struggles against tsarism.
While the "weak and cowardly" Russian bourgeoisie was castigated for
failing to play its proper historical role, the peasantry was not singled
out for any special notice. Peasants were in fact mentioned only once in
the whole document, and then only as one of several exploited groups
which participated in the struggle against an oppressive autocracy.29 As
the neo-populist Victor Chernov would observe, there was a fantasylike
quality to the manifesto of 1898, which was written as if peasants formed
such an insignificant minority within the general population that there
was no need for any extended discussion of their political role.30

In contrast, Lenin's draft for a party program in 1899 provided
somewhat more scope for proletarian cooperation with the peasantry.
(It would have been difficult to have provided less.) Claiming that
Social Democrats needed peasant support in order to destroy the
survivals of feudalism, Lenin went on to argue that to ignore the
revolutionary peasant elements was to commit "grave political errors"
and break with the basic tenets of Marxism.31 He contended that the
history of peasant revolts had demonstrated that peasants were capable
of acting as a positive revolutionary force, and appealed to Russian
Marxists to distinguish between conservative and revolutionary peas-
ants just as Marx had done in his "Address" to the German workers of
i85O.32 It should of course be emphasized that for Lenin peasants were
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revolutionary only in their opposition to feudalism; peasant anti-
capitalism remained for him petty bourgeois and reactionary, a form of
the peasantry's rejection of economic growth and development.
Although he recognized the complex character of peasant dependence
on landlords and kulaks, Lenin had not yet developed a strategy for the
organization of peasants according to the differing degree of their
exploitation. Even more importantly, he did not deal with the mass of
commune peasants who neither hired labor nor hired themselves out to
others, except to claim that most of them were "really" proletarians.
Politically he had not yet confronted the fundamental social realities of
Russian rural life.

Russian Rural Capitalism

Lenin's analysis of rural capitalism was greatly influenced by the work
of Plekhanov and Kautsky. Like Plekhanov, Lenin incessantly and
inaccurately claimed that populists ignored the existence of kulaks and
rural proletarians in the Russian countryside. He contrasted the
statistician V. Ye. Postnikov's demonstration of economic differences
among various types of peasant households with the "usual" populist
emphasis upon the income of a mythical average peasant household
(without mentioning that Postnikov was himself a populist) .33 In fact,
there were few populists of Lenin's time who denied the fact of rural
differentiation. Most were agreed, however, that since only a tiny
minority were either kulak or proletarian it made sense to concentrate
on the majority of subsistence peasants who participated in the
operations of the repartitional land commune. It was Lenin who
insisted again and again in his writings of the 18905 that the issue most
worthy of study was the development of capitalism.

In taking this approach Lenin was following in the footsteps of
Plekhanov and Kautsky. And in his enthusiasm for Kautsky's attack
upon the revisionists he did not seem to notice that Kautsky had no
constructive peasant policy. Although the Kautskian determinism
which doomed the peasant and his defenders was clearly at odds with
his own interest as a revolutionary activist in a predominantly peasant
society, Lenin seemed unable to recognize (much less resolve) this
conflict. The German Marxist perspective and his own heartfelt anti-
populism drove him to search out all possible indications of a significant
proletarian presence in the countryside. At the same time, his Marxism
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suggested that peasants were revolutionary only in their struggle
against the survivals of feudalism. These contradictions were every-
where in evidence in The Development of Capitalism in Russia (1899),
Lenin's major work of Marxist economics.

Written during his years of exile in Siberia, The Development of
Capitalism in Russia was Lenin's attempt to demonstrate that within and
outside the commune, in the city and in the countryside, Russia was
seething with all the contradictions "inherent in every economy and
every order of capitalism."34 Individuals were struggling for economic
independence, land and capital were being concentrated in the hands
of a minority, and a growing rural proletariat was exploited by the
merchant class. Lenin's data suggested that the Russian agricultural
economy could no longer be described as a rudimentary network of
local markets linking up a scattered group of feudal landlords and
serflike peasants. "Money-profit" had begun to dominate the Russian
countryside, and the farmers' product was increasingly subject to a
national and even an international market. The growth of usury had set
in motion a process of economic development which would inevitably
result in the triumph of industrial capital and the formation of a
predominantly proletarian workforce.35

Lenin's analysis contained a number of serious flaws. Like
Plekhanov, he treated statistical studies which demonstrated that
economic inequality was one of several important elements in Russian
rural life as if they proved that rural differentiation was the central
factor. Although he was concerned above all to demonstrate the
accelerating process of rural differentiation as reflected in statistics on
peasant ownership of livestock and agricultural machinery, Lenin
never cited contemporary statistics on this topic that dealt with changes
in the peasant economy over time. Instead, he tried to demonstrate the
dynamics of differentiation by using static figures (data, for example, that
refer to the level of economic inequality in 1889). Lenin ridiculed the
populist P. N. Vikhliaev's study of peasant farming for its emphasis
upon egalitarian tendencies within the commune, but did not mention
Vikhliaev's statistics on the pattern of peasant ownership of horses,
perhaps because these figures did not indicate that rural differentiation
was increasing.36 While he conceded that little precise evidence was
available on the rate of the peasantry's separation from the means of
production, Lenin claimed nevertheless that what evidence there was
indicated not only that the size of the rural proletariat was rapidly
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growing, but that the peasant bourgeoisie was already the "master" of
the Russian countryside.37

It was significant that when Lenin used the term "proletarian" he
meant not only the farmhand but the peasant who owned a horse,
cultivated a small plot of land, and hired himself out to others on a part-
time basis. It was typical of Lenin that when he made a problematic
argument he was careful to claim that he was saying nothing new. As he
put it, "everyone knew" that landholding rural workers abounded in
European society (the English cottager being a typical example), while
in Russian Courland the fact that capitalist landlords allotted land to
farm laborers in order to guarantee a stable labor force did not obscure
the essentially proletarian character of landholding farm workers.38

According to Lenin, Great Russia was filled with proletarians who
owned land. He rather foolishly insisted that his definition was perfectly
consistent with Marxist theory, although it was not clear how it could be
true that an allotment-owning, horse-owning commune peasant who
hired himself out on a seasonal or part-time basis was "really" a
proletarian. According to Lenin's own description, a landed "pro-
letarian" was obviously more complex in political and economic
potential than a rootless proletarian with nothing to lose but his chains.

At the same time, it was doubtful whether the landholding rural
worker was the sort of proletarian Lenin had in mind when he
attempted to refute the populist Vorontsov's claim that there existed no
internal market for Russian industrial development. In the 18903 V. P.
Vorontsov had suggested that a destitute, proletarianized peasantry
could never afford to purchase the goods produced by Russia's infant
industry.39 In response, Lenin had put forward the argument that
farmhands became part of a domestic market regardless of their will or
preference, because capitalism forced them to purchase all that they
needed in order to live.40 One did not have to be a populist to see the
weakness of Lenin's "unsentimental" position. Peasants with land and a
horse who participated in the commune clearly owned more than their
labor power. But Lenin insisted nevertheless that the experience of
survival on a tiny allotment (no matter how seldom they hired
themselves out to work for others) made them proletarians even before
their material reality precisely conformed to the Marxist definition of
the term.41

As we have seen, Lenin's mode of class analysis was extraordinarily
flexible. At times he categorized the peasantry according to ownership
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of land, livestock, tools, or the use of hired labor, but he did not
consistently use any one of these indicators as a basis for his division of
the peasantry into kulaks or proletarians. As the Polish sociologist
Boguslaw Galeski has suggested, there was no category which cor-
responded strictly either to the peasant stratum as a whole or to any
group within it.42 In 1899, Lenin insisted that peasants on small
allotments of land were essentially proletarians in an economy
dominated by the bourgeoisie. Later, after the Revolution of 1905, he
would put forward with equal confidence the claim that small
allotments sustained a system of'feudal relationships between peasants
and the landed gentry. In both cases, economic analysis gave way to the
need for a politically constructive peasant policy. In the 18905 a
potentially revolutionary rural proletariat could be defined so as to
contain almost half the peasant households in Russia. In the igoos,
when Russia regressed in Lenin's writings to a somewhat earlier,
predominantly feudal stage of economic development, the bourgeoisie
was no longer put forward as the master of the Russian countryside. At
that time, Lenin would claim that allotment peasants were engaged in
struggle against a predominantly feudal economic order.

But even in the iSgos Lenin did not claim that all of Russia's rural
poor were proletarians. He recognized the existence of "serflike"
peasants, and his research on the survivals of the past was (perhaps
unsurprisingly) far more solid and convincing than his assertions on the
triumph of the bourgeoisie. According to Lenin, the emancipation of
1861 had created new forms of feudal dependence by imposing onerous
financial burdens on the peasantry, diminishing allotment size, and
restricting freedom of movement. He pointed out that the system of
redemption payments favored the wealthiest peasants, since higher
charges were attached to the first unit of a peasant holding; the larger
the allotment, the smaller the payment the peasant was required to
make per desiatina (2.7 acres). Preexisting inequalities were thereby
increased, as redemption payments went to support the inefficient as
well as the more economically efficient landlords. Lenin agreed with
many social critics that the emancipation was unjust and unfair. But its
most fundamental defect in his view was its failure to end all financial
subsidies to the feudal gentry and establish the conditions for the most
rapid and rational development of capitalism.43

Before 1861, serfs had worked without compensation on the lord's
land with their own tools; but now "free" peasants bound to inadequate
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allotments of land farmed the gentry estates under the same conditions
in return for the right to use the otrezki lands taken from them by the
terms of the emancipation. The feudal barshchina became the otrabotka
system; the peasant need for the otrezki guaranteed the survival of servile
dependence. Tied to their communal allotments, peasants were unable
either to compete freely with other proprietors or to sell their labor at
will as rural proletarians. In this context, Lenin argued that a free
labor market would bring increased agricultural productivity and
prosperity. In social and cultural terms, proletarian competition would
destroy the restrictions of the otrabotka system and emancipate peasants
once and for all from the isolation and stagnation of the village.

In backward Russia, Lenin believed that free markets were far
more educational than any schools which enlightened reformers might
devise. In a statement that could have come from Witte, the "state
capitalist" finance minister of Nicholas II, Lenin wrote that it was
"naive to imagine that a village school can teach people what they can
learn from an independent acquaintance with the differing relations
and order of things in agriculture and in industry."44 Peasants would be
"civilized" by the experience of poverty in a more stimulating
environment. Freed from the patriarchal dependence and mindless
routine of rural social life for the presumably varied work to be found in
the Russian factory, peasants and their children would achieve the level
of class consciousness that only the socialized production process of
industrial capitalism could generate. Taking pride in his Marxist
humility, Lenin distinguished himself from the supposedly subjective
and naive populist intellectuals who claimed to possess the "superhu-
man power" to choose "more or less favourable paths" for Russia's
future development. Lenin argued that Marxists were truly scientific
because they could accept evidence demonstrating that the economic
laws Marx had discovered applied not only to England but to Russia as
well.45 The conditions of rural proletarian labor were therefore for
Lenin both a deplorable necessity and an educational part of the cost of
progress.

In general, Lenin's work provided a far more complex and
contradictory picture of Russian rural life than Plekhanov's. Stressing
always the social element upon which a revolutionary struggle might
might be based, Lenin categorized the awkward majority of peasants
who neither employed labor nor hired themselves out to others either as
serflike peasants who might be induced to do battle with the feudal
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gentry or as some sort of potentially revolutionary proletariat. And
although he criticized "legal Marxists" like P. B. Struve for emphasiz-
ing the progressive virtues of capitalism more than the contradictions
which generated proletarian revolution,46 Lenin made no explicit
statement about revolution in The Development of Capitalism in Russia.
Insistent upon the indissoluble connection between capitalist brutality
and progress, he put forward no economic alternative to massive
peasant ruin in the modernization process.

Like Plekhanov, Lenin saw rural differentiation as the central fact of
Russian rural life,47 and exaggerated the degree of Russia's capitalist
development. Looking at the same sort of evidence which had
convinced Plekhanov (but not Marx) that populist anti-capitalism was
based upon sentimentality and an ignorance of economics, he con-
cluded that Russia was bound by the same laws which governed West
European historical development. Lenin argued that capitalism was
not to be welcomed and loved or avoided and hated; it was rather the
scientifically determined stage which followed feudalism and prepared
the way for socialism. Seen dialectically, capitalism caused massive
human suffering and created at the same time the social classes and
productive forces necessary for the building of a socialist society.
Although Lenin sometimes succumbed to the temptation to avoid
discussion of the "capitalist injustices" which so concerned the Russian
populists, he was far more dialectical in his analysis of capitalism than
either Plekhanov or Struve. Concretely, this meant that Lenin would
answer Vorontsov's claim that rural prosperity was essential for the
development of a domestic market for Russian industry with the
assertion that brutal poverty and cutthroat competition could serve the
same progressive purpose.48 For Lenin, the hard truth was that
capitalism was at once a cruel and a civilizing process. As a Marxist, he
wanted Russia to move as quickly as possible into (and out of) a painful
and necessary capitalist stage of historical development.49

In his early writings, Lenin dealt with the economic challenges
of populism as tough-mindedly as he would later answer the politi-
cal challenge of revisionism in What Is To Be Done?. His stance was
always that of a defender of scientific Marxism against muddleheaded,
sentimental, and opportunist critics. In his economic analyses, he used
carefully selected evidence to support his argument for the triumph of
rural capitalism at the turn of the century. But he was wrong, and
admitted as much in the years after 1905. To his credit, Lenin's ideas
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on the politics of the peasant question were far more realistic than the
doctrinaire pronouncements of Kautsky and Plekhanov. His use of the
term "landed proletarian" in draft programs of the 18905 reflected an
awareness that Social Democrats needed to direct their appeals to
peasants who were neither serfs, petty capitalists, nor landless wage
laborers. This recognition would be expressed even more clearly in his
"To the Rural Poor" (1903), But since Lenin prided himself always
upon his fidelity to the letter and spirit of Capital and to the economics of
Kautsky, he did not further explore the economic and social impli-
cations of his insights. Then and later, his recognition of a reality far
more complex than was permitted by categories of Kautsky would fail
to enrich the Marxist tradition. Lenin's overriding ideological concern
was to demonstrate that nothing new had been said or done.



II
Peasant Militance and
Petty Bourgeois Capitalism,
1901-16



Proletarian Theory and Peasant Practice:
Lenin, 1901-4

BY THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY most Russian Marxists were
content either to ignore the stubborn fact that the majority of the
population lived in the countryside or to recognize in the peasantry a
feudal survival that might have to be destroyed as peasants in order to be
"saved" as proletarians. Both of these positions were fraught with
potential for political opportunism. For an exclusive focus on urban
social elements in a predominantly peasant society would rule out the
possibility of political success for years to come, while an appeal to the
peasantry as a class destined for annihilation could scarcely be
considered a fruitful or constructive strategy. In "peasant" Russia, at
least, the pursuit of power was therefore inescapably linked to the
willingness to practice a more or less substantial degree of political
deception. Such dilemmas were not uniquely Marxist; they plagued
every political movement whose members were dubious about the
economic or political capabilities of a peasant majority. While Western
Lenin scholars have attributed Lenin's interest in peasants to his
awareness of the way in which they could be used to support the
revolution he wanted to lead and organize,1 similar motives were
discernible among other political organizations in early twentieth-
century Russia.

Political Responses to Peasant Violence

In the early twentieth century, a decade of relative social tranquillity in
the Russian countryside came abruptly to an end. A series of famines,
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combined with a state modernization policy which placed a major
share of the financial cost of economic development squarely on the
shoulders of the rural populace, sparked the popular violence for which
a generation of revolutionaries had striven in vain. In 1902 a
"miniature revolution" erupted in the southwestern regions of the
empire. Peasants, particularly in commune districts, began to take over
private estates; in some cases they even enforced prohibitions on the
leasing and sale of landed property. In its efforts to restore order, the
government resorted to the forms of reprisal which had so often proven
effective in the past, and before long the burning of peasant villages,
flogging, "preventive punishment," and Siberian exile reestablished a
terror-stricken and resentful calm in the countryside. The usual
"revolutionary agitators" were blamed for stirring up the "peaceful
peasantry," while students, intellectuals, and wealthy philanthropists
who tried to aid the famine-stricken were castigated for "eagerly taking
advantage of the famine to pursue their criminal aims under the
pretense of helping their neighbors."2

But significant changes in government policy were discernible
within the familiar pattern of peasant rebellion and state coercion. The
fact that the outbreaks of 1902 were most violent in districts where
repartitional land tenure prevailed led a steadily increasing number of
government investigators to relinquish their belief in the commune as a
guarantee of order and stability. Among even the most anti-Western
bureaucrats of the tsarist regime the suspicion began to dawn that a
European-style property system might do more than the traditional
guarantees of the peasant commune to encourage obedience to
authority. Such conservatives would eventually come to agree with
Finance Minister Witte that the collectivist behavior fostered by the
commune was both a cause of peasant poverty and an obstacle to
agricultural progress.3 In this connection, it was especially significant
that the decree suspending the system of collective responsibility for tax
payment was prepared in the office of V. I. Plehve, the arch-
conservative minister of the interior, and took effect after Plehve's
intrigues helped to drive the "progressive" Witte from office.4

The peasant unrest which convinced the government to forge a link
between the individual peasant as proprietor and the autocracy as
defender of property rights simultaneously inspired the government's
critics with the hope that the countryside might at last have become
fertile ground for their efforts. One of the most interesting of the ensuing
political shifts took place within the upper ranks of the Socialist
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Revolutionary Party. Although SRs were heirs to a populist tradition
which committed them to the goal of peasant revolution, by 1901 some
had begun to prefer the tactics of political assassination or the
organization of urban factory workers to the slow and thankless task of
political work among the peasantry. As late as January 1902 many of
these neo-populists were content to emphasize that the intelligentsia
and the industrial workers were "the chief support of the party."6 The
eruption of violence in the countryside quickly recalled leading SR
intellectuals to their original political commitment. In June 1902 the
SR Party officially recognized that its organizers were obliged to
leave the narrow circles of propaganda among urban workers and
intellectuals for the greater task of revolutionizing the peasant
masses.6

While Russian liberals had no interest in revolutionizing the
peasantry in any populist sense, their political instincts were at least as
sound as those of SR Party leaders. The specter of peasant "anarchy" in
1901-2 did not prevent a number of liberal landlords from responding
in a constructive fashion to the political opportunity which now seemed
present in the Russian countryside. In May 1902 the all-Russian
Congress of ^emstvos moved beyond traditional concerns with zemstvo
rights and civil liberties to adopt a program which stated, "Since the
agricultural question is to a considerable extent the same thing as the
peasant question, it is first of all necessary to elevate the person of the
Russian peasant and to secure the development of his initiative."7 An
aggrieved landlord's proposal that the zemstvo program should
emphasize the injustices suffered by landlords as well as peasants was
rejected by the congress.8

Outside the zemstvo movement, scholar-activists like Miliukov were
often willing to condemn autocratic violence more vehemently than the
violence of the poor,9 and ex-Marxists like Struve and Bulgakov
attempted to develop a program which would explicitly link peasant
demands with liberal slogans. In Struve's journal Qsvobozhdmie
("Liberation") numerous articles emphasized that government con-
cessions came only as a result of peasant unrest,10 and a number of
editorials attempted to awaken enlightened landlords to the moral
necessity of social justice for the peasantry.11 Bulgakov argued that it
was necessary to transfer land "to the laboring masses" even if this
meant the compulsory alienation of privately owned land by the
government,12 while Miliukov observed that "Russian liberalism was
always tinged with democratism, and Russian democratism has been
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strongly impregnated with socialistic teachings and tendencies ever
since socialism made its appearance."13

The Union of Liberation's responsiveness to the political significance
of peasant unrest was reflected in a resolution voted by its congress of
January 1904: " . . . in the realm of social-economic policy, the Union
of Liberation will follow the same principle of democracy, making the
direct goal of its activity the defense of the interests of the laboring
masses."14 On the other hand, there were limits to the power of moral
appeal: the idea of compulsory alienation of privately owned land was
explicitly rejected.15

It is clear then that the government, the SRs, and the liberals
responded to the outbreak of peasant violence by attempting to win
peasant support for the very different goals of autocratic order, peasant
socialism, and constitutional government. Their political common
sense (which members of each group would see as opportunism in the
other) was not shared by anyone in the Russian Marxist movement
except V. I. Lenin. And unsurprisingly, his position generally appeared
opportunistic to non-Marxists and Marxists alike.

Lenin

Lenin's first attempts to construct a Marxist peasant policy had done
little to make clear what Social Democrats might legitimately expect
from the peasantry, or more important, what the peasants might hope
to gain from support of the Social Democrats. In 1901 it had seemed to
him "impossible and irrational" to think of sending Social Democratic
organizers to the countryside,16 and he repeatedly invoked Kautsky's
Die Agrarfrage" to prove that Social Democrats could do nothing to
preserve the peasant's status as a small proprietor. Such arguments were
intended to demolish "utopian" hopes for peasant socialism or agrarian
reform expressed by SRs like V. M. Chernov or liberals like Bulgakov.18

Yet just as in the i8gos, Lenin's suspicion of the populists did not keep
him from proposing a series of agrarian programs for the Russian Social
Democratic Party. He now suggested that the "best" peasant elements
could be stimulated, if not to direct political action, then to support of
working-class struggles against the autocracy.19

As peasant rioting began to spread in 1901-2, Lenin's writings were
filled with quotations from the official press which exposed the
government's callousness,20 and with criticism of private philanthropy
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as a solution to problems caused by economic backwardness and the
survivals of "feudalism."21 By the end of 1902 Lenin had begun to
devote himself in earnest to the peasant question. Like the SRs, the
liberals, and the government, his reasons were undoubtedly political,
but Lenin never believed that his political insights were in conflict with
a serious commitment to the eradication of rural poverty.

"To the Rural Poor" (1903) was Lenin's first full-fledged effort to
move beyond emigre doctrinal disputes to a concrete political approach
to the "petty bourgeois" majority of the Russian population.22 In style,
the pamphlet provided a striking example of what Lenin had meant by
political education in What Is To Be Done? (1902). As a specifically
Marxist appeal for revolutionary peasant action, "To the Rural Poor"
represented a real breakthrough in the history of Marxism, especially
Russian Marxism: Lenin had taken on what would be the thankless task
of enriching a revolutionary tradition which had consistently placed the
peasant majority of the world's population at the periphery of its social
and political concerns.

As befitted an honest Marxist who believed in revolutionary
consciousness as an awareness of grievances shared by exploited social
elements, Lenin opened his appeal to the rural poor with a description
of urban working-class activities. His brief and unsensational descrip-
tion of contemporary labor struggles ended with the suggestion that
peasants consider the ways that their lives would change if they could be
assured the medical care, education for their children, and decent
wages that urban factory workers were fighting to get.23

As he approached the peasant's special grievances, Lenin presented
an abundance of evidence to show that the commune collected
exorbitant taxes on the government's behalf, while the otrezki forced the
peasant into a dependence reminiscent of the feudal system.24 He
argued that such practices were part of a system which preserved the
traditional rights of landlords and officials over the rural population.
Lenin claimed that the abolition of these "feudal" practices was
immediately necessary for all peasants, just as the abolition of
restrictions on political liberty was essential for all of the Russian
people. And to link the facts of peasant poverty with the need for
political struggle was the basic and openly admitted goal of "To the
Rural Poor."

The political enslavement suffered by the rural poor was not, Lenin
pointed out, the work of the tsar or any other individual.25 It is
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interesting to note in this connection that the existence of traditional
peasant loyalties to the "Little Father" did not produce in Lenin the
despair which had once led populists to distribute forged imperial
manifestos ordering peasants to rebel (similar manifestos of unknown
origin were circulated in 1902). Much of Lenin's analysis of the Russian
political system was in fact based upon an aspect of the peasant
"monarchist" tradition. The popular belief, repeatedly expressed
throughout Russian history, that the tsar was kept from ruling justly by
evil advisers of gentry or merchant origins now became part of a
Marxist account of a system of interdependent landlords, merchants,
and officials which operated to prevent the tsar from acting as defender
and protector of the people. If peasants understood the system's
operation they would presumably be able to organize for the struggle
necessary to change their lives. And only under conditions of political
and civil liberty would they be able to learn the truth of,the Marxist
contention that a political order based upon class exploitation was the
fundamental cause of their poverty.26

In other words, Lenin argued that if pamphlets like "To the Rural
Poor" were allowed to circulate freely, there would be an end to the
blind and unorganized peasant uprisings which in the past had
succeeded only in bringing punitive expeditions to the Russian village.
Political consciousness and organization were clearly the only hope for
change: "to say that life is hard and to call for revolt, any loudmouth
can do that, but it is of little use. The working people must clearly
understand why they are living in such poverty and with whom they
must unite in order to liberate themselves from want."27

Lenin accurately observed what any peasant might see—that
poverty existed in the midst of Russian "progress." He presented
evidence which indicated that Russian factories were owned by a
minority largely exempt from the financial burdens carried by the
majority of the peasantry. He pointed out that in 1900, 924 Russian
families owned 27 million desiatiny of land, i.e., less than a thousand
families owned as much as two million peasant families.28 And he
assumed that facts like these would in themselves be subversive of
traditional attitudes and potentially political in their impact. Lenin
stated repeatedly, and in the most unambiguous terms, that once the
facts of property ownership were clearly understood, a majority of the
rural population would be willing to fight alongside the working class in
order to take land from the great landowners, factories from the factory
owners, and money from the bankers.29
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Hired hands and "semi-proletarians" (the rural poor, who owned
land and a draft animal but survived only through the sale of labor or
the lease of their land to the rich) would in his view be the most quickly
receptive to this sort of Marxist economic and political education.30

The middle peasant was a more difficult case: since his situation was less
precarious than most, he was more likely to dream of future prosperity
within a private enterprise system. Lenin attempted to prove that the
hopes of the middle peasant were groundless, and assured proletarians,
semi-proletarians, and middle peasants that a Social Democratic
government would "never" (Lenin's emphasis) take away the property
of the small and middle peasants who did not hire labor.31

On the other hand, Lenin emphasized that without free political
discussion, open exchange of information, and the right to organize, it
would be impossible to make even the majority of the rural poor (to say
nothing of the middle peasants) aware of their real interests. In the
absence of political and civil liberties, peasants would never understand
their real problems well enough to be able to resist the suggestion that
they could escape their poverty through diligent private efforts. They
would be taken in by government reforms or by "misguided" SR
proposals for strengthening the commune, establishing cooperatives, or
introducing easy credit terms for the peasantry.32 Only peasants who
were politically "conscious" in Lenin's sense would know that in truth
the "opportunities" available for middle peasants were similar to a
lottery. One could win and the rest would lose, while the belief that each
had an equal chance to succeed functioned to undermine collective
efforts to destroy the lottery system.33 Politically ignorant peasants
would never be able to see that piecemeal changes disproportionately
improved the lot of the already prosperous peasant while leaving the
relationship between rich and poor the same as before.34

In "To the Rural Poor," the peasantry was thus being asked to
recognize its common interests with urban workers, see the need for
political and civil liberty, and resist the reformist plans and ideological
appeals which distracted peasants from an awareness of the material
reasons for their poverty. With an extremely careful use of statistical
evidence and a belief in the potential force of the peasants' hatred of
external authority, Lenin attempted to describe the existing political
system in terms so vivid and concrete that a peasant would have to see
the connection between the evils of his personal situation and the
requirements of that system. On the basis of this sort of understanding,
Lenin believed that peasants would fight for the establishment of
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peasant committees to abolish feudal survivals; they could fight for a
progressive income tax, political rights, and an end to the military
training which so brutalized peasant soldiers that they willingly put
down the rebellions of their fellow peasants,35 However, with a scrupu-
lousness not usually associated with his name, Lenin emphasized that the
rural poor could not yet hope to fight for the establishment of socialism,
i.e., for a social and economic order which would guarantee their wel-
fare.36 At the current level of Russia's historical development, they had
to join forces with the kulaks against the survivals of feudalism.37

And here lay the crucial and glaring weakness of Lenin's appeal.
When it came to the question of tactics, Lenin had not yet progressed
very far past the political foolishness of Kautsky and Engels, who had
advised Marxists to appeal to peasants by explaining to them that they
would soon become extinct.38 Despite an awareness of the complexity of
the Russian social and economic order with its feudal survivals,
agricultural capitalists, semi-proletarians, etc., Lenin seemed unable in
1903 to reject a scheme of historical development which proceeded by
neat and abstract stages from feudalism to bourgeois democracy to
socialism. Peasants were advised to fight side by side with their kulak
exploiters to establish a bourgeois society which would not eradicate
their poverty, in order that they might later go on to battle the kulak in a
future revolutionary struggle for socialism. According to Lenin's
arguments, peasants were to become sophisticated and realistic fighters,
capable of understanding the need to establish more progressive forms
of exploitation. Always more aggressive when he was making a dubious
argument, Lenin insisted that anyone who told the peasantry that they
could simultaneously take the first step (against feudalism) and the final
step (against the bourgeoisie) was a liar and a fraud.39 It was impossible
to tell when the "final step" could be taken,40 but somehow "all Russian
workers and all the rural poor must fight with both hands and on two sides:
with one hand—fight against all the bourgeois, in alliance with all the
workers; and with the other hand—-fight against the rural officials, against
the feudal landlords, in alliance with all the peasants."41

In Lenin's view, the uprisings of 1902 had failed because the peasants
had not recognized the importance of political power—they had no
organization, allies, or political demands. The tsarist regime, through
floggings and executions, had therefore been able to demonstrate the
effectiveness of legal violence. More concretely, the armed forces had
"shown the peasant what state power is." The peasants had above all to
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learn what Lenin took to be the lesson of 1902: any uprising would fail
unless it was organized and directed toward a change in the political
order and the establishment of political liberty.42

The pamphlet ended with instructions on the proper way to read the
enclosed Social Democratic party program.43

For the task of raising the peasant from blind anger and frustration to
the level of a Marxist understanding of the causes of economic
exploitation, "To the Rural Poor" was unequaled in early twentieth-
century political literature. It was refreshingly free of the polemical
bludgeon which produces such a numbing effect in works like What Is
To Be Done?. SRs were criticized but not vilified, and even the tsar was
to be "understood" rather than blindly hated. Lenin wrote sympatheti-
cally of peasant suffering and presented evidence of the ignorance and
lack of organization which had doomed the "martyrs" of earlier
peasant rebellions. Strikingly different from modern conceptions which
separate inevitably dishonest "propaganda" from "education,"
Lenin's pamphlet was ( i ) scrupulous in the use of facts to support his
analysis of the causes and solution to the problem of rural poverty,44

(2) emphatic, in the year after What Is To Be Done?, in the belief that the
peasant had to be conscious of the reasons for his exploitation, (3) lacking
in rash promises and precise in description of the benefits of political
freedom for the poor, and (4) honest in stating that the purpose of the
pamphlet was to gain adherents to the Social Democratic cause. In its
attempt to link the facts of property ownership in Russia with the need
for collective political action in a steadily widening context, "To the
Rural Poor" provided what may be a more convincing practical
example of Lenin's idea of consciousness-raising than What Is To Be
Done?.

Nevertheless despite its value as a text for Marxist political education
"To the Rural Poor" also reflected the constricting pressures of
contemporary Marxist orthodoxy. The repartitional commune, which
had provided the institutional framework for so many of the recent
peasant outbreaks, was completely ignored; peasants were praised
because their willingness to fight the gentry had proven that they were
capable of what Lenin called "spontaneity," or "embryonic conscious-
ness." Arguing that peasants were not inevitably conservative, Lenin
praised them for being intelligent enough to absorb the insights and
follow the leadership of a revolutionary vanguard. Among the "best"
peasants, Lenin had discovered a collection of blank slates upon which
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the RSDLP might eloquently write. "To the Rural Poor" illustrated
clearly the emerging tension between Lenin's political insights and the
arid dogmatism of his sociology. It is to Lenin's credit as a revolutionary
that this tension was deepened not by ideological debate, but by the
eruption of peasant violence against the existing socioeconomic order.

Toward a Social Democratic Agrarian Program

Although the "miniature revolution" of 1902 might have underlined
the need to develop a specifically Marxist peasant policy, questions of
party organization and structure continued to concern Lenin and other
Russian Marxists far more deeply than the problem of their political
relationship to the peasant majority of the population. And it is perhaps
a measure of the sectarian quality of the Russian Marxist movement
that at a time when both liberals and SRs recognized the practical need
for conspiracy and secrecy,45 the Russian Marxist movement was being
torn apart over the issue of whether to have an "open" or a "closed"
political party. Lenin's exaggerated response to the realities of political
organization in Russia during this period was attacked as immoral and
unorthodox by many of the most prestigious Russian Marxist emigres.46

In this context, Lenin's insights into the peasant question were a
burden as well as an asset to him as a revolutionary Marxist. The
benefits of a broadened political and social perspective were obvious,
but so were the problems involved in the attempt to reconcile his
recognition of the peasant's importance with the shared truths of a
Marxist tradition which assumed ( i ) that the peasant was politically
weak and barbaric, and (2) that only urban culture and the urban
proletariat generated the ideas and movements which could rev-
olutionize the existing order. These are some of the reasons (along with
the hypocritical element which is seldom absent from the appeals of
educated politicians to their illiterate constituents) why Lenin's
references to the peasantry were far less humane in writings directed
toward his fellow Marxists than they had been in "To the Rural Poor."
In 1902, for example, Lenin warned Plekhanov (whose contempt for
the peasantry would have seemed to render such a warning superflu-
ous)47 that "the proletariat alone is a really revolutionary class."48 A
disciplined political party had to draw a "line of demarcation between
ourselves and all this riff-raff, between the proletariat and the petty
bourgeoisie." Once the Social Democratic position was clear, it would
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be possible to call on everyone, "undertake everything, include
everything."49

Lenin's agrarian proposals of the igoos reflected a dramatic shift in
his economic analysis of rural life. Once the controversy with the
populists over the existence of capitalism in Russia had been won,
Russia seemed to regress in Lenin's writings to a more feudal
stage of economic development. "Now," he argued, "in view of the
enduring elements of the feudal system," the Russian peasants were as a
whole engaged in a struggle against landlords unwilling to surrender
property or privilege except under the pressure of a revolutionary
movement.50 "Inasmuch as this class antagonism between the
'peasantry' and the privileged landowners, so characteristic of a serf-
owning society, still survives . . . insomuch a working class party must
undoubtedly urge it on to fight against all remnants of serf ownership."51

These "specific historical circumstances" made Social Democrats
into temporary defenders of small-scale property in the struggle against
feudalism. In this context, Lenin's idea of a crucial and popular issue for
a Social Democratic agrarian program was the "revolutionary" (i.e.,
forcible) return of the otrezki lands to the peasantry. He presented an
abundance of statistical evidence to demonstrate that the peasant was
forced into a feudal relationship with his former master because he so
desperately needed the pasture and the forest lands which the
emancipation reform had placed in the hands of the gentry. Only after
such relationships had been destroyed by the proletariat and the rural
poor would it be possible to go on to the struggle for nationalization (the
transfer of land rent to the state). At that future date, Lenin suggested,
no sentimental preference would be given to the "working peasant"
over the agrarian capitalist. The class struggle in the countryside would
develop to its logical conclusion, and under just and democratic
bourgeois labor laws the most efficient system of large-scale production
would emerge victorious.52

At the Second Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labor
Party, which met in the summer of 1903, the Bolshevik and Menshevik
positions which emerged in debates on party organization were not
clearly differentiated on the peasant question, although Lenin's
opponents on that issue were all eventually to become Mensheviks.
Everyone was agreed that the survivals of Russian feudalism delayed
the progress of capitalist economic development, but in the confused
and rancorous debates over the agrarian program it was evident that a
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substantial number of delegates could not believe that it was the task of
proletarian socialists to lead either an anti-feudal struggle by serflike
primitives or a pro-capitalist battle on behalf of a peasant bourgeoisie.
The delegate Makhov argued that Social Democrats could promise
nothing to the hopelessly inefficient and property-hungry small
producer. Since the peasant didn't want the otrezki, but more land of
his own, any support of the "so-called revolutionary peasant move-
ment" was in Makhov's view economically reactionary. Makhov
claimed that there should be no RSDLP agrarian program, and
although few at the congress were willing to express their views in such
simple terms, many future Mensheviks (including Liber, Egorov, and
Martynov) raised similar objections in a more sophisticated manner.
They criticized what they called the "bourgeois" nature of Lenin's
proposals, finding it unthinkable that socialists, who denied in principle
that landlords had a right to any of the land they possessed before 1861,
should now fight for a "return" of the otrezki to the peasantry. On a
practical level, Liber and Egorov observed that if Social Democrats
wanted peasant support, Lenin's meager program would be no match
for the SR slogan of land redistribution;53 while Martynov concluded
that in any event it was not for Social Democrats to enter into a
competition in which those who promised most to the peasantry would
be considered the most revolutionary.54

On the other hand, a number of delegates to the congress challenged
the exclusively anti-feudal character of Lenin's agrarian program. The
Georgian Social Democrat N. Zhordaniia (Kostrov) pointed out that in
Georgia the peasant movement was most powerful in areas where
feudal survivals were weakest. Zhordaniia demanded that the congress
formulate a set of peasant demands which were appropriate for the
peasant moving toward socialism as well as for the serflike opponent of
feudal survivals. The Georgian Urutadze (Karskii) emphasized that
Social Democrats were successful when they appealed to the progressive
and revolutionary peasant with urban proletarian demands for lower
rent and a shorter work day, while the delegate Gusev made the
revealing admission that "we appeal to the peasants not as peasants
[emphasis added] but as a mass either already proletarianized or in the
process of proletarianization."65

Lenin denied that his agrarian proposals were superficial or
theoretically inconsistent, but he did not really meet the arguments of
his critics. He simply asserted that the otrezki were feudal survivals
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which delayed the capitalist development that was necessary at
Russia's current economic stage.56 Plekhanov, Martov, and Axelrod
supported Lenin, while Trotsky explained that the Russian peasants
had not yet fulfilled their historic, i.e., their bourgeois, role. In an
uncharacteristically humane reference to the rural populace, Trotsky
noted, "In the coming revolutionary period we must link ourselves with
the peasantry—as much in the interests of the poor peasants as in the
interests of the proletariat."57 Lenin claimed that Social Democrats
were in fact the only party to fight for the "revolutionary," that is to say
violent, abolition of feudal survivals. If peasants went further than this,
the party's general platform permitted enthusiastic support to be given
to peasant demands for a general redistribution of the land.58 As Lenin
put it, "When we point out to the poor peasant the cause of his poverty,
we may count on success. . . . The Social Democrats have now taken
up the struggle for the interests of the peasants . . . [and] the peasants
will get used to looking upon Social Democracy as the defender of their
interests."59 What seemed crucial to Lenin at this point was to establish
the principle of a Social Democratic commitment to look out at the vast
non-urban social and political world within which the RSDLP was
operating. He was not willing, however, to challenge conventional
Marxist wisdom on the question of class struggle in the countryside, nor
did he attempt to introduce the "rural poor" as a category to be inserted
somewhere between the rural bourgeoisie and proletariat.

After lengthy debate, the congress adopted Lenin's agrarian pro-
gram. Accordingly, Russian Social Democrats called for the establish-
ment of peasant committees to return otrezki land, lower high rents, and
invalidate unjust contracts. Redemption payments were to be abol-
ished, and the government was to return to the peasant all money
taken from him for payments made in the past. In order to achieve these
goals, the party would support all opposition and revolutionary
movements against the existing social and political order.60

The main body of the party's general platform began with the
statement that the position of exploited working people was "hopeless"
in a society where capitalism was already the dominant form of
production. All who recognized this "fact"—in other words, those who
adopted the point of view of the proletariat—were encouraged to join
the Social Democratic Party. The agrarian section of the program
emphasized the need to abolish all feudal survivals which slowed the
development of the class struggle in the countryside. Although Liber
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had sensibly noted that a predominantly capitalist economy would
seem to require an agrarian program which applied to capitalist as well
as feudal agricultural relations,61 he was strangely unable to convince
Plekhanov, or Trotsky or Martov, on this rather obvious point.
Plekhanov argued that in economically backward areas, the return of
the otrezki would accelerate the process of modernization. And in the
more economically advanced regions, as Plekhanov put it, "We stand
with Kautsky" as principled Marxists and opponents of revisionism,
and in contrast to "opportunists a la David."62 In the Russian context,
such statements meant that it was not necessary for Marxists to
formulate an agrarian program specifically for peasants in a capitalist
society. But neither Plekhanov's dogmatism, nor the rhetorical flights of
Trotsky,63 nor Martov's accurate observation that Liber had no
constructive suggestions to make64 could mask the fact that no Russian
Marxist was in possession of a policy toward revolutionary peasant
action in a capitalist society. Peasant action could thus only be "anti-
feudal," and feudal survivals had to be the major concern of the
Social Democratic agrarian program.

The Problem of a Leninist Agrarian Program

Lenin's writings after the Second Congress were dominated by the
organizational split within the party, and many of his writings on the
agrarian question during this period can be best understood as part of
an attempt to develop a specifically Bolshevik position. This was an
especially difficult task, because Lenin had not yet developed a strategy
to deal with a differentiated peasantry within a capitalist society. His
conception of the rural poor was perhaps the beginning of a direct
confrontation with this problem, but a "rural poor" comprised of
proletarians and allotment peasants was not easy to incorporate into a
Marxist analysis based upon relationship to the means of production.65

Lenin was equally hard pressed to answer criticism which came from
the SRs, who claimed to represent peasant interests, and from liberals,
who accurately noted the similarity between Lenin's agrarian program
and their own.

Once peasant violence had renewed SR hopes for peasant socialism,
Marxists were again vulnerable to the traditional Populist attacks upon
the dogmatism of their insistence that the peasant was petty bour-
geois.66 Pointing out that some of the peasant rebels of 1902 had
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removed land from the "sphere of arbitrary and private dealings," SRs
ridiculed the Marxist position that it was the task of a "progressive"
peasant to fight for the individual right to buy and sell his own private
property.67 In rebuttal, Lenin vehemently attacked the SRs for
confusing the "primitive peasant idea" of small-scale equality of land
tenure with socialist, large-scale management and control of the means
of production. According to Lenin, the SRs were foolish to imagine that
proletarians and peasants could ever carry on a unified socialist
struggle. The concern which SRs expressed for the poor as a whole was,
he claimed, only another example of the failure of petty bourgeois
socialists to understand the basic issue of class conflict which existed
even among social groups which did not prosper in tsarist Russia. While
the proletariat and the peasantry had common interests which could
sometimes be foolishly disregarded, Lenin insisted that the conven-
tional Marxist analysis was fundamentally valid. Without referring to
any concrete evidence from the actual events of 1902, he argued in
principle for the superior "political steadfastness" of proletarians in
comparison with the "unreliability" of the petty bourgeoisie, whose
insecure position generated pathetic fantasies of prosperity on private
plots of land.68 Admitting that peasants were indeed capable of
revolutionary action, Lenin argued that it was important to explain to
them the limits of their struggle. It was "dishonest and unworthy to
treat the muzhik as though he were under tutelage, or to conceal from
him the fact that at present he can achieve only the complete
eradication of all remnants of the serf-owning system."69

In certain respects, the liberal ideological challenge to Russian
Social Democrats was far more serious than that of the SRs, because
liberals and Marxists shared a common commitment to bourgeois
political and civil liberty as immediate goals. It could not have been
pleasant for a Russian Marxist revolutionary to read in the columns of
the liberal Osvobozhdenie that the demands of serious and educated
Social Democrats did not go beyond "broad political and economic
reforms in the democratic spirit."70 It was obvious that despite the
humane statements of liberals and the silence, evasion, or occasional
harshness of the Marxists, both groups were agreed that agricultural
progress in Russia meant the development of capitalism. Liberals did
not accept, and in this context Russian Marxists were unwilling to
emphasize, the fact that agricultural capitalism seemed to be dependent
upon the formation of a peasant bourgeoisie made wealthy by the
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increasingly efficient exploitation of rural wage laborers.
However, Lenin was no more willing to admit agreement with

liberals on the question of economic progress than he had been to agree
with SRs on the desirability of a socialist revolution. He found a world of
difference between the "enthusiastic spirit" of the Social Democrats
and the attitude of "half-hearted liberals" who wanted to abolish feudal
survivals by means of conciliation and reform. In the context of the
historical dependence of Russia's middle class upon financial subsidies
granted by the autocracy, Lenin claimed that the liberal bourgeoisie
would never sacrifice the state's protection of their private property in
order to wage a violent struggle against feudalism.71 Yet Lenin's
insistence on the difference between Marxist and liberal "spirit,"
"attitude" or "willingness to use force" was not a particularly
convincing tack for a materialist to take.

Perhaps the clearest insight into Lenin's attempt to develop a
peasant policy during this period may be found in What Is To Be Done?, a
work which does not deal directly with the problem of peasants, SRs, or
liberals. For it was in this handbook for party organizers that Lenin
outlined the process by which the acquisition of revolutionary con-
sciousness made a bourgeois intellectual into a "proletarian" who alone
could provide (at least initially) reliable leadership in a revolutionary
struggle.72 Defining the difference between Social Democrats and other
political groups so as to justify the primacy of Leninists in any future
revolution, What Is To Be Done? suggested that Social Democratic
consciousness always and everywhere legitimated claims to leadership.
Even if the revolution was bourgeois, it was impossible for Lenin to
conceive of an actual situation in which Marxist theory would require
him and his fellow Marxists to carry out the instructions of their petty
bourgeois or bourgeois class enemies.

Lenin's recognition of the need to incorporate the peasant into a
Marxist revolutionary framework became increasingly explicit in the
period before the Revolution of 1905. His arguments were various and
not always satisfactory. He claimed that the "best" peasants would
support the coming revolution.73 He contended that the "forcible"
return of lands cut off at the time of emancipation would be a
revolutionary act,74 and insisted that only "vulgar Marxists" under-
estimated the peasantry.75 But the best Lenin himself could do was to
openly admit that it was impossible to say in advance whether the
peasantry would appear as a democratic revolutionary force, or as the
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party of Order. As he wrote in 1904, "We must draft our program so as
to be prepared even for the worst, and if the best combinations ensue,
then that will facilitate our work, and give it a new stimulus."76

Such statements may reflect the stirrings of a rare humility on
Lenin's part, or at least a willingness to refrain from doctrinaire and
prescriptive statements on the peasant question. Within the context of
his own struggle with a Marxist tradition of condescension toward and
contempt for the peasantry, and in the face of hostile criticism from
inside and outside the RSDLP, it was evident that Lenin was trying
very hard to enlarge the Marxist revolutionary perspective. After 1902
there developed what would become a permanent separation between
Lenin and those Marxists who were unsure if Marxist theory permitted
them to support revolutionary action by such inappropriate actors as
the Russian peasantry. For Lenin, the conflict between his acceptance
of a rigidified theory and his awareness of complex and fruitful
possibilities for change and struggle on the part of the peasant
population was strained not so much by emigre polemics as by the
outbreak of mass action against the existing social and economic order.
It was not until 1905-6 that the renewal of such mass action would
enable Lenin to go further. But in the insights and concerns of "To the
Rural Poor" we see at least the beginning of Lenin's attempt (never
completely successful) to use Marxism not as a dogma which prevented
him from confronting the realities of Russian society, but as a guide
which could help him to act in accordance with an awareness of the
peasant's political importance.



5

The Outbreak of Revolution:
The Challenge of Peasant Militance
in 1905 and 1906

Unfortunately, Marx did not know this
situation and he did not write of it.
Therefore, the analysis of this situation
can neither be confirmed nor refuted
with simple quotations from Marx.1

LENIN

IN 1904, THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR, with its revelations of corruption,
bureaucratic incompetence, and technological backwardness, pushed
the Russian autocracy to the brink of disaster. Whatever hopes there
may have been that a "short, victorious war" would unify the country,
the humiliating defeats suffered by Russia's army and navy in the course
of 1904—5 provided instead a focus for long-standing economic, social
and political grievances. As peasant unrest began once more to exceed
"normal" levels, factory workers under the influence of radical activists
put forward demands for a Constituent Assembly. By December, 1904,
solid, respectable citizens were welcoming the assassination of govern-
ment ministers by Socialist Revolutionary terrorists.2 The rejection of
traditional institutions and authority which forms part of any popular
revolution had already begun to make itself felt on every level of
Russian society when Father Gapon led the demonstration which
precipitated a revolution in January 1905.

Although Gapon and his "Assembly of Russian Factory Workers"
took to action in St. Petersburg, their debt to Russian peasant tradition
was very much in evidence from the outset. Suspicious of the intelligent)/,
they appealed instead as Christians and as loyal subjects to a patriarchal
and benevolent tsar. Like seventeenth-century peasants, Gapon and his
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followers were certain that malevolent bureaucrats had prevented their
tsar from reaching out to his people. In its expressions of humility, then,
their 1905 petition represented no departure from the past. But its
contents were quite untraditional; in place of the familiar plebeian
demands for more generous and charitable treatment by the auth-
orities, the petitioners were humbly requesting revolutionary change,
elevating the political need for a Constituent Assembly above all other
concerns.3

Whether or not the 200,000 icon-bearing men, women, and children
who marched unarmed to the Winter Palace on January 9, 1905,
understood with any degree of precision what "their" petition con-
tained, they had posed a political challenge which no autocratic
government could have met in a conciliatory fashion. A Russian state
which laid claim to unlimited political authority could hardly negotiate
over the degree to which its power was to be restrained by its subjects.
Despite last-minute appeals for restraint by a variety of public-spirited
citizens, Gapon's followers were fired on by the army and the police, and
well over a hundred were killed. Among the grief-stricken and enraged
survivors of this "Bloody Sunday" massacre, there were few who were
still willing to absolve the tsar from responsibility for the actions of his
troops. Monarchist loyalties had received a mortal blow on January 9,
1905. The liberal newspaper Osvobozhdenie was quick to denounce the
acts of "Nicholas the Bloody" and proclaimed "Revolution in Russia!"
on January 12, 1905. Socialist Revolutionaries and Social Democrats
called on workers to construct barricades in the streets of St. Petersburg
for defense against the police force and the army. The Revolution of
1905 had indeed begun.

The autocracy's initial responses were a traditional combination of
threats and warnings. Fearing that the news of Bloody Sunday might set
off a new round of peasant disorders,4 the government reaffirmed the
inviolability of private property and promised that peasants would be
held collectively responsible for any damage to land or property. At the
same time, it was clear that more constructive initiatives were necessary
if public order was to be secured and maintained. As A. S. Ermolov, the
minister of agriculture, wrote to the tsar in late January,

What shall we do when disorder spreads from the towns to the villages,
when the peasants rise up and when the slaughter starts in the
countryside? What forces and what soldiers shall we use then to put down
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a new peasant revolt which will spread across the whole country? And in
the second place, Your Majesty, can we be sure that the troops who have
now obeyed their officers and fired into the people, but who came from
that very same people, and who are even now in constant contact with
the population, who have heard the screams and curses hurled at them by
their victims, can we be sure that they will behave the same way if such
incidents are repeated?5

Still hopeful that the "truly Russian" muzhik would remain loyal to
his masters and to the tsar, the autocracy offered to establish a
consultative duma, with a franchise limited to the European and rural
sector of the population. Petitions of the Bloody Sunday variety
remained unwelcome, but on February 18 (the day after Grand Duke
Sergei was assassinated by the SR Fighting Organization) an imperial
decree invited proposals and petitions for the purpose of "improving the
public well-being."6

The decree of February 18 brought a rapid, sustained, and
enthusiastic response from the Russian countryside. Commune as-
semblies eagerly discussed peasant grievances and prepared petitions
for the tsar. Some sought the "true emancipation" which was rumored
to have been hidden by the gentry ever since 1861; others protested the
arbitrariness of government officials or the lack of schools or decent
medical care. Particularly interesting (although apparently rare) were
demands of the sort which came from the village of Chirikovo in
Saratov province, where peasants combined a demand for a
Constituent Assembly based upon universal suffrage with a pronounce-
ment which had resounded through centuries of Russian folklore:
"Land cannot be owned by any man. Like air or water, it can only be
used." Chirikovo called for the transfer of all land to the peasantry.7 By
the early spring of 1905, the commonplace view of peasants as passive
and resistant to change began to give way, as some 60,000 peasant
petitions came in from every corner of the empire.8 Peasant hopes that a
compassionate government would respond to their just demands were
at least as striking as the level of peasant violence, which increased
steadily from February onwards, radiating southwest and north from
the central Black Earth region.

A number of the autocracy's most outspoken critics were quick to
offer their leadership to dissident peasants. Russian liberals, eager to
represent the interests of the nation as a whole, set out to appeal to the
muzhik as well as the landlord. Although their enthusiasm for violent
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peasant action was short-lived and never very widespread, zprnstvo men
and the liberals to their left made use of the February 18 decree to
mobilize support for their political reform programs. Volunteering
assistance to would-be peasant petitioners, they attempted to ensure
that a call for representative government and civil liberties would
accompany the omnipresent demand for land. Liberal concerns were
clearly self-interested and political, but not exclusively so. Well before
the revolution, many progressive-minded lawyers, economists, and
historians had been willing to recognize the need for land reform
measures which would involve a massive transfer of gentry land to the
peasantry.9 In March 1905 the Union of Liberation approved a
resolution which stated that the peasantry's legitimate needs warranted
the confiscation of state, cabinet, and appanage land, and "where
necessary" the confiscation of private property at ajust price.10 Inspired
by Prince Peter Dolgorukov's dream of a united Russia where private
landowners would no longer be threatened either by "external
catastrophe or internal pangs of conscience,"11 a zemstvo conference
dominated by liberal landowners voted in April 1905 for the com-
pulsory alienation of private land. Within the left wing of the liberal
movement, ex-Marxists like P. B. Struve and S. M. Bulgakov even
supported the idea of an All-Russian Peasant Union. More enthusiastic
about the emergence of peasant activism in the spring than they would
be by the autumn of 1905, many liberals considered it possible that the
old regime might be replaced without the violence and terror of class
war.

In contrast, Socialist Revolutionaries were generally unafraid of
direct and violent peasant action against the gentry. Although they did
not resemble the Marxist stereotype of the populist as uncritical
admirer of the peasant, SRs were certain that the collectivist and
democratic aspects of communal peasant tradition were essential to the
formation of a successful revolutionary socialist movement.12 Con-
temptuous of the Marxist willingness to accept proletarianization of the
peasantry for the sake of future progress, they wanted instead some
immediate improvements in the peasantry's living standard. V. M.
Chernov's plan for socialization, the provision of land on equal terms to
all who worked it, was intended to offer relief to the peasantry even
before the advent of socialism. It was true that maximalists within the
movement were often indiscriminating supporters of peasant violence,
but Chernov, L. E. Shishko and P. A. Vikhliaev consistently opposed
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any "arbitrary" seizure of land by rebellious individual peasants.
Instead, they favored a "revolutionary expropriation" by peasant
unions which could hold the land until a democratically elected
Constituent Assembly decided issues of ownership and use once and for
all.13

Such hopes were not based simply upon Utopian fantasy. In the
spring of 1905 peasant organizations were actually participating in
large-scale collective seizures of land. In the central Black Earth region,
where unions of peasants and rural school teachers had established
peasant "brotherhoods" in the igoos, thousands of peasants refused in
May 1905 to meet any government obligations until their demands for
land and liberty were met.14 According to the editorials in the SR
newspaper Revoliutsionnaia Rossiia in the spring of 1905, if such actions
persisted and spread, if peasants fought not only against landlords but in
opposition to tax collectors, army recruiters, and policemen, the success
of the revolution was assured.

Unconcerned with the ideological distinctions between peasant,
petty bourgeois, and proletarian which so fascinated Russian Marxist
emigres, SRs in early 1905 provided a kind of object lesson in the
advantages and disadvantages of theoretical arid political flexibility. It
was obvious from the outset that their demands and goals were easily
understood by working people who were new to political action. SRs set
no prior limits to the possible scope of the current revolution, and called
upon peasants, proletarians, and impoverished intellectuals to fight the
rich in order to win at least "socialistic" gains. Emphasizing the
common interests which united all who were exploited and persecuted
by the tsarist regime, they even invited the Kadet P. N. Miliukov to join
the SR Central Committee. Filled with the cooperative spirit, SRs
attempted to work with liberals to establish an All-Russian Peasant
Union. Nevertheless, with all the good will in the world the conflict
between SR and liberal approaches to political action precluded even a
short-term alliance. For Miliukov did not want, after all, to join in an
anti-capitalist, armed peasant uprising in alliance with the urban
factory workers, and the SRs did not believe that fighters for social
justice could renounce violence and terror as political tactics. Although
SRs were relatively free of the dogmatism which would plague Russian
Social Democrats, they would find the goals of unity and clarity
of purpose increasingly unattainable in 1905 and in the years to
come.
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Initial Marxist Responses

Regardless of their differences, liberals and SRs were alike in their desire
for political success. Bolsheviks and Mensheviks were in a more difficult
position, since they believed that Russia was experiencing a bourgeois-
democratic revolution which they as proletarian socialists could not
even want to win. Agreed that ( i ) peasant interests were petty
bourgeois, and (2) the peasantry was destined to disappear in the
course of a bourgeois social transformation, Russian Marxists welcomed
the outbreak of bourgeois-democratic revolution in an "Asiatic"
peasant society.

However, despite the similarity in their initial ideological judg-
ments, Bolshevik and Menshevik differences rapidly emerged in the
area of political strategy. For while Mensheviks were certain that
economic backwardness imposed an absolute limit to the initiatives of
principled Marxists, Lenin wrote in March 1905: "The revolutionary
Social Democrat . . . will not confine himself on the eve of the
revolution to pointing out what will happen 'if the worst comes to the
worst.' Rather, he will show the possibility of a better outcome. He will
dream—he is obliged to dream if he is not a hopeless philistine."16

Inspired by the spectacle of peasants attempting to "burn out" the
landed gentry, Lenin set out to bridge the gap between the logical
Marxist position that the bourgeoisie made bourgeois revolutions, and
the political fact that the actions of peasants (rather than industrialists,
financiers, or their intellectual spokesmen) were threatening the
foundations of the existing social and political order. From his place of
exile in Zurich, Lenin avidly studied press accounts of peasant uprisings
and government repression as well as the pronouncements of socialist
and non-socialist political organizations. And in the spring of 1905 he
proposed that a revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the pro-
letariat and the peasantry establish a provisional government to carry
out a bourgeois-democratic revolution.16 This formulation was so
inconsistent with pre-revolutionary Marxist programs that Lenin
would be forced to prove again and again in the course of 1905 that he
had not sacrificed his Marxist principles upon the altar of the Russian
revolution.

As we have seen, Lenin's political thinking had begun to diverge
from a rigidly deterministic Marxist mainstream even before 1905. In
What Is To Be Done? (1902), he claimed that intellectuals of middle-class
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origin became proletarian once they acquired proletarian conscious-
ness; no restrictions of a class nature were placed upon the professional
revolutionary's potential for leadership. After 1902, Lenin attempted to
deal constructively with the minority position of Russia's urban
proletariat by constructing a social category called the "rural poor"
with a potential for proletarian consciousness roughly equal to that of
the radical intellectual. In 1903 he appealed to the rural poor to ally
themselves with the kulaks in an anti-feudal struggle against the landed
gentry.17 In 1905 Lenin adopted still another socioeconomic analysis
to deal with the political challenge of the revolution. Now, he said, the
rural poor were to recognize that their material differences with the
kulaks had become so great that they had far more in common with the
proletariat than with the bourgeoisie "in the real and strict sense of the
word."18

This supposed material change had come about with extraordinary
rapidity, and the expediency of Lenin's shifting analysis was obvious. At
the same time, it should be emphasized that in 1905 the rigidity of
traditional Marxist thinking on the stages of historical development
confronted Lenin with a choice between opportunism and an indefinite
wait until "history" had prepared the appropriate economic and
political foundations for socialist revolution. Engaged in a valiant (but
not very successful) attempt to transcend these repellent alternatives,
Lenin emphasized the importance of revolutionary consciousness,
developed through the experience of struggle and increased contact
with Social Democratic organizers. He argued that the rural poor could
learn to fight alongside the proletariat for the abolition of feudal
survivals, land nationalization, and a provisional revolutionary govern-
ment. Whatever their economic shortcomings as small producers, they
were in Lenin's view capable of becoming politically conscious socialist
revolutionaries.

Within the Marxist movement, such assertions were extremely
controversial, and Lenin would demonstrate his commitment to a more
traditional class analysis by repeatedly putting forward unsubstan-
tiated but apparently sincere arguments for the rural proletariat as the
leading force within the peasant movement.19 According to Lenin,
urban and rural proletarians had always to be the primary focus of
Bolshevik organizational efforts. At the London Bolshevik "Congress"
of April 1905, when M. K. Vladimirov and V. Vorovskii expressed
skepticism about the supposed revolutionary character of a petty
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bourgeois peasantry,20 Lenin emphasized that the peasantry were not
permanent allies of the proletariat. It was scarcely possible, he wrote in
April, "for the entire peasantry to remain solid on any issue beyond the
demand for the return of the cut-offlands, for when the limits of such an
agrarian reform are exceeded, the antagonism between the rural
proletarians and the 'enterprising muzhiks' will inevitably assert itself
more sharply than ever."21

Lenin placed extraordinary weight upon the good sense and superior
judgment of politically conscious revolutionaries who would know
enough to ( i ) refrain from the foolish enthusiasm and "revolutionary
phrase-mongering" of the Socialist Revolutionaries, (2) put forward
their own "sober estimate of the heterogeneous elements within the
peasant population," and (3) encourage peasant militance when it was
"progressive" and stand aside if it was merely a question of settling
accounts between two more or less greedy sections of the landowning
class. It was not for revolutionary Marxists to compete with naive or
demagogic agitators who were "intent on popular revolutionary
slogans calculated for effect and do not understand the great and serious
dangers of revolutionary adventurism, particularly in the sphere of the
peasant question."22 At the same time, with such reservations held
firmly in mind, he claimed that Social Democrats could conclude
fighting agreements with the SRs and grant unconditional support to
the peasant movement, and in particular to the actions of revolutionary
peasant committees. Lenin's draft resolution on the peasant question,
approved by the April Congress, called on Social Democrats to
"energetically support all revolutionary measures undertaken by the
peasantry to improve their position, including the confiscation of
gentry, state, church, monastery and appanage lands."23

According to Lenin, political consciousness was not a permanent
monopoly of the Social Democrats, or even the urban proletariat.
Peasant uprisings were not inevitably blind and spontaneous; political
consciousness could be "instilled" into the peasantry by revolutionary
propaganda, and above all by a material situation which ensured that
they "could not help" but want to go further than the bourgeoisie.
Lenin argued that in practice, when peasants were confronted by
moderates who asked them to return the land which they had taken or
pay out a ruinous compensation, they would come to understand that
only a revolutionary government of workers and peasants would
sanction their efforts to reclaim the land they worked.24
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In this context, Lenin was particularly concerned to distinguish the
peasantry from the bourgeoisie. He cited the agrarian resolutions
passed by the Union of Liberation and by the Moscow zfmstvo
conference of March 1905 as evidence that liberals were eager to make
hypocritical promises of land reform to an all-too-credulous peasantry.
And although liberals before 1905 had been less fanatic than Marxists
about the "historically progressive" rights of property ownership,
purchase, and sale,25 Lenin argued that liberals were "objectively"
treacherous. Their intellectual commitment and generosity of senti-
ment were not linked up with a willingness, to engage in unconditional
struggle; even the most radical liberals would balk at the use offeree to
defend the social and political ideals they claimed to hold
sacred."Seeing that their lands are in danger of being taken away for
nothing, they magnanimously consent to sell them—at a suitable price,
of course."26 Contrasting them to the rural poor who risked everything
in a desperate effort to change their lives, Lenin claimed that liberals
passionately urged reform, initially encouraged peasants and workers to
fight, and then themselves made deals with the old order if "violence
threatened anarchy," i.e., if there were some real threat to the system of
private property. He argued that the untutored peasantry's capacity for
unconditional struggle made them more likely than educated liberals to
act as revolutionary democrats, "great as may be the evidence of non-
class-consciousness and of reactionary sentiment in particular in-
stances."27 For this reason, it made more sense for Social Democrats to
fight for the leadership of the peasantry in a bourgeois government than
to support liberals who had no intention of creating the best conditions
for a future socialist revolution.

To the Mensheviks, who held their own separate conference in
Geneva in May 1905, Lenin's enthusiastic preference for one segment of
the bourgeoisie over the other seemed both un-Marxist and politically
irresponsible. It seemed to them that Lenin, with his assertions that
"history" and a "correct" understanding of objective conditions would
somehow enable Social Democrats to lead a bourgeois government, was
abandoning the principles of economic determinism. In their speeches
to the conference, both Plekhanov and Martynov lashed out against the
dangers of peasant activism, arguing that if enterprising petty capital-
ists and land-hungry primitives took to action, they could only succeed
in fragmenting the large-scale capitalist enterprises which created the
material basis for socialist revolution.
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Mensheviks found the specter of political success as demoralizing as
the reality of peasant land seizure. As Martov pointed out, if Social
Democrats came to power in a society just emerging out of feudalism,
the historical requirements of bourgeois development would force them
to enact bourgeois measures which would alienate their proletarian
supporters.28 Impressed by the twin dangers of peasant backwardness
and opportunist submission to the temptations of revolutionary leader-
ship, Martynov and F.I. Dan argued that in Russia, the proletariat and
its political representatives had to force the middle class to perform its
proper historical role.29 In March and April, the Menshevik Iskra had
suggested that if the current revolution should somehow bring Social
Democrats to power, they would have to abdicate rather than attempt
to rule a bourgeois social order.

But it would prove increasingly difficult for Mensheviks to maintain
such iron consistency in the spring of 1905, when peasants under the
influence of Social Democrats organized powerful centers of political
resistance to tsarist authority in the Caucasus. Reluctantly, the
delegates to the Geneva conference came to recognize "the expediency
of partial, episodic" seizures of power for the sole purpose of weakening
the tsarist regime. In an editorial of May 1905 the Menshevik Iskra
conceded that "if we should finally be swept into power against our will
by the inner dialectics of the revolution at a time when the national
conditions for the establishment of socialism are not yet mature, we
would not back out."30

Although Lenin's brand of initiative attracted little support,
Trotsky's theory of "permanent revolution" posed a more appealing
challenge to Menshevik caution. Rejecting both peasants and liberals
as fundamentally unreliable allies for the working class, Trotsky wanted
to rely upon the actions of a revolutionary West European proletariat to
aid in the transformation of backward Russia into a socialist society.31

In political terms he was as enthusiastic an activist as Lenin, and
equally prone to simplify problems of revolutionary leadership. For
Trotsky, there could be no revolutionary situation or phase of economic
development in which Marxists were less fit to govern than non-
Marxists. At the same time, he was as eager as Lenin to assume that
Marxists (whatever their own class origins) could lead proletarians,
semi-proletarians, or peasants without fear of class antagonism.
Trotsky's political vision was far more Utopian than Lenin's, since it was
rooted in the hope that a nonexistent European revolution would
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guarantee the success of Russia's urban proletarian minority. Yet it was
significant that his views were less "morally" offensive to Russian
Mensheviks, who preferred the idea of proletarians leading an at least
potentially socialist revolution to the prospect of dragging a primitive
petty bourgeoisie into a futile struggle to establish Marxists as leaders of
a bourgeois capitalist regime. At Geneva, the Mensheviks adopted a
resolution which allowed for the possibility of a socialist revolution in
Russia if the Russian revolution were to "leap over" into the advanced
countries of Western Europe.32

Criticism of Lenin's policy of unconditional support for peasant land
seizure was widespread among Marxist and non-Marxist socialists.
Within the RSDLP, emigre leaders and provincial Social Democrats
were equally fearful that land seizure might delay the necessary
advance of progressive, large-scale capitalist enterprise.33 It was ironic
that the Socialist Revolutionaries were the most eager to criticize
Lenin's program for being insufficiently socialist. According to V. M.
Chernov, Lenin was a demagogue whose desire for short-term political
gain made him indifferent to the possibility that in the course of land
seizure, the richer peasants might seize the most land and deny the
claims of the poor.34 In the opinion of the SR A. R. Gotz, socialists had
to fight to prevent this from happening; they could not simply
encourage action and hope to profit from its consequences. As Gotz put
it, socialists had to exert themselves to ensure that land seizure became a
step toward socialism rather than the consolidation of kulak power in
the countryside.35

Undaunted by such criticism, Lenin wrote his "Two Tactics of
Social Democracy in the Democratic Revolution" (July 1905), a work
filled with realistic political insights and tortuous theoretical justifi-
cations of his peasant strategy. With numerous citations from Marx and
references to the traditional dependence of Russian industrialists upon
the autocracy's protection and support, he argued that it was hopeless
to expect the Russian bourgeoisie to function as a revolutionary class.
But as he went on to paint a picture of bourgeois revolution in which the
bourgeoisie were somehow "not good enough" to play a leading role, it
was obvious that the materialist conception of history was being
strained to the utmost to accommodate Lenin's political suspicions of
the Russian liberal movement. "In a certain sense," he wrote, bourgeois
revolution was "more advantageous to the proletariat than to the
bourgeoisie," because the bourgeoisie would refuse to enact measures
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like the eight-hour day or nationalization of the land once they realized
that such measures would strengthen the social classes which were most
hostile to capitalist economic domination.36 In contrast, Lenin argued
that politically conscious revolutionaries, guided by a superior level of
revolutionary consciousness and supported by the proletariat and the
peasantry, could promote capitalism in such a way that it would rapidly
create the material foundations for socialism.

Such arguments for capitalist economic domination politically
controlled by Marxian socialists had little to do with conventional
Marxist analysis of the state as a representative of the ruling class. But
when freed of their ideological trappings, Lenin's arguments made
eminent sense. Any political activist could understand why a revol-
utionary might fight to win a political struggle and attempt to introduce
changes which would lead toward the realization of the revolution's
future goals. The SRs, for example, were quite hopeful that the
militance of the laboring poor might enable them to lead Russia from
economic backwardness to an at least "socialistic" organization of
production and distribution.37 It was only Marxism which left its
adherents with the dismal choice between patient preparation for
action at some future date, or a proletarian socialist effort to establish in
Russia a capitalist economic and social order notable for the superior
efficiency of its exploitation of proletarian labor.

Lenin was both optimistic and unsentimental in appraising the
two components of his potential constituency. Recognizing that both
the proletariat and the peasantry were disunited, backward, and ignor-
ant, he admitted as well that Social Democrats had a "very, very
inadequate" influence on the proletariat and a "quite insignificant"
influence on the peasantry. His hopes for the future were not based
upon any simple faith in the virtues of the "people," whether peasant or
proletarian. As he wrote in July, "In classifying the big social groups
according to their political tendencies we can, without danger of serious
error, identify revolutionary and republican democracy with the mass
of the peasants—of course, in the same sense and with the same reservations
and implied conditions that we can identify the working class with Social
Democracy [emphasis added]."ss

At the same time, Lenin argued that it was equally important that
Marxists faced by a revolutionary peasant movement not use class
analysis as a device for isolating the working class, or dividing "the
'people' into 'classes' so that the advanced class will become locked up
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within itself, will confine itself within narrow limits, and emasculate its
activity."39

The Deepening of the Revolution

In practice, both Lenin's Marxist critics and his supporters found it
extremely difficult to figure out how to use either class analysis or a
materialist conception of history to extend and deepen their awareness
of the potential for agreement as well as hostility between workers and
peasants. With the emergence and growth of an All-Russian Peasant
Union in the summer of 1905, the irrelevance of traditional Marxism to
peasant demands became more and more obvious. At,the first congress
of the Peasant Union, in July 1905, most participants were "middle"
peasants, a group notoriously difficult for Marxists to deal with. In
general although the delegates failed to see any particular contradiction
between loyalty to the tsar and the calling of a Constituent Assembly,
many did seem nevertheless to understand that there was some
connection between the need for land and the Constituent Assembly
that the intelligenty talked so much about.40 One peasant representative
from Vladimir, identifying himself as a descendant of a serf of the
Decembrist Pestel,41 called for the abolition of autocracy and the
establishment of a democratic republic, but his view was not widely
accepted. Most delegates considered themselves supporters of the
monarchy, and saw no contradiction between monarchism and their
deeply held conviction that land should not be anyone's private
property.

Clearly aware that it was enlightened of him to be present, the Social
Democrat A. V. Shestakov came before the assembled peasants to
announce that seizure of the large estates might fragment the more
efficient, large-scale economic enterprise which formed the basis for
progressive capitalist development in the countryside. He went on to
explain that without the factory worker, all peasant revolutionary
efforts were doomed to failure. Infuriated by his condescension, the
angry delegates retorted, "Without the peasantry a handful of factory
workers would get nowhere."42 But Shestakov remained true to his
principles, and presented Marxism to the assembled peasants as an
ideology alien to what they conceived to be their own interests. The
Peasant Union delegates for their part rejected Marxist pro-capitalism,
and finally voted to demand a Constituent Assembly and the confis-
cation of the landed estates.
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Rural unrest steadily escalated in the summer and fall of 1905. By
September the All-Russian Peasant Union had grown to an estimated
100,000 members and supporters in forty-two provinces of the empire.
Local members tended to be more sympathetic to appeals for direct
action than the liberal-oriented Central Committee, which had advised
peasants to participate in elections to a consultative assembly in August
igo5.43 The meager harvest of 1905 made previously law-abiding
peasants more willing to listen to the dissatisfied war veterans and rural
school teachers who urged violent and "illegal" action to avert the
danger of famine. Despite the Marxist emphasis on class differentiation
within the village, peasant violence was primarily directed against the
landed gentry (in the form of arson). There was little in the autumn of
1905 that resembled class war between kulaks and proletarians, and
many land seizures were undertaken by peasants acting as members of
the traditional, repartitional land commune (the mir, or obshchind).
Lenin, attempting to appropriate peasant violence for the constructive
use of revolutionary Marxists, went so far as to suggest in late September
that in economically advanced regions of the empire, where "agricul-
tural laborers" were willing to fight, an "uninterrupted revolution"
might continue until socialism was established.44

The explosion of peasant violence in September and October
provoked increased government repression and elicited unprecedented
concessions. As loyal Cossack troops carried out public floggings and
burned peasant villages, the tsar issued a manifesto on October 17,
1905, which promised civil liberties and a legislative duma, as well as a
reduction and eventual cancellation of all peasant redemption pay-
ments. A substantial amount of appanage land was sold to the Peasant
Bank for resale on easy terms; this move was accompanied by the
general warning that the needs of the peasantry would not be satisfied at
the expense of other landowners. But by October even these measures
were insufficient to check the mounting popular resistance to tra-
ditional authority and property relationships. Provincial officials com-
plained that peasants took the October promises of civil liberty as an
invitation to seize forest and pasture land.45 A wave of pogroms
followed the release of the manifesto, and by November the Russian
countryside was ablaze with the most widespread rioting of the
revolutionary year. Mutinies erupted in St. Petersburg, Kronstadt,
Kiev, and Sevastopol. Soldiers' councils (soviets) voiced political
demands in Krasnoyarsk and Vladivostok, where unrest among the
predominantly peasant troops demobilized after the conclusion of the
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Russo-Japanese War became so serious that it threatened state control
over the Trans-Siberian Railway.

Of more conventional interest to Marxists but outside the scope of
our discussion was the factory unrest which culminated in an October
general strike and the formation of Soviets in St. Petersburg, Moscow,
and elsewhere. Suffice it to say that in the autumn of 1905 the workers
thoroughly vindicated Lenin's faith in them; in his view it was not the
peasantry but the plebeian architects of the soviet who had "wrested
from the tsarist regime a recognition of liberty in a paper manifesto."46

Finding more political potential in the factory workers' Soviets than
in the All-Russian Peasant Union, he argued in October that the
revolution could only succeed if the urban and rural petty bourgeoisie
could be brought to imitate the factory workers' heroic examples of
resistance to traditional authority. The proletariat would never
triumph alone; in Lenin's words, "revolutionary war differs from other
wars in that it draws its main reserves from the camp of its enemy's
erstwhile allies, erstwhile supporters of tsarism, or people who blindly
obeyed tsarism."47 But only the proletariat was reliable as a revolution-
ary social class.

After Lenin returned to Russia in November 1905, the scope of his
political appeals continued to expand. With the experience of popular
dissidence closer at hand, he enthusiastically suggested that the "fair-
minded and alert and politically conscious elements in every class of the
population" might constitute the basis for a successful revolutionary
army. Characteristically, he refused to judge the state's repressive
violence and peasant violence by the same standard, although the
peasant pogroms which had followed the October Manifesto put this
approach to a rather severe test. While he warned against any
idealizing of the peasantry, Lenin emphasized the role of the police and
the "Union of the Russian People" as instigators of the pogroms.
Inspired by the successes of the soviet-directed general strike, he praised
the St. Petersburg soviet as the embryo of a provisional revolutionary
government,48 and braved the criticism of Bolsheviks as well as
Mensheviks. (Many fellow Leninists were fearful of the spontaneity
and lack of discipline of soviet leaders, who they considered in no sense
committed to the ideals of "democratic centralism." The editors of the
Bolshevik-oriented Novaia ^hiz.n were so deeply opposed to Lenin's
position that they refused to publish his articles on the Soviet's
revolutionary potential.)49
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The brutality of the government's punitive measures and the
continuation of peasant resistance increased the intransigence of the
All-Russian Peasant Union, which voted on November 6 to regard
those who participated in the "fraudulent" state-sponsored duma as
"enemies of the people." Demanding a Constituent Assembly, the
transfer of all landed property to the state, and the abolition of hired
labor in agriculture, the Peasant Union threatened a nationwide
agricultural strike or, if necessary, an armed insurrection based upon
the joint action of peasants and industrial workers. In December 1905
its leaders signed a "Financial Manifesto" together with other members
of the socialist opposition, which called for ( i ) a mass refusal to pay
taxes, (2) a withdrawal of all bank deposits, and (3) a demand by
depositors for payment in gold. The autocracy, engaged at that very
moment in delicate negotiations for a much-needed loan from France,
responded by arresting 230 soviet delegates. Those who managed to
remain free called for a new general strike and an armed insurrection.
Shortly afterward, an uprising organized by the Peasant Union and the
SR Party briefly held out against government forces.50

Although Lenin continued to ridicule SR tactics and misstate their
goals, there was in late 1905 a marked similarity between the political
analyses put forward by Lenin and by the SRs. Like Lenin, SRs
believed that the revolution would continue. They shared both his scorn
for the October Manifesto and his hope that the coming year would
bring a final end to the autocracy. But Lenin, intent on proving to his
fellow Social Democrats that he remained as suspicious as ever of the
petty bourgeois intellectual, brought out and repeated all of the anti-
populist polemics of the iSgos. As a result, at the very time that SRs
were demanding a Constituent Assembly and Chernov was gaining
support within the SR Party for his theory of a two-stage revolution
with a long transition period before socialism could be established,
Lenin was busy denouncing "populist romantics" for ignoring politics
and dreaming of an immediate socialist revolution.51 Insisting that
Marxists and SRs could do no more than conclude "temporary fighting
agreements," he contrasted the petty bourgeois SRs with the "real"
peasants of the All-Russian Peasant Union, who were "coming forward
as the conscious maker[s] of a new way of life in Russia."52

While the spread of land seizures, strikes, and mutinies brought
joy to the hearts of radical agitators, revolutionary militance had
begun by the year's end to lose its attractiveness for many individuals
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associated with the liberal movement. The continued outbreaks of
popular violence gradually undermined the fragile efforts of leftist
liberals to maintain their ties with Social Democrats and SRs. Instead,
leading representatives of the Kadet Party and the zemstvo entered into
negotiations with the tsarist regime. As the Peasant Union issued its
bitter and militant call to resistance, a Congress of Zemstvo and Town
Duma Representatives convened in Moscow to discuss the restoration
of order, and submitted proposals for agrarian and legal reform to the
government. Although a pardon was requested for political prisoners,
no mention was made of amnesty for peasants arrested for participating
in agrarian disturbances.53 Critical of the government's repressive
measures as a "Pugachevshchina from above," leading Kadets had
nevertheless become increasingly reluctant to participate further in
illegal popular activities. Peter Struve argued that after the October
Manifesto, further revolutionary action was useless, even harmful. A. A.
Kaufman suggested that the party withdraw from active political
struggle until things were calmer.54 A suggestion that the Kadet Central
Committee take up a collection on behalf of the Petersburg strikers was
rejected as "untimely." And while the left wing of the Kadet party
officially continued to support the radical peasants and workers, no
positive action in support of revolutionary activity was forthcoming.
The widespread recognition that the duma was itself the product of the
revolutionary unrest which had begun in January 1905 did not shake
the conviction of liberal party leaders that further upheaval was
dangerous and futile. In many respects, the Kadets seemed to be
fulfilling many of Lenin's earlier predictions. As he had suggested, they
preferred the rather dubious concessions of the tsarist regime to the
prospect of peasant "anarchy." Obeying the government's new decrees,
they hoped that the new duma could be transformed by their efforts into
a truly parliamentary institution. In contrast to the Kadet willingness
to compromise, Lenin claimed in December that the peasant and pro-
letarian revolution was reaching new heights and that government
repressive efforts were bound to fail.65

Duma or Revolution

Despite the government's promise of civil liberties and a legislative
duma, the revolutionary peasant movement did not subside in 1906.
The level of urban unrest diminished, but collective attacks on gentry
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estates and resistance to government authority continued to prevent the
reestablishment of any semblance of normal, i.e., pre-revolutionary,
village life. Propaganda directed against the rights of property owners
even made headway within the army, and many landlords began to fear
that peasant soldiers might soon declare themselves unwilling to
suppress the repeated outbursts of violence which were taking place in
the Caucasus, the lower Volga region, Siberia, Poland, and the Baltic
provinces. In January, for example, a frightened landlord from Kursk
reported overhearing a soldier in his district announce to his comrades,
"If they don't let a single dvorianin out of Petersburg, then there will be
land for all."66

In 1906 the persistence of rural unrest would destroy all semblance of
unity among the autocracy's political opponents. Once the specter of
peasant anarchy began to haunt the progressive intellectuals who had
called for a revolution against the tsar in early 1905, many hastened to
disassociate themselves from the "firebrands" of the left. Within the
Kadet Party, it was agreed to revise the official agrarian program in
order to permit a more thoroughing defense of private property rights
and a search for constructive and legal opportunities within the state
duma. ^emstvo groups, finding the Kadets too radical, formed separate
organizations of landowners and nobles to defend their own interests
against the peasantry.57

The general expectation of a massive peasant uprising in the spring
of 1906 was shared by Finance Minister Witte, by the SRs and the Ail-
Russian Peasant Union, and by the Bolsheviks. The latter groups
accordingly boycotted the duma election campaign and rested their
political hopes upon the continued growth of violent revolution. Lenin
called for the organization of guerrilla operations in order to merge
workers, peasants, and soldiers into a single victorious "stream of
insurrection." As he wrote in March 1906:

We must say to the peasants: after taking the land, you should go further;
otherwise you will be beaten and hurled back by the landlords and the
big bourgeoisie. You cannot take the land and retain it without achieving
new political gains, without striking another and even stronger blow at
private ownership of the land in general. In politics, as in all the life of
society, if you do not push forward, you will be hurled back. Either the
bourgeoisie, strengthened after the democratic revolution . . . will rob
both the workers and the peasant masses of all their gains, or the
proletariat and the peasant masses will fight their way further forward.58
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In contrast, the Mensheviks, who were dismayed by the efiectiveness of
the government's repressive action against the St. Petersburg and
Moscow Soviets and quite unwilling to rely upon the peasant move-
ment, left the question of participation in the duma campaign up to
local Social Democratic committees.

The Stockholm "Unity" Congress of the RSDLP

It was thus in an atmosphere charged with conflicting assessments
of peasant violence and parliamentary opportunity that Social
Democratic delegates met in Stockholm in April 1906. Although the
Stockholm "Unity" Congress was intended to reconcile Bolshevik and
Menshevik differences, it was immediately evident that Lenin would
concede nothing to his critics. Contemptuous of their "parliamentary
illusions" about the duma, he called for the formation of revolutionary
peasant committees to confiscate the gentry estates and nationalize all
landed property.59 His proposals aroused a storm of controversy,
particularly among the many Social Democrats who were still con-
vinced that the revolution currently taking place was essentially not
"theirs" because it was neither proletarian nor socialist in character.
F. I. Dan was at great pains to make clear that a Social Democratic
agrarian program was not designed for the peasantry; its purpose was to
define the proper relationship of the proletariat to the land question.60

Economic determinists all, the Mensheviks dealt with the political
challenge posed by peasant land seizure as an aspect of the deeper issue
of Russian backwardness. Their overriding fear was that revolutionary
peasant action might fragment already existing large-scale capitalist
property and delay the development of the material foundations for a
socialist revolution.61 Lenin would reverse the Menshevik priorities, in
recognition that peasant political action was currently threatening the
very survival of the tsarist regime (and, cynics might point out, in
recognition of the fact that he had no real answer to the economic
questions raised by the Mensheviks).

The Menshevik agrarian program developed by Peter Maslov was
intended to combine agricultural progress with the level of social justice
which Mensheviks considered realizable, given Russia's level of histori-
cal development. The Maslov plan provided for "municipalization,"
or the transfer of large landed estates to local democratic organizations
representing both rural and urban proletarian elements.62 Al-
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though no one suggested that it was likely that urban proletarians
would be invited to join village committees, F. I. Dan was able to con-
vince a majority of the Stockholm delegates that in principle, reliable
local decisions on the land question could only be made with the
participation of the more "advanced" social classes.63 Under urban
proletarian guidance, estates which had formerly hired labor on a
capitalist basis were to function as before, on condition that they paid
rent to the new and democratic municipal organizations. Maslov
believed that any encroachment upon the traditional allotment would
turn even the poorest peasants against the revolution. He reminded
Lenin of his statement in "To the Rural Poor" that Social Democrats
would never take away the land of small and middle peasants and
demanded to know if peasants were to believe the Lenin of 1903 or the
Lenin of igo6.64 According to the terms of Maslov's plan, peasant
allotments were to be left untouched, and any land which had not
previously been managed in capitalist fashion was to be leased out to the
peasantry.65

On political grounds, Plekhanov denounced Lenin's "utopia of the
seizure of power by the revolutionaries," pointing out that such an
event would depend upon a combination of such unlikely circum-
stances as ( i ) a steadfast revolutionary peasantry, (2) a proletariat able
to exercise power wholly out of proportion to its numbers, and (3) a
proletarian party capable of carrying out bourgeois policies without
betraying its socialist principles. As for Lenin's program for nationaliz-
ation of the land, Plekhanov argued that if the revolution failed, the
transfer of land to the state would leave the autocracy in possession of
more landed property than ever before. In contrast, municipalization
would confront any Russian government with a situation in which land
was controlled by local democratic organizations which could serve at
the same time as centers of resistance to reaction. Referring contemptu-
ously to Lenin's "populist" notion of "popular creativity," he argued
that Lenin tried to substitute enthusiasm for stubborn material facts.
PJekhanov insisted that however sympathetic to the proletariat any
peasants might become in the course of political struggle, Russia
remained economically backward, and backwardness imposed limits
which could not be transcended at will by Marxist revolutionaries.66

Delegates to the congress who were confused by the intricacies of a
debate over what would happen to land which had after all not yet been
taken by the peasantry preferred simpler formulations. Stalin proposed,
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for example, a straightforwardly expedient program. On what many
Marxists would consider practical grounds, he argued that it was
impossible to ignore the peasantry's desire to divide up the land and
claim it as their own private property. Ignoring the economic issues
raised by Plekhanov as well as the prevalence of popular demands for
the abolition of private property, Stalin flatly asserted that division of
the land by the peasantry would neither delay economic development
nor check the progress of the revolution. In his view, it was only political
common sense to reject the proposals of Lenin and Maslov and to
support the petty bourgeois demand for confiscation and division of the
land.67

As Lenin attempted to defend himself against such attacks, the strain
imposed by his effort to keep political optimism and distrust of the petty
bourgeoisie in some sort of balance was clearly discernible. Striving to
provide a material basis for his nationalization program, he cited
passages from Capital which supported the idea that the transfer of land
to the state was a bourgeois measure which would create in Russia the
sort of capitalist competition among free farmers which prevailed in the
American West. An "American-style," radical, bourgeois economic
transformation would, he claimed, provide the best possible basis for the
future establishment of socialism.68 In one of his rare arguments against
the advantages of scale, Lenin emphasized that large estates were no
more rationally cultivated than the peasant allotments and did not
therefore have to be preserved at all costs.69

In general, however, Lenin focused upon issues of political strategy.
He recognized quite frankly that the danger of counterrevolution was
real, and even likely, regardless of the agrarian policy which Social
Democrats might adopt. As certain as Plekhanov that "under each and
every form of possession and property the small proprietor will always
be a bulwark of restoration,"70 he admitted as well that if the revolution
failed, it would be realistic for Social Democrats to encourage peasants
to divide the land among themselves as Stalin had proposed. Such a
process would not be as "politically educational" for peasants as a
nationalization carried out by revolutionary peasant committees. But
"land division" would confront the state with the unenviable political
task of compelling each peasant to return newly seized land to its former
owners. In contrast, Lenin argued that a resurgent autocracy could
easily smash any local democratic organizations of the sort envisioned in
Maslov's municipalization plan.71
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As dubious as Trotsky that a Russian revolution could triumph in
isolation, Lenin predicted that if the agrarian movement were success-
ful, it might set off a Western socialist revolution which was the only
absolute guarantee against tsarist restoration.72 But whatever happened
in the West, Russian revolutionaries had to continue their efforts to
incite the peasantry to action which would break traditional habits of
subservience to the gentry and the state. They were obliged to discover
within economically unsound or meaningless beliefs about "the land
being God's, nobody's, or the state's" a sound basis for the building of
peasant political consciousness.73 In Lenin's view, Social Democratic
propaganda, accompanied by the experience of participating in
peasant committees which could settle accounts with the officials and
landlords "in a plebeian manner," would develop in peasants the
"popular creativity" reflected in the formation of peasant conferences,
unions, and Soviets in the course of 1905. In April 1906 he claimed that
the time was ripe for an armed worker and peasant insurrection.74 The
possibility that land seizure by peasant committees could be manipu-
lated by kulak elements or perpetuate backward economic practices
was not as important to him as the immediate need to take seriously,
encourage, and organize the peasant actions which were currently
shaking the foundations of the tsarist regime. In this context, Lenin
argued that "municipalization" was in political terms an appeal to the
most conservative elements within the rural population. Because it
focused only upon peasants who were obsessed with holding on to their
tiny plots of land and excluded those who were at that very moment
demanding the abolition of private property, municipalization did not
allow for the possibility of a successful revolutionary peasant move-
ment.75 (In an aside clearly intended for fellow Marxists rather than
peasants, he admitted that after the success of a bourgeois-democratic
revolution Social Democrats would not need to concern themselves
with proprietors, whether large or small. At that time, they would be
free to concentrate upon the rural proletarians who would soon become
the majority of the agricultural population.76

Lenin was unable to convince a majority of delegates at the "Unity"
Congress that his tortuous arguments were sensible and valid. Maslov's
plan was overwhelmingly approved, and despite Lenin's insistence
upon the difference between the fighting SRs and the cowardly Kadets,
equal condemnation was given to "utopian petty bourgeois socialist
SRs" and to Kadets who appealed to the peasants' property instincts.
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Over Bolshevik opposition, the congress voted to abandon any further
boycott of the state duma, and to run candidates for office in areas
where duma elections had not yet been held.77 Lenin took defeat with
his usual bad grace, attacking the party program and especially the
decision to participate in the duma as a "deal with reaction, a Kadet
program."78

The First State Duma

While Lenin hoped that revolutionary action would sweep away the
autocracy as well as the duma, there were indications even in the spring
of 1906 that the government might survive with its prerogatives
essentially unchanged. Tsarist officials found that many formerly
dissident landlords were ready by 1906 to support the restoration of
order by whatever means necessary. An immense foreign loan obtained
by Finance Minister Witte even before the duma opened provided the
government with the resources to financially secure the army's loyalty
and to resist any duma challenge to its authority. And among those who
still believed that peasants were the natural supporters of a conservative
traditional order, the numerical strength of peasant delegates in the
new duma gave real (though brief) satisfaction. For the peasants had
not observed the boycott advocated by most of the revolutionary left.
Instead, they had participated in the elections and voted into office a
Kadet majority and more than a hundred peasant deputies as delegates
to the new, presumably legislative assembly.

Lenin's attitude toward the duma was determined by his jaundiced
view of the Kadets who dominated it. As self-proclaimed moderates
prepared to mediate between the extremists of the left and right, the
Kadets represented for Lenin a particularly sinister threat to the growth
of the revolution. In his view, liberals cynically appealed for "reason-
able" solutions, as if justice could emerge out of compromise between
exploiter and victim. By supporting the transfer of private land to the
peasantry on condition that a "just price" be paid to the former
landowner, liberals attempted to demonstrate to the politically naive
that they were concerned with the welfare of society as a whole. Lenin's
ready contempt for Russian liberals was reinforced by the "revelation"
that Kadets intended the question of a just price for confiscated land to
be decided by committees made up of equal numbers of peasants and
landlords. To Lenin, a settlement based upon the assumption that a
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poor peasant and a rich landlord were equal in their power to negotiate
agreements was typical of "shoddy" liberal conceptions of justice.79

The willingness of Kadet delegates to fully discuss the question of land
reform in the duma seemed to him part of an overall strategy aimed at
bribing the peasant to accept a deal between the bourgeoisie and the
supposedly "more honest" representatives of the old order.

Lenin looked instead for support from the 107 peasant delegates who
made up the so-called Trudovik group in the duma.80 While Kadets
complained that Trudoviks treated the first duma as a place for
polemics and demonstrations rather than lawmaking,81 Lenin's faith in
revolutionary peasant attitudes was sustained by Trudovik denunci-
ations of greedy landlords who cheated the poor, violated peasant
women, and called in the army to burn down rebellious villages.
Although he emphasized that the Trudoviks were as naive in their
socialist claims as the SRs,82 Lenin praised them nevertheless as non-
liberal representatives of the rural poor who were willing to do battle
against gentry power and privilege. He did not consider the Trudoviks
socialist for demanding that land be transferred to the "whole people,"
with rights of use reserved for those who worked it with their own hands.
In Lenin's view such slogans meant nothing. But he insisted as well that
the peasantry's "trivial dreams" could not be allowed to "obscure the
genuinely revolutionary action of this class in the present revolution."
The petty bourgeois fantasy of land for all was worth supporting
because it could only be realized by means of a revolutionary struggle
which took place outside the confines of the duma.83

Unlike the Mensheviks, Lenin took peasant "dreams" seriously as a
stimulus to action. But as a Marxist he insisted nevertheless that most
peasants, like their SR defenders, could only be fighters for some form of
capitalism. Whether they demanded social control over landed prop-
erty or, like the SR Chernov, argued that land socialization was only
the first step in the building of socialism,84 they could never for Lenin be
anything but petty bourgeois. And although Trudoviks in the duma
proved to be more consistent defenders of political amnesty and the
right to freedom of assembly than the Kadets,85 Lenin continued to
insist that the Trudoviks embodied the simple, radical petty bourgeois
belief that if peasants got land, all of their problems would be solved.86

While they claimed to be socialists —and unlike the liberals they were
in Lenin's sense willing to fight—Trudoviks and SRs could only be
incorporated into his Marxist analysis if it was asserted that what they
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"really" wanted was petty capitalist development on free land,
unencumbered by feudal restrictions. The substance of the numerous
peasant demands for a transfer of all land to the mir without
compensation to former owners was never taken seriously by Lenin or
by any other Russian Marxist during this period.

Despite the distinctions that Lenin attempted to draw between
Kadets and Trudoviks, by the spring of 1906 these two groups had
managed to agree on the need for substantial limitations on the rights of
property. And in late June, forty Trudoviks and twenty-three non-
aligned peasants had formed a new party intended to act in close
tactical alliance with the Kadets. To Lenin, this news provided a
depressing indication that "petty bourgeois" compromise had come
to the fore.87 But the tsarist regime viewed the prospect of Kadet —
Trudovik cooperation with deep misgiving, since it coincided with
eruptions of rural violence so serious that the Emperor of Austria had
been queried on the possibility of Austrian intervention in Russia to
restore order.88 Unwilling to risk the possibility that nationally elected
peasant and liberal delegates might join in a call for the confiscation of
the gentry estates, Premier P. A. Stolypin ordered the duma dissolved in
July 1906.

In response to the dissolution decree, a number of duma deputies
withdrew to Vyborg, where they issued a manifesto calling for a mass
refusal to pay taxes or to perform military service. In contrast, Social
Democrats, SRs, and Trudoviks appealed for an armed peasant
uprising to expel the landlords and seize their land. It is significant that
here as earlier Lenin wholeheartedly supported the appeal for peasant
land seizure. Conceding that excessive damage to land, tools, and
livestock might occur in the process, he insisted nevertheless that "only
pedants or traitors to the people can bewail the fact that peasants always
resort to such methods."89 In his view, the outbreak of a violent
upheaval aimed at preventing any resurgence of autocratic power took
precedence over every other consideration.

But by July 1906 the prospect of continuing revolution was no longer
sure. Although strikes and mutinies took place after the duma's
dissolution, and peasant disturbances between May and August 1906
were as widespread as they had been during the last four months of
1905, the government was able to sustain its repressive violence longer
than peasants could persist in their attacks upon land and property.
No official limits were placed on the methods considered acceptable for
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the restoration of order, as was demonstrated by Minister of the Interior
Durnovo's notorious telegram to a provincial governor: "Take the
sternest measures to bring the disorders to an end; it is a useful thing to
wipe the rebellious village off the face of the earth, and to exterminate
the rebels themselves without mercy, by force of arms."90

The army generally remained loyal to the government, and the huge
loan obtained before the duma opened allowed the government to
maintain and even strengthen its forces in 1906. In order to broaden its
base of political support, the government launched a full-scale effort to
break the unanimity of peasant demands for the abolition of private
property. Appealing to the property interest of the potential
entrepreneur, in July 1906, the Stolypin regime launched a program
intended to replace the peasant commune with a class of sturdy
individual proprietors devoted to the improvement of their land and
loyal to the government which established them as property owners.

In this context, Lenin began to place more emphasis upon
peasant backwardness. Although it might have been argued, given the
explosion of rural violence in 1906, that the peasants were in fact the last
social element to abandon the revolutionary struggle, Lenin's Marxist
analysis led him to insist that the peasantry had proven to be less
steadfast than the proletariat. Once proletarian unrest had begun to
decline, Lenin began to fear that "the traditional peasant prejudices,
fostered by all sorts of opportunists, will be sufficient to outweigh the
good sense of the poor peasantry awakened in the flames of the
revolution."91 While peasant unrest encouraged the SRs to continue
their boycott of the duma, Marxist intellectuals feared that Stolypin's
effort to appeal to the peasant as a petty bourgeois was bound to
succeed. Lenin shifted his policy of duma boycott and called on party
workers to participate in the election campaign for the new duma in
cooperation with the Trudoviks. He now argued that the duma might
be a useful forum for inflammatory political agitation.

Conclusion

Having recognized in 1905 that the peasant majority of the population
was the crucial factor in any Russian revolution, Lenin argued that
the experience of opposition to traditional authority might bring them
to support a "revolutionary-democratic movement" led by Social
Democrats. Unlike the Mensheviks, he was unafraid of the possibility of
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defeat, and pointed out with unassailable political realism: "Real
support in a general struggle is given to those who strive for the
maximum . . . and not to those who opportunistically curtail the aims
of the struggle before the fight."92 On the other hand, Lenin's
"principled" rejection of the possibility that peasants might be anti-
capitalist (much less socialist) prevented him from making a convincing
case that peasants were an appropriate political constituency for
revolutionary socialists. Despite his repeated and baseless claim that
rural proletarians were the leading revolutionary force in the country-
side, he was unable to convince his critics on the left that he was
anything but an opportunist par excellence.

Lenin provided a reasonably accurate summary of his position in
July, 1906, when he wrote:

We support the peasantry to the extent that it is revolutionary-
democratic. We are making ready (doing so now, at once) to fight it
when and to the extent that it becomes reactionary and anti-proletarian.
The essence of Marxism lies in that double task, which only those who do
not understand Marxism can vulgarize or compress into a single or
simple task.93

Lenin's formulation left most Russian Marxists in the camp of "those
who do not understand Marxism." Despite the extraordinary incisive-
ness of his political insight into the problems of his adversaries, the
deficiencies of Lenin's economics and sociology continued to render the
concept of Marxist peasant revolution a contradiction in terms.
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A Strategy for Marxist Bourgeois Revolution,
1907-16

BY 1907 MARTIAL LAW was in force in every corner of the Russian
Empire. The influx of generous amounts of foreign aid, the continued
loyalty of the armed forces to a government which ruled by decree, and
the emergence of a politically active segment of the gentry class purged
of its pre-revolutionary attachment to liberal programs and principles
enabled the tsarist regime to survive the revolutionary challenges of
1905 and 1906 with most of its prerogatives intact.1 In this situation,
Premier Stolypin was able to freely ignore the liberties granted in the
heat of revolution. The twin policies of political retrenchment and
obliteration of the traditional peasant commune were accordingly
pursued without effective opposition either from his revolutionary or his
law-abiding critics.

The Economic Challenge

The anti-communal policy associated above all with the name of
Stolypin was the culmination of decades of debate between those who
had defended the commune as a guarantee of stability and order, and
the politically conservative proponents of economic individualism. Like
the architects of Prussian economic reform in the 18205, Russian
bureaucrats of the igoos had become increasingly convinced that
peasant property owners were the most reliable defenders of law and
order.2 After 1906 they moved to establish the security of Russia's more
privileged social elements upon a new foundation. The collective

IOI
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character of peasant attacks upon gentry property in the course of 1905
and 1906 had finally destroyed the case for the commune as a politically
stabilizing force.

The shift away from the commune was not sudden, but it entailed
nevertheless a rejection of the bulk of available evidence as well as the
judgments advanced by most contemporary economists and statis-
ticians. The prevailing scholarly view that communes could at least in
the short run provide a measure of security to the social elements most
heavily burdened by the process of primitive accumulation was
dismissed. By 1906 fears of backwardness and admiration for the
achievements of Western European entrepreneurs had combined with
perceptions of the commune as a hotbed of revolution to bring the
Russian autocracy to the point of irrevocable commitment to private
enterprise in every sector of the economy. At a time when commune
peasants were seizing land and burning landed estates, Stolypin and his
supporters were able to argue with increasing persuasiveness and a
certain amount of evidence that the commune protected only the
"needy and the drunken" and perpetuated Russian economic stag-
nation. Traditional government claims to benevolent paternalism were
abandoned; instead, it was hoped that a new class of politically
conservative rural entrepreneurs would become the promoters of
economic prosperity and social stability. In order to create a Vendee for
any Russian revolution, government decrees issued between 1906 and
1911 made it progressively easier for peasant families to claim their
communal allotments as private property.3

The Stolypin reforms placed Russian Marxists in a cruel dilemma.
As Stolypin acted to aid the entrepreneur and allow the rest of the
population to become free proletarians, the logic of the Marxist position
seemed to require that Stolypin's policies be accepted as a brutal yet
rational response to the requirements of Russian historical develop-
ment. With impeccable consistency, the Menshevik P. P. Maslov
suggested in early 1907 that Marxists would have to choose between a
brutal capitalist strategy which would destroy the peasantry or a futile
struggle to help the small producer resist the course of economic
progress.4 Given the conventional Marxist assumption that revolution
and economic progress were iridissolubly linked with the growth of class
struggle and large-scale enterprise, the peasantry's poignant demands
for equal access to the land could only be judged economically
reactionary. The Menshevik lu. O. Martov went so far as to hope that
peasants could be emancipated from their anarchist and Utopian
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traditions of "leveling" and brought into line with "the interests of the
urban bourgeois-democratic revolution."5 From the Menshevik point
of view, the egalitarian demands of revolutionary peasants in 1905 and
1906 were hopelessly at odds with the capitalist requirements of
economic development.

While Mensheviks had something of a gift for perceiving tragic and
ultimately paralyzing alternatives, both tragedy and inaction were
alien to Lenin, who proposed instead an audacious Marxist rural
modernization program. In search of a strategy which would allow for
meaningful initiatives by Bolshevik revolutionaries, Lenin suggested
that the choice was not between Stolypinist progress and peasant
stagnation but between "Prussian" and "American" modes of capital-
ist development. Judging the Russian bourgeoisie to be as unfit to build
capitalism as it was to establish a democratic political order, he
attempted to establish small producers in the role of chief supporters of
bourgeois democracy.6

In order to be able to argue that it was for Marxists to further the
development of capitalism in Russia, Lenin had first to abandon once
and for all his earlier claims that Russia was already capitalist.
Aggressive even in his admission of error, Lenin argued that he and his
fellow Marxists had not been mistaken about the general trend toward
capitalism in nineteenth-century Russia, but merely wrong in their
assessment of the particular level which Russian agricultural develop-
ment had reached. Although he conceded that Marxist "exagger-
ations" had made it more difficult to formulate an effective peasant
strategy, Lenin made no effort whatsoever to explain why he and other
Marxist writers had insisted upon the preeminence of the Russian rural
capitalist in the face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary in the
economic literature of the 18905. If Marxists had been wrong, the
statisticians and economists who had been right were nevertheless in
Lenin's view subjective and naive; it was the Revolution of 1905 which
had "exposed" the Marxist error. Furthermore, he argued, the current
Marxist position was overwhelmingly correct. The revolution had
somehow "confirmed the trend of development as we had defined it.
The Marxist analysis of the classes in Russian society has been so
brilliantly confirmed by the first two dumas in particular, that non-
Marxist socialism has been shattered completely."7

Lenin argued in 1907 that feudal privileges and property systems
were the most serious obstacles to economic progress. He criticized the
Stolypin reforms for failing to create the conditions for a full-scale
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mobilization of the land and the peasantry for the battle against
economic backwardness. In Lenin's view, the Russian government
resembled the Prussian "Junker" monarchy of the early nineteenth
century, which modernized by retaining feudal estates and abolishing
only the communal traditions and practices of the peasantry. Lenin
considered such policies unacceptable not only because of their gentry
bias; he claimed as well that the "Prussian-Stolypin" reforms were
inadequate because they failed to completely clear the land for
capitalist development. According to Lenin, the "medieval" system of
peasant allotments which attached the worker to the land was a central
feature of the feudal system, just as the liberation of the worker from the
land was a distinguishing feature of capitalism. As a Marxist, he
considered both systems exploitative because they depended upon the
appropriation of the worker's surplus labor by a master or employer.
Within the feudal system, the gentry retained their power by means of
state-enforced restrictions on the right of workers to move freely and
to dispose of their "wretched" allotments. In contrast, capitalism's
property owners and proletarians were bound by economically rational
contracts transacted under free market conditions.8

In Lenin's view, the Stolypin reforms encouraged the rich, socially
prominent, and economically incompetent landlord to become a
Prussian-style "bourgeois" Junker, and invited the "enterprising"
farmer to share in the exploitation of his weaker neighbors. Lenin
claimed that if such a strategy were fully implemented, most peasants,
unable to compete with the kulaks and the gentry, would be driven
from the land, their failure to prosper attributed to ignorance or lack of
initiative. But in fact, he contended, the decisive factor would not be
intelligence or strength of character, but the ownership of capital. A
clever and industrious peasant without the capital necessary to improve
his newly purchased land would fail just as surely as his more
conservative neighbor.9

Lenin's solution to the problem of Russian rural development was
what he called a "relatively humane" and far more efficient
"American" capitalist revolution which eliminated the feudal estates,
put an end to the otrabotka system which kept the peasant in a serflike
relation to his master, and checked the endless fragmentation of land
which kept agricultural prosperity from rising. According to Lenin,
farmers in the American West prospered because land belonged to the
state and investments of labor and capital could be carried on without
"superfluous" expenditures for rent or purchase. He claimed that if
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such a system were introduced in Russia, where the obstacles to free
competition and investment were so much more powerful, immense
benefits would result. Nationalization would at once destroy the
survivals of feudal obligation and clear the land for an American-style
prosperity through free competition.10

Although in Lenin's view the transfer of landed property to the state
served the purely economic interests of the capitalist, he did not believe
that Russian capitalists would support it. Instead, they would oppose
the abolition of landed estates, fearing that the political consequences of
an attack upon one form of property might threaten the general security
of all private property rights. According to Lenin, only peasants
who were not yet property owners could be thoroughgoing opponents
of all forms of feudal property. And in their willingness to struggle
for a complete renovation of existing systems of landownership, these
small proprietors were in his view more economically rational than the
liberal bourgeoisie.11

According to Lenin, his theory of "American" capitalism simply
followed from the writings of Marx and the conclusions of a number of
leading American economists. Yet with all of his careful citations from
the third volume of Capital and from Theories of Surplus Value, it was
difficult for him to make the case that Marx had ever really taken pride
in the economic virtues of the small farmer. Even Lenin's argument for
the petty bourgeoisie did not reflect any weakening of his faith in the
ultimate superiority of large-scale capitalist efforts. His was a tactical
response that reflected the strain which the complex reality of the
Russian situation placed upon his Western-centered ideology. Lenin
argued that Russia was a backward society still faced with the task of
eliminating its feudal estates. In such a context, he claimed, "capitalism
begins with a more 'equalized' land ownership, and out of that creates
large-scale farming on a new basis, on the basis of the wage labor,
machinery, and superior agricultural technique and not on the basis of
otrabotka and bondage."12

As in 1903, when he had described the "rural poor" as a category of
potentially revolutionary peasants, Lenin insisted in 1907 that his
economic strategy was completely unoriginal.13 His writings on
American capitalism always included a denunciation of his critics as
"un-Marxist." And although Marx had himself recognized that his
writings could not be taken as prescriptions for Russian economic
development, Lenin was never satisfied until his views could be
validated by a reference to the pages of Capital.
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Lenin's belief in the peasants' capitalist mission was not based upon
any generalized commitment to satisfying the small producer's desire
for more land. He considered peasant demands progressive in the
Russian context, because the rural economy was so backward that a
choice still existed between more and less efficient paths of capitalist
development. Russia was not like Germany, where capitalism was
already consolidated in the hands of a Junker bourgeoisie and the
support of peasant demands had become a reactionary policy.14 In
Russia, Lenin claimed, concrete historical developments had placed
the peasant in conflict with the landlord who prevented him from
becoming a "free," bourgeois citizen:

In the present epoch the mass of Russian peasants are not displaying the
fanaticism of private property owners (a fanaticism which is fostered by
all the ruling classes, by all the liberal-bourgeois politicians) . . . [thisj
is due to the fact that the real conditions of life of the small culti-
vator . . . confront him with the economic problem of clearing the
ground for the creation of a new agriculture . . . upon "free," i.e.,
nationalized, land.15

Although liberal landlords, dreaming of new redemption payments,
might propose to satisfy the peasantry with an additional allotment of
land, Lenin argued that the allotment was in fact a "ghetto" from
which the peasantry was trying to escape. Instead of providing security,
the allotment bound peasants to the land and ensured that they would
be too poor to survive without engaging themselves to work on feudal
terms for their traditional masters.

After 1905, the peasants' demand for the transfer of all land to the
state was proof to Lenin of their desire to break their feudal ties to the
allotment and arrange peasant affairs in a rational, capitalist manner.
In 1906, when a Trudovik peasant delegation to the first duma
presented a "Petition of the 104" calling for a "socialist" abolition of
private property in land, Lenin insisted that the Trudoviks wanted a
clearing of the land for capitalist development. As proof that the
Trudoviks were true capitalist peasants, unconcerned with guarantee-
ing equal rights to the land for all, he cited a clause in the petition which
stated that in granting land for use by the "people," first priority would
be given to local inhabitants, and second to the agricultural over the
non-agricultural population. Although this was a quite strained
interpretation of the Trudovik document, it fit in well with Lenin's
eagerness to dismiss as meaningless the Trudovik promise that the poor
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would be granted the means to acquire agricultural equipment so that
they would not be at the mercy of the richer peasants.16 Although
Trudoviks considered themselves socialist, Lenin supported them as
petty capitalists. And while he believed that a revolutionary upheaval
led by the proletariat would bring a far superior achievement than the
Trudovik proposal both in economic and political terms, Lenin claimed
that both the Trudovik and the Bolshevik agrarian programs held out
the hope that Russia's rural development need not be as brutal as the
Stolypin reforms. Under a system, of American-style capitalism, the
masses would achieve the best living standard possible within the
framework of commodity production. With characteristically unin-
flated enthusiasm, Lenin argued in 1907 that nationalization provided
the peasant with the chance to live a "more or less human life."17

The commune played no role in Lenin's plans and strategies. He
continued as before to ridicule the suggestion that the "medieval"
commune retained any of its traditional equalizing functions. The
social relations of peasant communal production were of interest to him
only as they could be made to resemble a capitalist class struggle
between kulak and proletarian. In 1907 and 1908 Lenin repeated his
earlier claim that an accelerating process of rural differentiation had
already destroyed the commune in all but name. Yet the statistics cited
in his writings during this period do not bear out this contention. It was
as easy for Lenin as it had been for Orlov and Vorontsov long before him
to show that economic inequalities existed among the peasantry; it was
harder to demonstrate that inequalities were becoming more pro-
nounced. In 1908, for example, Lenin admitted that ( i ) the peasantry
as a whole owned fewer horses in 1896 than in 1888, and (2) the poorest
group of peasants continued to own almost exactly the same percentage
of horses in 1888 as in 1896, while the richest 20 percent owned 52.6
percent of the total number in 1888 and 53.2 percent in 1896. Although
Lenin argued that such figures had to be understood in connection with
the structure of relationships between horse ownership, renting of land,
and use of tools and hired labor,18 it was nevertheless true that none of
Lenin's statistics suggested that the rate of differentiation was increas-
ing. The possibility that the commune might still function as a
stabilizing and unifying force remained inconceivable to Lenin. And in
place of empirical evidence to demonstrate the growth of rural
differentiation we find numerous assertions of Lenin's dogmatic faith in
the commune's inevitable disappearance.
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It should be evident at this point that the difficulties of Lenin's
position were neither accidental nor temporary. As in 1921, when he
devised the New Economic Policy, Lenin insisted that Marxists had to
make their peace with the peasant majority of the population. In need
of peasant support, yet convinced that peasants as members of the petty
bourgeoisie were neither reliable as allies nor likely to survive in the
modern world, Lenin's solution in 1907 as in 1921 was to rely on petty
capitalist initiative to revolutionize Russian agriculture. Certain that
once the peasantry was freed of all feudal restrictions agricultural
productivity would inevitably rise, Lenin argued that "if we do not
believe in the possibility of achieving a wider and more rapid increase in
the productivity of labor on small farms after they have been freed from
the yoke of serfdom, then all the talk about 'supporting the revolution-
ary actions of the peasantry' . . . is meaningless."19 It seemed possible
to Lenin that with the guidance of Social Democrats, the experience of
most small farmers in competition on "free" land might eventually
teach them that only large-scale socialist enterprise would guarantee
their security and prosperity. As on other occasions, Lenin relied in the
last analysis on consciousness-raising as a solution to the contraditions
into which a straightforward class analysis had driven him. It was, after
all, not out of character for the author of What Is To Be Done? and
"To the Rural Poor" to claim that small producers would come to
understand the virtues of large-scale economic effort, just as revolution-
ary socialists would understand how to carry out a principled capitalist
strategy for economic development.20

To many Marxists and non-Marxists Lenin was a simple opportun-
ist, who appealed to peasants on the basis of short-term political
considerations. But at least during the Stolypin era, his writings for
peasants and for his fellow Social Democrats contained far too many
scruples and conditions for the term "opportunist" to adequately
explain his position. Lenin argued in 1908 that it was necessary to

clearly demonstrate to the people the price paid for such a [Stolypinist]
success, and to fight with all our strength for another, shorter, and more
rapid road of capitalist development through a peasant revolution. A
peasant revolution under the leadership of the proletariat in a capitalist
country is difficult, very difficult, but it is possible and we must fight for
it.21

Lenin provided no timetables, guarantees, or absolute promises in
reference to the future. When a radical agrarian revolution was fought
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and won, he wrote, "we shall see whether such a revolution is only the
basis for a development of productive forces under capitalism at an
American speed, or whether it will become the prologue to a socialist
revolution in the West."22

Even in his most simply written propaganda efforts, Lenin insisted on
the limits of peasant revolution. Emphasizing always that Social
Democrats were not asking peasants to fight for liberty and prosperity,
he wrote in 1909 of the "more or less human life" attainable under
capitalism.23 The recurrence of such formulations suggested that, for
better or for worse, many of Lenin's Marxist principles remained intact
during the Stolypin period. He seemed to want to win the peasantry by
an honest appeal to their capitalist interest in truly free and equal
competition. Insistent that capitalism would bring them a "relatively
human life," Lenin nevertheless refused to hold out the hope that
capitalism was compatible with social justice. His statements on this
subject at least are extremely difficult to reconcile with the charge of
opportunism.

Lenin's analysis of the peasant question remained nevertheless quite
contradictory. His writings reflected the continuing conflict between a
realistic perception of the peasantry's political significance and the
unrealistic assumptions of a typical nineteenth-century modernizer
whose Marxism rendered him insensitive to evidence that non-
capitalist peasant cultivators could survive and even prosper. If
peasants were "backward," he focused upon their economic obligations
to a feudal landlord and state. If they were "modern," he defined them
according to the degree of their participation in class conflict over the
issues of wages, property, and profit. Although Lenin conceded that
land was distributed far more unevenly on private property than it was
within the commune,24 he refused to attribute this phenomenon to the
survival of any persistently egalitarian tendencies. Certain that the
peasantry lacked historically significant forms of social organization, he
inaccurately referred to commune peasants as proprietors and to the
commune itself as only a tool of the village kulak. Lenin tried to expose
the universally "bourgeois" character of peasant interests, and found in
his strategy for "American" capitalism a plausible explanation as to
why a peasantry supposedly imbued with the instincts of property
owners nevertheless came forward as socialists and demanded the
abolition of private property in land. Unlike the Mensheviks, Lenin did
not use his Western-centered assumptions as a justification for turning
his back on the "would-be" capitalist majority of the population, but
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attempted instead to bring peasant demands into some sort of
constructive relationship to a Marxist economic analysis. Whatever the
inadequacies of his approach, he had in this respect at least moved far
closer to some sort of realistic position than any other member of the
RSDLP.

The Political Challenge: Marxist Debate

In 1905 popular violence and the formation of mass political organiz-
ations had convinced Lenin that the proletariat and the peasantry
would be responsible for whatever gains the revolution might achieve.
He argued at that time that Social Democrats should lay claim to both
the right to and the responsibility for leadership in a bourgeois-
democratic struggle. As revolutionary socialists in the midst of a
revolution, they had to fight to win; Marxists could not ask the poor to
risk their lives in order that political power might pass into the hands of
an exploitative bourgeoisie. While Lenin followed out the implications
of his perception that peasants, fought for change with far greater
persistence than liberals, the Mensheviks sought in vain for a revol-
utionary bourgeoisie which could extend urban patterns of industrial
organization, social behaviour, and culture to the Russian village. They
found support in Capital for their belief that Russian backwardness
rendered bourgeois leadership a regrettable necessity.25

In the political repression which followed after the dissolution of the
Duma in June 1906, both Mensheviks and Bolsheviks attempted to see
what could be salvaged from the failure of revolution. Their differences
were striking. Plekhanov, intent on drawing lessons from the mistakes
committed in 1905, suggested that "[perhaps] we should not have taken
up arms,"26 while Martov argued that Russian Marxists should model
themselves on the German Social Democrats, who survived the period
of Bismarck's anti-socialist laws by focusing their efforts on peaceful
legal activities in the Reichstag and elsewhere.27 In contrast to the
Mensheviks, Lenin argued that the workers and peasants who had
"stormed heaven" in 1905 were like the Communards of 1871. Their
defeat had proven "not that the immediate aims were 'utopian,' not
that the methods and means were mistaken, but that the forces were
insufficiently prepared, that the revolutionary crisis was insufficiently
wide and deep."28

Lenin insisted that when peasants fought violently to change the
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conditions under which they lived, they gained more even in defeat
than they could have won from the legal or constitutional promises
made by duma parliamentarians. According to Lenin, peasants learned
painful and salutary lessons every time they refused to act like "cattle"
to be herded about according to the interests of their exploiters. The
violence with which "society" responded to actions which uncondition-
ally asserted the right of peasants and workers to live free of hunger
provided invaluable lessons about the nature of upper class benevol-
ence. Above all, Lenin insisted that defeat in revolutionary action was
not an argument for the superiority of legal duma activity.29

Lenin paid tribute as well to the SRs and Trudoviks who with all of
their failings nevertheless represented a powerful and revolutionary
peasant movement for the abolition of the feudal estates. Although he
found them petty bourgeois in their inability to see that a triumph over
feudalism could only lead to the establishment of capitalism, Lenin
regarded SRs and Trudoviks as revolutionary in their willingness to
fight the gentry and in their distrust of legal and parliamentary
procedure.30 Militant populist groups were thus to be distinguished
from the Kadets, who eagerly compromised with a tsarist regime which
had defended their property against the attacks of peasants and workers
in 1905 and 1906. As Lenin noted, "When the people appeared in the
streets, the Kadets appeared in the offices of the tsarist ministers."31

Although the state duma provided a platform from which popular
grievances might be voiced, Lenin was suspicious of the eagerness with
which educated revolutionaries took to parliamentarism as a more
"rational" form of activity than popular violence. Mensheviks in
particular had to beware, he said, of preferring "a little drab, beggarly,
but peaceful legality" to the "stormy alterations of revolutionary
outbursts and counter revolutionary frenzy."32 As materialists,
Marxists were after all supposed to understand that parliamentary
decisions were only effective when they reflected the realities of class
domination which existed within the society at large. A case in point
was the otrabotka, or "labor service," performed by peasants upon
gentry estates. According to Lenin, the otrabotka was neither created nor
maintained by the law. It was a product of the peasant's economic
dependence upon the gentry, and it survived because the army
protected the gentry's disproportionate share of Russian agricultural
land. In the same way, the state's armed might would protect the gentry
and the kulaks who ruined the peasants in accord with the dictates of
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Prussian capitalism and the Stolypin reforms. It therefore followed that
agrarian proposals which conformed to this social and political reality
would have the force of law; others would be ignored. The will of
wealthy landlords and bourgeois proprietors would be carried out and
defended by the armed forces.33 It seemed to Lenin that the temptations
of "civilized" legal procedure had blinded Mensheviks to the obvious
fact that revolutionaries could not rely either upon the bourgeoisie or
upon the legal methods associated with the bourgeois triumph in
Western Europe.

At the London Congress of the RSDLP in May 1907 the Mensheviks
Dan and Martynov expressed regret for the unfortunate weakness of the
Russian bourgeoisie,34 while Martov attacked what he called the "one-
sidedness" of the Bolsheviks and admitted that fighting petty bourgeois
illusions seemed to him as important as any struggle against liberal
halfheartedness. In his view, peasants were not any less bourgeois or
unreliable simply because they happened to act in a revolutionary
manner during a bourgeois-democratic revolution.36 Speaking in
support of a united Kadet—Social Democrat—SR-Trudovik opposition
to the Stolypin regime in the state duma, Plekhanov argued that
Mensheviks were only following the example of Marx when they offered
conditional support to the bourgeoisie. It was folly, after all, to deny the
bourgeoisie a leading role in what all Marxists agreed was a bourgeois
revolution.36 In arguing for cooperation with the Kadets, Tsereteli
quoted Bebel's statement that he would "go to the devil and his
grandmother to help the cause of the proletariat."37 But it was
significant that despite their claim to regard peasants and Kadets with
equal degrees of suspicion, Tsereteli and Cherevanin referred frequently
to instances of progressive Kadet behavior in igo538 but made no
mention of constructive action by peasants or by any of the political
groups which claimed to represent them. After a year of demands by
peasant congresses, unions, and Trudovik delegates for the abolition of
private property in land, Mensheviks held to a municipalization
program which preserved the peasant allotments. Perhaps the essence
of the Menshevik position was revealed when Abramovich argued that
whatever its failings, the Kadet bourgeoisie was nevertheless culturally
and politically much closer to Russian Social Democrats than the
"spontaneous-revolutionary, dark peasantry."39

The political strategy of Trotsky was distinct from both Lenin and
the Mensheviks. Far more evenhanded in his criticism of the big and
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petty bourgeoisie, he agreed completely with Lenin's assessment of
Menshevik politics. What Lenin called a Menshevik inability to
recognize the historical initiative of the workers and peasants, Trotsky
designated "revolutionary pessimism." Like Lenin, Trotsky pointed
out how inappropriate it was for Marxists to regret the weakness of an
exploitative bourgeois class.40 From his perspective, the liberal was
treacherous and the peasant dull-witted, capable of struggle but
incapable of leadership. He argued that the urban proletariat could,
like the sansculottes of 1793, sweep away the rubbish of medieval
privilege—the liberal would not, and the peasant alone could not,
accomplish this task. For Trotsky, the inconsistencies and contradic-
tions involved in a proletarian development of capitalism were resolved
away in a theory of permanent revolution which did not require
Marxists to moderate their criticism of the bourgeoisie or to restrict them-
selves to a struggle for the establishment of a radical capitalist order.41

Trotsky's view of peasants and permanent revolution was not
accepted by the congress, and despite the prestige of Lenin's critics,
most of Lenin's proposals were supported. His effort to transfer the
historic functions of the bourgeoisie to a peasantry led by the proletariat
found wide support among congress delegates who had not yet accepted
the idea that the period of revolutionary upheaval was over by the
spring of 1907. With the spectacle of Kadet denunciations of Social
Democrats in the duma still fresh in their minds, they responded
enthusiastically to the speech of Rosa Luxemburg, who compared the
timid Russian bourgeoisie to its "cowardly" German counterpart.
Although leading Mensheviks found her analogy simplistic, many
delegates applauded Luxemburg's assertion that the bourgeoisie
seemed always to triumph at the cost of its own liberal values, by
supporting a repressive state against the working class and zealously
guarding its own narrow economic interests.42 The delegates to the
London Congress voted to rule out political cooperation with the
Kadets, to support the revolutionary demands of the peasantry, the
Trudoviks, and the SRs, and above all to fight for Social Democratic
hegemony in the bourgeois-democratic revolutions.43

The Agents of Russian Progress: Liberals or Peasants

While hopes for lawful change were common among pious and
obedient peasants, unenlightened workers, and Mensheviks, the prin-
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ciple of legal and non-violent reform was the raison d'etre of Russian
liberals who were for Lenin the most dangerous purveyors of what he
called constitutional illusions. The proceedings of the second duma
provided him with abundant evidence to support his prior belief that
parliamentary agreements, debates, and reform proposals did not bring
significant change, but functioned instead to divert the attention of
workers, peasants, and radical intellectuals from the serious task of
building a revolutionary movement. When the second duma opened,
Kadets and Social Democrats agreed to refrain from polemical attacks
upon each other on the subject of the agrarian question, in order that they
might put forward a joint demand for confiscation of the large estates.
The agreement was immediately broken by N. N. Kutler, the first
Kadet speaker in the duma agrarian debates. Kutler launched a tirade
against the propagandistic "excesses" of Trudoviks and Social
Democrats. Tsereteli, the Menshevik chairman of the Social Demo-
cratic delegation, furious at the Kadet betrayal, allowed the Bol-
shevik Alexinskii to respond with a blistering attack on Kutler. At the
same time that these initial clashes were taking place, members of
the Kadet Party entered into secret talks with Premier Stolypin. In the
duma, they proposed an agrarian reform which would grant state and
private land to the peasantry, with private land to be purchased with
government funds at a cost to be determined by the landlords and
peasants concerned. In contrast to their proposals of 1906, where
peasants were to comprise half of the membership in the committees
which were to establish the "just price," in 1907 landlords and officials
were to form the majority and peasants were to pay half of the interest
charges on the price of land they received.

As in 1906, Lenin denounced the Kadets for engaging in "orderly"
delibrations on the land question while assuming that peasants would
continue in the interim to pay exorbitant rents to their landlords.
Careful to establish their dominance on the committees which would
shape the land reform and equally careful to ignore the difference
between the material resources of the poor peasant and the wealthy
landlord, they sought a middle ground between Russia's ten million
poor peasant families and its 28,000 rich landlords. According to Lenin,
only the bourgeoisie would be capable of equating the grievous burden
imposed upon peasants by the requirement that they pay interest with
the "sacrifice" required of wealthy landlords "forced" to sell some of
their land.44 Class interest determined for Lenin not only the Kadet
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approach to land reform, but the conditions and limits which Kadets
placed upon their own political activities. Since liberal landlords,
lawyers, and professors of the Kadet Party would derive no material
benefit from the violent abolition of old forms of landownership, they
would in Lenin's view be far more likely than the rural poor to see the
advantages of gradual, non-violent change.46 Russian liberals were
quick to place conditions on their support of the peasantry; their moral
reservations operated in practice to protect landlords from coercion,
but not to undermine the sacred, state-imposed obligation of the
peasant to pay his rent. Lenin pointed out that while liberal principles
of law and constitutionalism repeatedly gave way to compromise
with the arbitrary policy of the autocracy, liberal parliamentarians
maintained a "principled" opposition to the "lawless" actions of the
peasantry.

As early as 1905 Lenin had drawn a distinction between the
bourgeois liberals, who preferred autocratic order to popular
"anarchy," and the peasants, whose desperate situation made them
eager to destroy existing forms of economic exploitation. He ignored, as
a Marxist had to do, the communal framework for much of the
peasants' revolutionary activity in 1905 and 1906. Instead, he focused
upon the burgeoning conflict between "serflike" peasants and "semi-
feudal" nobles which heralded the rise of the individualistic, competi-
tive, capitalist peasant proprietor. The bourgeois limitations of the
peasantry's historical role did not in Lenin's view nullify their power or
the significance of their insights. Although the "untamed" muzhiks
knew nothing of the Western European constitutions with which better
educated Russians were intimately acquainted, their deep and narrow
understanding was linked with a plebeian readiness to fight for what
they believed. Peasant delegates did not pretend to represent the
"nation" in any abstract "liberal" sense of the term. According to the
non-party peasant Semyonov,

the people asked me to demand that the church, monastery, state and
crown lands, and the land compulsorily alienated from the landlords
should be handed over to the working people who will till the land; and it
should be handed over locally; they will know what to do. I tell you that
the people sent me here to demand land and freedom and all civil
liberties; and we shall live, and we shall not point and say, these are
gentry and those are peasants; we shall all be human, and each will be a
gentleman in his place.46
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Even the duma speeches of conservative peasants seemed to Lenin
permeated with the knowledge that they represented the ten and a half
million peasant families who held seventy-five million desiatiny of
land.47 When the right-wing peasant Storchak observed in the duma
that "if his Majesty said that there should be justice and order, then of
course, if I am sitting on three desiatiny ofland, and next to me there are
30,000 desiatiny, that is not order and justice," Lenin argued that he was
taking a potentially revolutionary position.48 Unlike the liberals,
Storchak conceived of order in concrete terms; he had not learned to
believe in order as an abstract principle to be defended regardless of its
social content or its consequences for his life or the lives of his neighbors.

Although Lenin observed that the speeches of peasants in the second
duma were filled with a far more spontaneous revolutionary spirit than
were those of the worker delegates, he nevertheless insisted that only the
proletariat (by which he meant the Bolsheviks) could lead the bourgeois
peasant struggle. In a rhetorical flight to heights where it must have
been difficult for many Marxists to live and breathe, Lenin asserted that
"only the proletariat can be a consistent (in the strict sense of the word)
supporter of the bourgeois revolution, because the class of small pro-
prietors must inevitably vacillate between the proprietary urge and the
revolutionary urge."49

While Lenin insisted that the duma was a forum for the call to
revolution, Mensheviks, Kadets, and parties of the right debated the
question of a ministry "responsible" to the duma, and engaged in
rancorous exchanges on the agrarian question. But from the
government's perspective, all of the proposals for land reform made by
duma opposition groups were equally "impermissible" and dangerous
because they encroached on the rights of private property. On June 3,
1907, the second duma was dissolved on Stolypin's orders. Electoral
laws were rewritten in order to provide the government with a duma in
which wealthy Great Russians would predominate. The third duma
fulfilled Stolypin's immediate requirements. Dominated by conserva-
tives, more or less anti-Semitic groups, and the liberals who were most
willing to accept the Stolypin reforms, this duma was the only one to
complete its full term of office (November 1907 to June 1912).

Hoping for constructive political action from the Kadets in the third
duma, Mensheviks continued to insist that an exclusive reliance on the
peasantry would contradict the whole direction of Russian economic
development. In his criticism of Lenin's position, P. P. Maslov asserted:
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Not only has the strength and importance of the bourgeoisie been
underestimated, but the historical role of this class has been viewed out of
historical perspective: the participation of the middle and petty bour-
geoisie in the revolutionary movement and the sympathy towards it by
the big bourgeoisie in the first stage of the movement have been ignored,
while it is taken as a foregone conclusion that in the future, too, the
bourgeoisie will play a reactionary role. . . .60

Maslov held to this position even while the Kadet Party steadily shifted
to the right and Kadet duma delegates revealed an increasing
sensitivity to the reservations of the landed gentry. Accused by a
conservative speaker of a bias toward the peasantry, the Kadet delegate
Berezlovskii spoke in the following manner in support of the Kadet
Land Bill:

I am profoundly convinced that this bill is far more advantageous for the
landowners as well . . . [If the bill were passed, the result] . . . would
undoubtedly have been the genuine satisfaction of the real needs of the
population, and linked with this, pacification and preservation of
cultured estates, which the party of people's freedom never wished to
destroy, except in case of extreme necessity.51

Lenin referred to Berezlovskii's remarks as an honest statement of the
Kadet position, and in contrast to those Marxists who decried
Stolypin's emasculation of the duma and Kadet "betrayals" of trust, he
put forward the provocative argument, that the third duma was in fact
less fraudulent than the first two. The new "Black Hundred" duma
reflected the realities of class domination in 1909: "Representative
institutions, even the most 'progressive,' are doomed to remain paste-
board institutions so long as the classes represented in them do not
possess real state power. . . . The essence of a constitution is that the
fundamental laws of the state in general . . . express the actual relation
offerees in the class struggle."52 Earlier dumas had raised and spread
constitutional illusions; the third duma had the advantage that it did
not. Lenin believed that the lessons of the third duma would not be lost
on Russian peasants and workers.

Most of Lenin's contemporaries were comfortable with simpler
enthusiasms. The complexity of Lenin's position was evident in a
brilliant series of articles written between 1908 and 1911 on the subject
of the novelist Tolstoy. Lenin wrote of Tolstoy as he wrote of the
peasantry, with enthusiasm for his virtues and hatred for his failings.
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According to Lenin, the miraculous power of genius had transformed
Tolstoy, a cultured aristocrat, into the voice of the Russian peasantry
with all of its strengths and weaknesses. With relentless clarity and
truth, Tolstoy had in Lenin's view been able to express the peasant's
instinctive hatred and distrust for liberalism, the rights of property, and
the legal principles of the bourgeois state. At the same time, his
despairing lament for modern Russia, his concern with the peasant at
the moment he was being crushed by the bourgeoisie, was for Lenin an
attitude typical of the backward, petty bourgeois "classes which are
perishing." Tolstoy had what Lenin called the peasant's characteristi-
cally moralistic and shallow understanding of the reasons for poverty
and exploitation. Like the peasant, Tolstoy passed judgment on the evil
landlord or moneylender but failed to understand that spiritual
transformations, humility, and non-resistance would never fundamen-
tally improve the lives of the peasantry. Lenin argued that human
dignity and material security did not result from the attainment of
elevated feelings, but from a social revolution which destroyed the
existing structure of class relations.63

It was significant that Lenin's love of Tolstoy (he had re-read
Tolstoy's novels many times during his years in exile) did not prevent
him from denouncing the aspects of Tolstoy's life and work which
he considered questionable from a revolutionary point of view. In the
same way, Lenin's enthusiasm for the peasant's revolutionary activity
did not prevent him from seeing that peasants were often unreliable,
bigoted, and ignorant. In his view, peasants demanded equality and
thought themselves socialists without ever understanding the class
structure of which they were a part. Their "socialism" was for Lenin
simply the dream of small producers chained to their allotments and
forced into "feudal" dependence by the impossibility of earning a living
by cultivating their scattered strips of land. According to Lenin,
peasants imagined that social justice was equivalent to the right to farm
a decent-sized plot of land, because they did not understand that an
equal distribution of land could never be maintained within an
economic system which distributed money, machines, and livestock so
unevenly. The peasant demand for the abolition of private property
(nationalization) thus had nothing to do with socialism. Rather, it
expressed in the most consistent manner the interests of capitalism,
"which the radical peasant in his simplicity tried to ward off by making
the sign of the cross." The peasant's just anger at his oppressors was
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inextricably bound up with his illusions and ignorance, because "the
whole past life of the peasant taught him to hate the landowner and the
official, but did not, and could not, teach him where to seek an answer to
all these questions."54 The "idiocy of rural life" could not provide the
answers to be gleaned from the more dynamic forms of exploitation
existing in urban factory centers.

While the peasant might perceive the concrete wretchedness of his
situation, intelligent principles and ideological sophistication could not
in general be expected from him or from the groups which claimed to
represent his interests. For Lenin, the Trudoviks were opportunist and
unreliable, all too willing to cooperate with the Kadets in preparing
compromise proposals to the duma. SRs on the other hand periodically
"lost faith in the people" when circumstances altered or became
particularly difficult. Incapable of "steady, stubborn work," they
succumbed to reformism with the typical logic of the "keyed-up
intellectual," or issued ultimatums to the conservative duma and
engaged in sporadic acts of terrorism. Lenin argued that the dejection of
the opportunist and the desperation of the terrorist were alike products
of the petty bourgeois incapacity for systematic, realistic, and prin-
cipled action.

SRs and Trudoviks were in Lenin's view as illiterate as the peasantry
on the subject of economics. Such ill-founded charges were common in
Lenin's writings. They formed part of his substantial contribution to the
myth that Marxists were realistic and empirical while SRs were
abstract and naive. In fact Lenin had been quite dogmatic and
inaccurate in his own assessment of the Russian rural economy at the
turn of the century, while SR theorists were far more flexible than he
was ever willing to admit. The SRs V. M. Chernov, P. A. Vikhliaev, and
A. A. Karelin explicitly denied that the abolition of private property or
the establishment of equal access to the land were equivalent to
socialism. Chernov would argue that such measures were steps in that
direction, just as Lenin would claim in 1917 that the transfer of land to
the state was "not only the 'last word' of the bourgeois revolution but
also a step toward socialism."55 Yet for Lenin in 1908, SRs and
Trudoviks were irretrievably petty bourgeois. Their merit lay in the fact
that on balance, they were nowhere near as afraid of mass struggle as
the liberals. The "foolish" socialist claims they put forward did not
obscure the "objective rationality" of their commitment to the specific
historical task of abolishing traditional forms of wealth and privilege.56
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Although radical intellectuals and Social Democratic "philistines"
might lose patience with the exaggerations of the peasant and his
spokesmen, Lenin pointed out that any social revolution included
fighters at different levels of political consciousness. Primitive conscious-
ness embodied in a willingness to act was better than stagnation, and
Social Democrats had to set themselves the task of making the peasant
understand the merits of a solution which went deeper than nationaliz-
ation and equal opportunity.67 The Utopian slogans of the populists
promised the peasants "a million blessings in the event of victory; while
victory will in fact yield them only a hundred blessings. But is it not
natural that the millions who for ages have lived in unheard-of
ignorance, want, poverty, abandonment, and downtroddenness should
magnify tenfold the fruits of eventual victory?"58

Lenin, unlike the Mensheviks, took peasant "dreams" seriously. At
the same time, he shared with them the Marxist faith that most peasants
could only be fighters for some form of capitalism. Trudoviks and SRs
were therefore not socialists, regardless of what they called themselves.
Whether they demanded social control over the land or, like the SR
Chernov, argued that land socialization was only the first step in the
building of socialism, for Lenin they could not be anything but petty
bourgeois. Despite their socialist claims and their willingness to fight,
Trudoviks and SRs could only be incorporated into a Marxist analysis
by an insistence that what they "really" wanted was a petty capitalist
development on free land, unencumbered by feudal restrictions.

The Impact of "Prussian" Capitalism

The consequences of the Stolypin reforms were complex, and they have
been variously interpreted. Of the one-third of the Russian peasantry
that left the communes between 1906 and 1917, only 20 percent seem to
have done so on their own initiative.59 Many observers testified that the
reforms were enacted by force and were violently resisted. In 1909 and
1910 the village of Bolotovo in Tambov province illustrated almost
every aspect of the difficulties the government faced in its anti-
commune efforts. Bolotovo was a village of 3,100, where the average
peasant allotment was less than six desiatiny. In 1909 some of the
wealthier peasants in the commune decided to claim their allotments
as private land. Despite the commune assembly's opposition, local
government authorities allowed the "separators" to claim some of the
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commune's best land as their private property. When the commune
complained to the provincial governor he failed to respond, and the
peasants of Bolotovo pulled up the boundary posts which marked off
newly established private property. Armed with scythes and axes they
broke into the houses of the otrubshchiki, the owners of enclosed farms.60

The district police officer who attempted to arrest the more active
peasants was driven away, and when the commune assembly met again,
a peasant declared, "If there is a law which permits them to take our
land for otrubs, then peasants have their own law for not giving it!" More
police were sent in and arrests were made, as jeering peasants cried,
"Kill the bloodsuckers!" The police opened fire on the peasants, killing
eight and seriously wounding thirteen. Cossacks were subsequently
called in by the provincial governor to conduct a three-day search of the
village, with the result that seventy-seven peasants were arrested.
"Order" was restored, but throughout 1910 mysterious fires broke out
at the homes of "separators," and boundary signs continued to
disappear.61 Such responses escalated as government pressure for
separation from the commune increased.

In 1911 rumors spread throughout the empire that there would be a
new uprising on the anniversary of the emancipation. Famine struck in
that same year, and official attempts to prevent the organization of
famine relief recalled the notorious efforts of tsarist ministers to guard
the peasantry from private and unauthorized philanthropic activities in
igoa.62 Of the peasants sent to settle in Siberia, 60 percent had returned
to European Russia by 1911,63 while peasants who borrowed money
from the Peasant Land Bank were soon bent beneath a burden of debt
reminiscent of the redemption payments imposed after 1861.64 Between
1910 and 1914, the 17,000 recorded agrarian disturbances in European
Russia indicated the degree of violence present in what were generally
agreed to be non-revolutionary times.66

Writing in increasing isolation from other leading party intel-
lectuals, Lenin claimed that it was now more than ever the task of
Russian Marxists to use all legal and illegal methods to popularize the
idea of radical bourgeois revolution led by the proletariat in alliance
with the peasantry. But after five years of the Stolypin regime, he was
less able than in 1907 to convince his fellow Marxists of the correctness
of his position. By 1912 Lenin had come to see himself as beset on all
sides by the hypocrisy, ignorance, and dishonesty of various "opportunist"
Social Democratic factions. He viciously denounced "liquidationist"
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Mensheviks like Martov and Axel'rod who wanted to abandon
clandestine political work for open union activity, "doctrinaire boycott-
ists" opposed to participation in the "Black Hundred" duma, and
Menshevik proponents of municipalization who he charged with
encouraging "private property fanaticism" among the peasantry.66

Unable to build a disciplined Bolshevik organization capable of
dominating the Russian Marxist movement, he convened a tiny
Bolshevik conference in Prague in 1912. With stubborn enthusiasm, he
argued that peasant life had become so wretched that "democratic
feelings" were springing up with an "elusive and spontaneous inevita-
bility." Social Democrats had to build political consciousness among
the peasantry by explaining "the connection between the famine and
tsarism and its entire policy; to distribute in the villages for agitational
purposes the duma speeches not only of the Social Democrats and the
Trudoviks, but even of such friends of the tsar as Markov the Second."67

As an increasing number of small farmers sold their newly purchased
lands to those with the money to exploit it profitably, Lenin claimed
that the would-be proprietor was "trapped both by the old bondage
and by the system of allotting scattered strips of land that has resulted
from the notorious landowners' solution to the land problem."68

In the context of Stolypin's "failure," Lenin hoped that the strikes
and mutinies of 1912 might be the beginning of the long-awaited
radical bourgeois revolution. Even within the anti-semitic Black
Hundred movement, he insisted, it was important to look for elements
of "ignorant peasant democracy, democracy of the crudest sort, but also
extremely deep-seated."69 He quoted from a peasant's letter to the
reactionary Bishop Nikon as an example of the revolutionary potential
of the "conservative" peasant:

The land, bread, and other important questions of our Russian life and of
the region do not appear to reach either the hands or the hearts of the
authorities or the Duma. These questions and such solution of them as is
possible are regarded as "utopian," "hazardous," untimely. Why do you
keep silent, what are you waiting for? For moods and revolts for which
those same "undernourished," hungry, unfortunate peasants will be shot
down?70

Nevertheless, despite Lenin's hopes and arguments, the failure of
popular unrest to shake the foundations of the tsarist order began at last
to raise the specter of the success, rather than the failure, of "Prussian"
capitalism. Although he insisted that agrarian capitalism was develop-
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ing slowly within a predominantly feudal system of productive
relationships, Lenin's writings during this period reflected a growing
fear that the Stolypin reforms had created a situation in which
"the peasant is more entangled in the net of capitalist dependence than
is the wage worker. He thinks that he can 'make good,' but to survive he
must work (for capital) harder than the wage worker."71 Lenin feared
that many years of disillusionment with the deceptive bourgeois
ideology of hard work and competition might be necessary before the
peasant would come to understand the realities of his situation.72

The Stolypin legislation aroused a great deal of resistance among
commune peasants, and the most recent scholarship on the subject has
emphasized the ephemeral character of the reforms' impact. While
there were some success stories of peasants able to make it on their own,
most were reluctant to become private proprietors, and many who left
the commune in the early reform years made their way back to its
protection in the period shortly before the war. Due to population
increase, the number of households in communes in forty provinces of
Russia in 1915 was actually higher than the number in fifty provinces in
1905.73 By 1916 peasant violence against the "separators" and against
local administrators had become so serious that further efforts to break
up the commune were suspended.74 Even the modernizing mission of
the Stolypin reforms proved unsatisfactory in many respects. Although
agricultural productivity increased and the land area under cultivation
rose by 10 percent between 1906 and 1916, peasants who separated
from the commune did not necessarily improve their methods of
cultivation. In 1915, for example, two-thirds of the "new proprietors"
were still plowing on scattered strips which were intermingled with the
land of their commune neighbors.76 At the same time rents increased,
grain prices rose, and a substantial amount of land came into the hands
of the peasantry through purchase and rent.78

It may well be that between 1906 and 1916 the Stolypin reforms
scored their most overwhelming and unquestioned triumph in the
minds of educated Russians. The rhapsodizing of tsarist bureaucrats
about the miracles wrought by the liberation of the peasant entre-
preneur from the fetters of the commune has an obvious ring of
sincerity. At the other end of the ideological spectrum, leading SRs like
Zenzinov and Gotz, and even the old populist Vorontsov, became
convinced that primitive peasants, dreaming of "making good," were
deserting the commune eagerly and en masse. N. N. Sukhanov, an SR
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turned Menshevik, took for granted the victory of Stolypinist capital-
ism, and suggested a joint Marxist—populist effort to form a truly united
socialist left. According to Sukhanov, the SRs had abandoned their
romantic faith in the commune, recognizing at last the indisputable
necessity for bourgeois-democratic revolution. They now appealed to
the peasantry on the same grounds and for the same immediate purpose
as the Marxists. SRs and orthodox, i.e., Menshevik, Marxists had
become so similar in their views that Sukhanov found it "impossible to
establish where Marxism ends and populism begins."77

Increasingly fearful of peasant anarchy, greed, and prejudice,
moderate SRs had come to believe that a long civilizing process had
to take place before the backward common people would be capable of
participating in the creation of a socialist society, while Mensheviks
remained convinced that the bourgeoisie was the historically des-
ignated agent of economic and political progress.78 As pessimism and
ideological principle turned non-Bolshevik socialists reluctantly toward
the liberals, the Kadets began to discover an increasing number of
redeeming qualities in more traditional forms of order. As we shall see,
the perceived dangers of peasant backwardness and peasant suscep-
tibility to the appeal of the Stolypin program would in fact lead SRs and
Mensheviks to cooperate in 1917 along precisely the lines which
Sukhanov had suggested, and both parties would find themselves
equally constrained to join forces at that time with the Kadets.

Although Lenin shared the Menshevik view that the Stolypin
reforms could not help but appeal to the instincts of the petty
proprietor, he dealt with such fears (as he had earlier dealt with the issue
of failure)79 in a strikingly un-Menshevik fashion. Lenin denounced
Sukhanov's analysis of the current political situation on the left as the
kind of "philistine realism" which flourished during politically difficult
times, when "rational" people recognized the need to pursue "limited
goals." Lenin insisted that the similarity between SR and Menshevik
aims had nothing to do with Sukhanov's parallels between the new
Populism and "Orthodox" Marxism. Although Menshevik revisionists
and liquidators might at any time come to resemble petty bourgeois SR
reformists, Lenin maintained that real Marxists resisted the temptation
to settle for peaceful means to achieve limited ends. In Lenin's view, the
revolutionary Marxist was committed to a radical democratic revol-
ution which did not depend on the good will of liberals or the reform
measures of parliaments.80
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Although the Russian peasant revolution on which Lenin had built
his hopes seemed distant in 1911, outbreaks of revolutionary activity in
China and Ireland continued to sustain his analysis of petty bourgeois
and liberal political action. He saw many parallels between backward,
"Asiatic" Russia and the Empire of the Manchus. Sun Yat-sen was for
Lenin a typical petty bourgeois democrat whose "Trudovik" dreams of
socialism were expressed in appeals for nationalization of the land.
Lenin emphasized that progressive Chinese who supported Sun were
not socialists, but bourgeois comrades of France's "great men of the
Enlightenment." And if Sun Yat-sen succeeded, hundreds of millions of
people would enjoy the benefits of the bourgeois ideals which the West
already possessed.81 According to Lenin, the Chinese revolution was a
great victory in the historic struggle against the feudal order, but since
Sun Yat-sen had won with the aid of Chinese liberals, Lenin was
doubtful of his ability to stay in power: "Whether the peasants, who are
not led by a proletarian party, will be able to retain their democratic
positions against the liberals, who are only waiting for an opportunity to
shift to the right, will be seen in the near future."82

While the Chinese Revolution of 1911 represented the victory of a
revolutionary petty bourgeoisie, the action of the British in Ireland
epitomized for Lenin the triumph of a liberal, constitutional "big
bourgeoisie." In the spring of 1914, Lenin described the "appalling
destitution and suffering of the Irish peasantry" as "an instructive
example of the lengths to which the landowners and the liberal
bourgeoisie of a 'dominant' nation, will go."83 When patriotism,
poverty, war, and religion set off the Rebellion of 1916, Lenin
enthusiastically supported what he called the Irish petty bourgeois
cause. Without denying that the rebels were frequently bigoted and
superstitious, he preferred to emphasize the more politically salient fact
that whoever expected "a 'pure' social revolution would never live to
see it."84 While oppression might give rise to poverty, despair or violent
opposition, it did not ever in Lenin's view create perfectly rational and
morally unassailable rebels.

Lenin claimed that in Russia, prejudiced peasants, speculators, and
chauvinist intellectuals had participated in the events of October 1905
for their own often far from admirable reasons—but he argued that
"objectively" the mass movement of that year was engaged in the task
of "breaking the back of tsarism." In 1916 Lenin suggested that in the
coming European socialist revolution, the working class might have all
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sorts of prejudices, fantasies, and weaknesses, but "objectively" it found
itself in a specific historical situation: Labor was in opposition to
Capital, and would smash it.

To imagine that social revolution is conceivable without revolutionary
outbursts by a section of the petty bourgeoisie with all its prejudices,
without the movement of the politically non-conscious proletarian and
semi-proletarian masses against oppression by the landowners, the
church, and the monarchy, against national oppression, etc.—to
imagine all this is to repudiate social revolution.85

On the Eve of Revolution

The outbreak of World War I did not change Lenin's view that Social
Democrats were to lead a revolution to establish a democratic republic,
nationalize the land, and grant an eight-hour day to the factory worker.
However, as his views developed in the course of the war, he came to
hope that the imperialist war had "linked up" the Russian revolution
with the developing proletarian socialist revolution in the West. It was
no longer, it seemed, a question of revolutionary problems in Russia or
Germany or France: "The Russian bourgeois-democratic revolution is
now not only a prologue to, but an integral part of the socialist
revolution in the West."86 With renewed optimism, Lenin predicted
that if the petty bourgeois peasants shifted to the left at the decisive
moment, it would be possible to conquer Russia for the revolution.
Economic distress arising especially from the burdens of war would
combine with military and political crises to lead the peasants in the
direction of Bolshevism. Although the government, aided by the press
and the clergy, had been successful in raising "chauvinist sentiments"
among the poor, "with the return of the soldiers from the field of
slaughter . . . sentiment in the rural areas will undoubtedly turn
against the tsarist monarchy."87

Lenin's hopes were well founded and his prediction of the course of
peasant action was proven accurate in 1917. He was inaccurate only
about the Marxist classification which it would prove necessary to place
upon the Bolshevik revolution. Certain that Russia's revolution would
be bourgeois, given the level of Russia's economic development, he
ridiculed Trotsky's argument that the impact of imperialism had
transformed the proletarian struggle into a movement which would
destroy the capitalist order. As he wrote in 1916, "Trotsky has not
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realized that if the proletariat induces the non-proletarian masses to
confiscate the landed estates and overthrow the monarchy, then that
will be the consummation of the 'national bourgeois revolution' in
Russia; it will be a revolutionary democratic dictatorship of the
proletariat and the peasantry."88

In emigre squabbles and in isolation, Lenin had completed his
peasant policy before the uprisings which began the Revolution of 1917.
Although the effort to reconcile the belief that peasant interests were
petty bourgeois with the aims of a socialist state would tear Russian
society apart in the years after the Bolsheviks won power, Lenin would
not face this issue until he was forced to do so during the period of "war
communism." Before then, he would put to good use both his
recognition of the peasantry's revolutionary potential, and his aware-
ness of the overwhelming burden of government coercion and ideo-
logical persuasion which functioned to restrain it. Having defined the
leadership of the rural population as a basic party task, he was
determined that the Bolsheviks should seize power under any political
or economic conditions, and he promised that land would be trans-
ferred to the peasant by any Bolshevik-led revolutionary government.
Lenin was supremely confident that once the Bolsheviks were in power,
"they would know what to do."
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Problems of Order and Revolutions
February-April 1917

Disorder is the absence of the order
that you were looking for.

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE

IN A SOCIAL REVOLUTION, ordinary people claim the right to decide
matters which are traditionally considered to be beyond their com-
petence. Rules and habits of obedience ordinarily taken for granted
become issues to be debated and decided by individuals and groups
unused to the exercise of significant political power. Peasants judge
whether land should be privately or communally held; factory workers
consider how the product of their labor should be distributed; soldiers
and policemen decide whether or not to obey orders to arrest people
who are taking food or other property which does not legally belong to
them.

In February 1917, under the pressure of strikes, lockouts, and a
steadily worsening food shortage, angry housewives, strikers, and un-
employed workmen in increasing numbers began to seize bread,
threaten violence, and damage private and state property. By the end of
the month, General Khabalov, the commander of the Petrograd
garrison, was forced to send out troops to put an end to activities which
were paralyzing the normal life of the city. And when soldiers refused to
fire upon the unruly crowds, that is, when they ceased to uphold the law
against those who were disobeying it, the strikes and food riots of the
"February days" became a revolution.

The spectacle of massive lawbreaking was accompanied by the
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formation of innumerable unauthorized groups which set themselves to
deliberate on matters usually dealt with by industrialists, landlords, and
government officials. To an English gentleman like Bernard Pares, the
popular enthusiasm evident in the streets of revolutionary Petrograd in
early 1917 was ludicrous:

There were numerous little cliques which took high-sounding titles and
regarded themselves as the saviours of the country. They indulged ad
infmitum in the deplorable Russian habit of putting on paper schemes for
the government of the whole world. One placard announced the United
States of the World, to which was appended the statement "Original
subscribers become life members." All sorts of inappropriate bodies, such
as the crew of a ship, formed what they called "universities," really
centres of university extension. Amidst the orgy of fancies I remember
coming across a placard, "The Land of the Happy Peasantry"; this on
examination, proved to come from an organization for propagating in
Russia the excellent agricultural methods of Denmark. The illiterate
were begged to learn to read and write as soon as possible. . . -1

But to the various political leaders who aspired to lead the "people," it
was not easy to arrive at an appropriate response to such rudimentary
cultural and political efforts. The proliferation of schools and councils
where kitchen maids and privates debated questions of war and peace
forced radical activists to consider more seriously then ever before
whether they really wanted to rely upon the intelligence, the judgment,
or the ability of the masses. As they attempted to distinguish between
rational and irrational popular initiatives, left-wing political leaders
were particularly hard put to define the boundaries of legitimate
behavior for a "primitive" peasantry. As we shall see, Lenin's reaction
to unauthorized peasant "decision-making" on the land question
would emerge in sharp contrast to Menshevik, SR, and even Bolshevik
fears of popular action which they did not control.

Given the Marxist assumption that peasants were petty bourgeois,
any Marxist with a revolutionary peasant policy was quite vulnerable
to accusations of cynicism. And when Lenin claimed that there was
order and rationality in peasant attacks on private property and
established authority, he was clearly aware that such arguments would
have immediate appeal for dissident rural elements. The opportunism
which forms part of the behavior of any political activist clearly
determined many of his actions. At the same time, the disintegration of
traditional order and the increase in popular initiatives in time of
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revolution posed a number of objective political challenges. When
peasants formed committees to claim their ancient "rights" to land
which legally belonged to others, it was significant that most of the
Russian left was decisive in seeking to check illegal land seizures and
cautious on the issue of land reform. In the revolution's early months,
Lenin would reverse these priorities, well aware of the political gains to
be made and unwilling to check the violation of property rights before
the triumph of a socialist revolution.

Petrograd without Lenin

In February and March 1917 most of the spokesmen for the pre-
revolutionary opposition to the autocracy found it difficult to believe
in the completeness of the old regime's collapse. Fearing that the
autocracy would somehow manage to survive just as it had in 1905,
even the Bolsheviks behaved as if they had no enemies on the Left. A self-
appointed duma committee, which chose a Provisional Government
dominated by Kadets and Octobrists, was therefore able to win the
support of a Petrograd Soviet created by the confused and enthusiastic
workers, soldiers, and socialist intellectuals in the vicinity of the Tauride
Palace on February 28. The Soviet's Executive Committee voted not to
participate in the Provisional Government, but approved its program
and its right to rule Russia until a Constituent Assembly could be
convened.

The Provisional Government. The new government was headed by
Prince G. E. L'vov, an opponent of compulsory expropriation of gentry
land ever since 1906. L'vov also served as minister of the interior, while
the Kadet A.I. Shingarev was minister of agriculture. Although Kadets
were not numerically dominant within the Provisional Government, its
policies generally reflected the position of the Kadet Party leadership.
Viewed by the Russian Left as leaders of the liberal bourgeoisie, the
Provisional Government's first program did in fact reflect the priorities
of European political liberalism. Democracy, freedom, and justice were
key concepts in its first declaration; previous restrictions on civil and
political liberty were unconditionally abolished. Above all, it was
promised that the form of Russia's future government would be decided
by a Constituent Assembly on the basis of universal suffrage. No date
was set for the convocation of the Constituent Assembly, and the
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Provisional Government's guarantee that elections would not be held
without the participation of the soldiers at the front suggested that it
would be some time before Russian citizens would be given the
opportunity to vote for the national political leaders of their choice. The
holding of elections was clearly not one of the new government's most
pressing concerns. A Special Council created to draft election statutes
on March 25 was not called into session until May 25.

Social reform was also not a high priority on the new government's
agenda during the revolution's early months. More effort was made to
enact measures for the improvement of food production and supply
than to satisfy any peasant demand for land. Even the nationalization of
imperial, appanage, and cabinet lands on March 9 brought few direct
popular benefits, since it was subsequently decreed that no crown
territory would be transferred to the peasantry. The peasantry's
immediate gains were thus restricted, but no limits were imposed upon
the pre-revolutionary property rights of the landed gentry. The reasons
put forward to justify such priorities and preferences were various. It
was pointed out that precise information on rural needs and demands
was lacking (and a system of land committees was proposed for the
purpose of obtaining it). Many liberal economists argued as well that
production would fall if there were any sudden, large-scale transfer of
property from one social group to another. Premier L'vov argued that a
decrease in the available supply of food to the cities or to the front would
create intolerable material hardship and render the poorest and most
primitive rural elements more vulnerable to demagogic appeals. On
the basis of democratic principle, Minister of Agriculture Shingarev
claimed that only a Constituent Assembly which represented the whole
population had the right to fundamentally alter pre-revolutionary
property relationships. And in mid-March the Kadet Central
Committee, claiming that only a country at peace could make rational
decisions on fundamental issues, proposed that the final solution of the
land question be delayed until the end of the war.2

Since the Provisional Government's authority was not based upon
law, tradition, or a popular vote, such claims were plausible enough.
Yet the arguments for caution which were applied to questions of land
reform did not extend to other areas of government policy. Liberal
ministers did not intend, for example, to forego the right to use force to
defend pre-revolutionary property relationships. In March criminal
proceedings were instituted against peasants in Kazan who threatened
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gentry property rights, while punitive detachments were sent out to
deal with peasant-gentry conflicts over land in the provinces of Kursk,
Mogilev, and Perm.3 By April 13 it was felt that the incidence of
"arbitrary acts" which deprived landowners of the right to "perform
their duty toward the country" made it "indispensable to suppress all
manifestations of violence or plunder [using] all the forces of the law."4

As the Kadet Russkiia Vedomosti put it, "various anarchistic forces had
emerged, and they were threatening to lead the country to new losses of
sown areas, and . . . new national disasters."6 While the Provisional
Government, like any government, was quite justified in fearing that
chaos would ensue if violence went unchecked, its response to peasant
attacks on private property seemed to establish in peasant eyes the
connecting links between liberal and tsarist policy: the establishment of
order (and, for that matter, the winning of the war and the raising
of productivity) would precede any hasty transformation of pre-
revolutionary economic relationships. According to an angry peasant
resolution from the province of Tver, "The land is being consolidated
under the old laws."6

The Petrograd Soviet: Menshevik leadership of the SR majority. In March,
Kadet Foreign Minister P. N. Miliukov claimed that it was the
Petrograd Soviet's obligation to help restore and maintain civil order,7

and in matters related to the agrarian question the Soviet fulfilled his
expectations. The Soviet placed definite limits on what would be
considered appropriate revolutionary activity on the peasant's behalf.
The narrowness of these limits was evident on March 2, when an
enthusiastic group of SRs and Bolsheviks issued a manifesto which
asserted that since "already two days had passed" without official word
from Rodzianko or Miliukov, the soldiers of Petrograd had a right to an
immediate response to their demand that all land be transferred to the
people. This manifesto was immediately confiscated by order of the
Petrograd Soviet,8 and denounced by the Socialist Revolutionary
Petrograd City Conference as a document tending to "destroy the unity
of the people."9 But the issue raised by such incendiary claims could not
easily be laid to rest. In the weeks to come peasant petitions poured into
the Soviet, filled with demands for immediate land reform or requests
for official approval for various violations of pre-revolutionary property
rights. Within the Soviet Executive Committee the warm-hearted and
impulsive Alexandrovich created a sensation when he admitted that he
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had given Soviet authorization to a village request to make use of a
landlord's private land. Alexandrovich was sharply reprimanded for
taking unilateral action,10 and in the Executive Committee debates of
March and April the Mensheviks Tsereteli, Skobelev, and Chkheidze
spoke in opposition to any Soviet incitement or sanction of land seizure.

The policy of support for the Provisional Government reflected the
political dominance of Mensheviks within the Soviet's Executive
Committee. It should be noted that the Mensheviks were not a
monolithic political organization; since the outbreak of World
War I, divisions on a number of foreign policy issues had become
particularly sharp and bitter, with Martov on the internationalist left
and Plekhanov at the extreme, pro-war right. But as we have seen
earlier, on economic issues Mensheviks were in general thoroughgoing
determinists, certain that advanced industrial capitalism and a numer-
ous, class-conscious proletariat were absolute prerequisites for any
attempt to build a socialist society. Despite peasant demands for the
abolition of private landed property in 1905 and afterward, they
continued to insist upon the limits which economic backwardness and a
predominantly peasant population imposed upon the political aspir-
ations of revolutionary Marxists. Driven by their fear of peasants they
considered primitive, "Asiatic" and capable at best of bourgeois-
democratic behavior, Mensheviks felt bound to aid and encourage a
weak Russian bourgeoisie to carry out its designated historical task.11

Such iron consistency placed them in a cruelly difficult political
position. Unable to fight for victory and repelled by the idea
of defending the proletariat's bourgeois class enemy, Mensheviks like
I. G. Tsereteli and N. S. Chkheidze were left to hope that the Soviet
could exercise a sort of "right to dictate" policy to the Provisional
Government. According to the scenario they envisioned, Soviet pressure
would force the bourgeoisie to act more quickly to establish the
capitalist economic and political foundations for a future socialist
revolution. In this process, a primitive peasantry would be replaced by
a massive and (as a result of Menshevik efforts) class-conscious
proletariat. But "at present," as Tsereteli quite unconvincingly ex-
plained it, the proletariat and the revolutionary army "understood that
the time has not yet come for achieving the ultimate aims of the
proletariat."12

The Menshevik view of the peasant's revolutionary role was sol-
idly based upon Marx's criticism of the petty bourgeoisie in the
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"Communist Manifesto," Class Struggles in France, and The Eighteenth
Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte. Despite the acceptance of Maslov's agrarian
program in 1906, and the general recognition of the peasant's
unavoidable importance as a food producer, the peasant remained the
Menshevik revolutionary's burden.13 The embodiment of Russian
political, economic, and social backwardness, the peasant represented
to the Mensheviks the dark forces of superstition, bigotry, senseless
violence, and animal greed. In 1917 the Menshevik newspaper
Rabochaia Gazfta frequently emphasized the danger that the countryside
would be the Vendee of the Russian revolution.14 A fear of anarchy
within Russia's primitive peasant army led Chkheidze, the president of
the Petrograd Soviet, to kneel and kiss the flag carried by the first army
regiment to march under its old officers to affirm its loyalty to the pre-
revolutionary duma.15 Sukhanov (a former SR) regretted that the
army's role in the collapse of the tsarist regime had given peasant
soldiers the idea that they were the heroes of the revolution. If they
could not be kept from "intervening" in the revolutionary process, it
seemed likely to Sukhanov that peasants would proceed in "typical"
peasant fashion, from patriotism to looting to "beating up the Yids." If,
on the other hand, peasants managed to get land, they would quickly
subside into "rural idiocy."16 In the context of such arguments, the
peasant majority of the population was not only a negligible socialist
asset; peasant violence and ignorance made them unreliable even as
allies in a bourgeois-democratic revolution.

While such moderate revolutionary expectations were consistent
with the belief that a historically necessary bourgeois revolution was
taking place, the moderation of the SR Party had little to do with
consistency. As inheritors of the Populist tradition, committed in their
party programs to a revolutionary socialization of the land, they could
not easily justify even temporary support for a "bourgeois" liberal
government. Their inconsistency can only be understood if we take into
account the political demoralization which followed the Revolution of
1905-7 and the growth of a widespread conviction that the Stolypin
reforms had successfully created a capitalist peasantry17 (as well as the
absence of hotheads like Alexandra Spiridonova from the capital when
the revolution broke out). Like the Kadets and the RSDLP, leading
SR moderates like V. M. Zenzinov and A. R. Gotz had come to believe
that Russia could no longer avoid the bourgeois stage of economic
development.18 Like the Mensheviks whose leaders they followed
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SRs accepted the necessity for bourgeois-democratic leadership of
the revolution and were therefore willing to refrain from appeals for
immediate land reform. Therefore, despite the numerical predomi-
nance of SRs within the Petrograd Soviet, SR agitators in Saratov and
Tambov were confronted in March 1917 with the spectacle of a "party
of the peasantry" whose Petrograd leadership was as absorbed as the
Mensheviks in developing an honorable position on the war and in
rallying peaceful and orderly peasant support for the Provisional
Government. It was over a month before the SR Party officially turned
its attention to the land question. At their April conference, SRs passed
resolutions demanding a suspension of land transactions and all laws
which might delay a final solution of the land question in the future
Constituent Assembly.19

In many ways SR and Menshevik leaders seemed to be acting out the
role of the petty bourgeois intellectual as portrayed in the writings of
Marx and Lenin. Although SR indecisiveness was all their own,
they tended to share with dogmatic Mensheviks a fatal willingness to let
other political groups define the limits of their own political behavior.
For the SRs, the limits were set by the Mensheviks; the limits of
Menshevik behavior were ultimately dictated by liberals of the Kadet
Party. This was of course typical petty bourgeois behavior according to
the standard Marxist analysis.

Petrograd Bolsheviks. Petrograd Bolsheviks were not quite as de-
termined to be moderate as were the leading Mensheviks and SRs,
although they bore no resemblance to the model of a unified and
disciplined party set out in What Is To Be Done?. V. M. Molotov, one of
the young Bolshevik editors of Pravda, had worked with the SR
Alexandrovich on the inflammatory manifesto which had been con-
fiscated by the Soviet on March 2, while M. I. Kalinin stressed the
dangers of spontaneous unorganized action. The tone of Pravda was
both hopeful and inconsistent in early March. Appeals for Provisional
Government action to establish temporary laws for the confiscation of
monastic, gentry, and allotment land appeared alongside editorials
urging the peasants to organize and take power in their own hands.
In the articles of V. Muranov and P. Stuchka (who signed himself
"Veteran") there were frequent references to "our allies, the peasant
soldiers" who could expect "nothing" from the bourgeoisie and
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"everything" in the way of support and future prosperity if they
followed the leadership of the Bolsheviks.20 In an interesting series of
articles which appeared in March, M. I. Kalinin (one of the few
Bolshevik leaders of peasant origin) attempted to spell out the basis for a
Bolshevik peasant strategy. Arguing that peasants need not inevitably
follow the path of bigotry and greed sketched out by Mensheviks like
Sukhanov, Kalinin called for peasant participation in the revolution
through land committees which would organize the confiscation of
land, prevent pogroms, and "smooth out excesses." Although he
claimed that the peasant struggle for land would never be won without
the proletariat, it was significant that Kalinin not only ignored the
classic Marxist issue of class differences between rural proletarians and
kulaks but also failed to refer to Lenin's pre-revolutionary contention
that Bolsheviks could claim the right to leadership of the peasant
movement.21

In mid-March, when Stalin and Kamenev returned from exile to
take charge of Pravda, its editorials and articles began to reflect a more
coherent and Menshevik-oriented approach to the issue of peasants and
political power. In their writings for Pravda, Kamenev and Stalin
assumed that rule by a "bourgeois" Provisional Government was both
legitimate and necessary. Like the Menshevik N. S. Chkheidze,
Kamenev feared "disorganization within the army."22 Although Stalin
was less cautious, he appealed for demonstrations which would exert
pressure on the Provisional Government rather than challenge its
authority. During the first months of the revolution, Stalin and
Kamenev were no more able than Tsereteli to imagine that actions
being taken by workers, soldiers, and peasants could result in the
creation of a society which transcended the limits of bourgeois
democracy. As Stalin put it, revolutionaries should "decisively"
support the Provisional Government as long as it "really" fought
against the survivals of the old regime.23 With Stalin and Kamenev as
editors, Pravda neither published nor acknowledged the letters which
Lenin sent in early March from Zurich to Petrograd. By the end of the
month Lenin was writing to ask if his "Letters from Afar" had been lost
in the mail.24 When his contributions were finally published, it was
significant that Lenin's strongest attacks on SRs, Mensheviks, and
the Provisional Government were deleted. At this point Petrograd
Bolsheviks clearly did not constitute a "Leninist" party in any sense of
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the word. At the same time, their actions indicated that without Lenin it
was not clear what distinguished the Bolsheviks from any other socialist
organization operating in the capital.

Lenin

Millions and tens of millions of people who had been politically dormant
for ten years and politically crushed by the terrible oppression of tsarism
and by inhuman toil for the landowners and capitalists ham awakened and
taken eagerly to politics. And who are these millions and tens of millions?
For the most part small proprietors, petty bourgeoisie, people standing
midway between the capitalists and the wage workers. Russia is the most
petty bourgeois of all European countries.25

Unlike the socialist intellectuals of Petrograd, Lenin greeted the
February Revolution with an attack upon the newly formed Provisional
Government as a reactionary institution, one which would be unwilling
and unable to deal with the material problems facing the majority of
Russian peasants and workers.26 Given the appearance of the mass
action for which Russian revolutionaries had hoped in vain for the last
decade, he imposed few theoretical limits to the scope of the current
revolution. Discarding his earlier claim that Bolsheviks were to lead a
bourgeois-democratic revolution, Lenin claimed that the events of
February had made it possible to go far beyond the guarantee of
capitalist-style progress for workers and peasants. Lenin argued in April
that once the victory of the peasant over the landlord was complete, the
proletariat would be able to establish socialism in Russia.27 The
building of socialism no longer seemed a distant dream, but a real
possibility arising out of concrete situations such as the peasant's illegal
and violent attacks on private property.

Lenin's optimism was not based upon any idealization of the
peasantry. He still operated within a tradition of aversion for peasant
initiative which led him to foolishly insist that peasant land seizure was
in fact peasant "support for the workers" in the confiscation of the
gentry estates.28 But by 1917 Lenin had come to believe that the war
and the Witte-Stolypin policies of "state capitalism" had created a
situation in which peasant attacks upon the property of the rich could
do more than destroy the material basis for the gentry's political power.
Now he was willing to argue that if landed estates were confiscated, a
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proletarian-led government could institute a system of universal labor
service and controlled distribution of basic products which would
prepare the way for socialism.29 Leriin never claimed that socialism
could be achieved by such measures alone. His hopes were related to the
arguments set out in Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalism (1916)
and in some of the writings of N. I. Bukharin, who had discovered in
such large-scale institutions as banks, trusts and cartels a vast potential
for socialist transformation. But Lenin's analysis of the economic
preconditions for the transition to socialism remained rather flimsy and
superficial.

In contrast, the logic of his political stance was powerful and
compelling. In 1917 Lenin clearly found it impossible and in a sense
immoral to claim that revolutionary socialists should force peasant
discontent to serve the purpose of establishing bourgeois civil liberty
and a rule of law defended by a traditional police force and army. He
argued that Bolsheviks could not fight to strengthen the institutions
which before had sustained the tsarist regime and were now functioning
to support a bourgeois political order. Instead, they had to appeal to
peasants and workers to resist any reestablishment of the police, the old
bureaucracy, or the standing army. Such a policy would encourage the
development of truly popular, soviet-type institutions, and as the
realistic Lenin recognized as well, it would appeal to peasants and
workers who "could not help but hate" their traditional oppressors.30 If
Bolsheviks worked to establish village Soviets, giving special attention to
the formation of separate organizations of hired agricultural workers, if
they made it clear that they supported all of the struggles for land which
so frightened "statesmenlike" radicals, a new social and political order
might well emerge out of the popular actions which Mensheviks and
SRs called "illegal" and "arbitrary."31

In March and April 1917, Lenin argued that rural Soviets had
already shown far greater creative social imagination than the
Provisional Government. And while their local actions might be ill-
planned or ill-judged, he claimed that Bolshevik organizing efforts
could make them conscious and effective in a wider social and political
sense. This would be a difficult task because, Lenin insisted, the de-
velopment of truly conscious peasant action required that Bolsheviks
refrain from imposing ideas or policies which the "rural proletarians
had not yet fully realized, thought out and digested for themselves."3'1

Although mistakes were inevitable when inexperienced people tried to
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participate directly in the political process, Lenin argued that it was
better for the masses to make mistakes and go forward than to wait until
"Prince L'vov's law professors" drafted laws which would fix Russia
within the limits of a parliamentary bourgeois republic.33 While
Bolshevik organizing efforts were extremely important, Lenin insisted
in April that the only real guarantee of popular welfare lay in the
actions initiated by "the masses themselves, through their effective
participation in all fields of state activity, without supervision from
above."34

Throughout 1917 Lenin supported the Petrograd Soviet as an
institution which fostered popular initiative, although he was opposed
to its actual policies on the land question, the war, and the Provisional
Government. As has been noted, members of the Soviet Executive
Committee had not yet acted as uncompromising proponents of land
reform. Instead, Soviet resolutions were intended to further the idea
that the revolution had brought law and order to the cities and to the
countryside. When a peasant committee from Tambov asked the
Soviet to authorize action against a rich landlord so that they would not
be "forced to take it upon themselves to shed blood,"35 their request was
refused. The Executive Committee scrupulously proposed that no land
reform be enacted before the Constituent Assembly, so that the land
question could be decided in a legal and democratic manner.36 But the
Soviet did not delay passage of a special resolution directed against
individuals and groups who tried to "hide behind the authority of the
Soviet" while engaging in seizures which were sometimes "indis-
tinguishable from criminal acts ,"37 The Soviet was thus willing to use its
authority to maintain pre-revolutionary property relationships, while
the Provisional Government on its side was increasingly ready to use
force for the suppression of agrarian disorders stirred up, as Shingarev
put it, by "Leninist" propaganda.38 It was this pattern of response
which Lenin was at great pains to expose.

Lenin praised the Soviet not for its policies but for its political, social,
and economic potential. Created, like the Paris Commune, by the
masses themselves, it was in his view superior in principle to any
bourgeois institution. A Soviet government could, like the Commune,
rely upon the force of a popular militia whose officials were elected or
recalled at will by the people's decision. It was not forced to depend
upon the alien and bureaucratic controls ordinarily exercised by a
traditional army or police force.39 Arguing that the Soviet embodied a
successful "revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the proletariat
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and the peasantry," Lenin denounced all those who refused to agree
that socialism was a realistic Russian goal as traitors and deserters to the
side of the petty bourgeoisie.

Critical as well of those who hesitated because they hoped that
revolution would soon break out in Western Europe, Lenin warned
against delaying Bolshevik action in the midst of a Russian revolution in
deference to events which had not yet taken place in Europe. Peasants
in Russia were expressing and acting upon their feelings of discontent,
and in Lenin's view, if the peasants "take the land, be sure that they will
not return it to you, nor will they ask you for your consent. . . . If the
revolution is not settled by the Russian peasant, it will not be settled by
the German worker. . . ."40 Claiming that his opponents were excess-
ively abstract in their understanding of actual political events, Lenin
put forward the disarming argument that Bolshevik ideas had "in
general" been confirmed by history, "but as to the concrete situation,
things have turned out to be more original, more unique, more
multicolored than could have been anticipated by anyone."41

Lenin had made such claims before 1917. As early as 1903 he had
argued that when peasant action threatened the foundations of an
exploitative social order, responsible revolutionaries had to encourage
it in the hope that they would be able to raise the level of political
consciousness of the peasants and workers concerned. And while he had
conceded in 1906 that a Western socialist revolution was the only
absolute guarantee of Russian revolutionary success, Lenin had
nevertheless claimed for Russian Social Democracy a right to revol-
utionary leadership which did not depend upon the outcome of events
taking place elsewhere. When Lenin argued in 1906 for nationalization
of the land by peasant committees, Plekhanov had ridiculed what he
called Lenin's dangerously "populist" notion of "popular creativity."
But then and afterward, Lenin denied that there was anything at all
populist in his approach. Generous in praise of the spontaneous action
(or as he referred to it in What Is To Be Dom? the "embryonic
consciousness") of the rural masses,42 he was before 1917 consistently
skeptical about the enthusiasm of non-Bolsheviks for spontaneous
popular action. It was Lenin's belief that most revolutionary optimists
failed to recognize that popular creativity was only the beginning of
conscious political action.

When Lenin returned to Petrograd on April 3, his famous speech at
the Finland Station was applauded by many workers and soldiers, and
by some of the Bolsheviks who came to greet him. But as Sukhanov
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observed, "the educated, while applauding long and warmly, were
staring strangely into space with unseeing eyes—demonstrating their
complete confusion."43 Lenin's arguments for a transition to socialism
through peasant revolution seemed cynical to some, and to others like a
new form of Bakuninist anarchism.44 How could Lenin, the centralizer
par excellence, call for peasant action without supervision by a
revolutionary political organization? How, asked Sukhanov, were the
Soviets, which represented a small minority of the country, to "construct
Socialism?"45 The Bolshevik Kamenev made it quite clear that Lenin's
"Theses" were simply Lenin's incorrect opinions; decisive steps toward
socialism seemed to him inconceivable before the bourgeois-democratic
revolution had even been completed.46 Zinoviev temporized, suggest-
ing that Lenin was perhaps insufficiently acquainted with conditions in
Russia.47

Conceding nothing to his critics, Lenin set himself to prove to
members of the Bolshevik party that Sukhanov, Zinoviev, Stalin, and
Kamenev were wrong. He insisted that Bolsheviks reject the admiration
for legal order and formal equality which characterized the Kadets and
the current Soviet leadership.48 They were obliged to teach peasants
to reject the plausible-sounding recommendations which came from
Shingarev, who urged individual peasants to conclude voluntary
agreements with their landlords. Lenin argued that a politically
sophisticated peasant could understand that he was never as free to
negotiate as a rich landlord. He could understand that the collective
mass action undertaken by local peasant Soviets which ignored
Petrograd and requisitioned uncultivated land was not leading Russia
toward economic chaos, as SRs, Mensheviks and Kadets continually
asserted. With the help of a little consciousness-raising, peasants (and
even Bolshevik critics of Lenin's policies) were quite capable of
understanding that peasant organizations were more able to deal with
the food problem than the Provisional Government was.49

Outside the Bolshevik Party, Lenin's emergence as a spokesman for
Marxist peasant revolution was due at least as much to the ineptitude of
the Soviet leadership as to the effectiveness of his appeals for peasant
action. Neither before nor immediately after Lenin's return to the
capital did the Bolsheviks pose a serious threat to the SRs and
Mensheviks who dominated the Petrograd Soviet. In the spring and
early summer of 1917, the response of the Soviet's Executive Committee
to pressures from above and below would help his cause immeasurably
in the months to come.
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The Burden of Political Opportunity:
April-July igi7

The worst thing that can befall a leader
of an extreme party is to be compelled
to take over a government in an epoch
when the movement is not yet ripe for
the realization of the measures which
that domination would imply. . . .
What he can do is in contrast to all his
principles, and to the present interest
of his party; what he ought to do can-
not be achieved . . . he is compelled
to defend the interests of an alien class,
and to feed his own class with phrases
and promises. Whoever puts himself
in this awkward position is irrevo-
cably lost.

FRIEDRICH ENGELS*

The Political Crisis

During the Revolution of 1905-7, Mensheviks frequently cited Engels's
statement on the dangers of premature revolutionary leadership in
support of their contention that Marxists could not lead a revolution in
a backward peasant society. But ironically enough, it was they who
would act to fulfil Engels's predictions in 1917, as they drew the more
moderate members of the Socialist Revolutionary Party into the pursuit
of their resolutely humble political goals. Fearing primitive and
irrational behavior by the peasant majority of the population, they

145
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placed the responsibility for civilizing and developing Russian society
squarely upon the historically appropriate shoulders of the bourgeoisie.
At the same time, they insisted that the bourgeois "exploiters," once in
power, should refrain from undue exploitation. In plain terms, this
meant that Mensheviks expected the Provisional Government to
undertake the tasks of national defense, economic reconstruction, and
democratic political development which were to prepare the way for
socialism. As the Menshevik Tsereteli put it, "All the aims of the
Russian Revolution, and even its very fate, are dependent on whether
the propertied classes will understand that this is a national
platform. . . . Will the propertied classes be able to renounce their
narrow group interests and take their stand on the common national
democratic platform?"2 Like the proletariat and the "revolutionary
army," the bourgeoisie had to understand that its aspirations would not
be realized by the current revolution.

As we shall see, "understanding" of Tsereteli's sort was rarely to be
met with. On April 18 the Kadet foreign minister P. N. Miliukov issued
a note to the Allies which broke faith with the Soviet by reaffirming
many of the imperialist war aims of the tsarist regime3. Soviet leaders,
while dismayed at Miliukov's action, were equally terrified when
thousands of workers and soldiers took to the streets either to protest
Miliukov's note or to take up his defense. They listened apprehensively
to reports of violent clashes among the demonstrators, aware that the
protests might be quelled at any moment by the forces of Kornilov, the
commander in chief of the Petrograd garrison. Attempting to arrive at a
principled and politically prudent response of their own, Menshevik
moderates were unwilling either to sanction the mass protests which
might endanger a historically necessary "bourgeois" regime or to
strengthen such a government by participating in it themselves. The
Menshevik solution was to propose that their Socialist Revolutionary
allies join the government. As Chkheidze pointed out, Russia was after
all a peasant country, and peasants deserved to be represented by
''their" party in the currently existing government.4 Although
Chkheidze did not spell out the rather insulting reason why Mensheviks
and SRs had such different options open to them (namely that
Mensheviks were socialists while SRs, regardless of what they called
themselves, were only petty bourgeois), SRs were nevertheless unwill-
ing to accept the Menshevik plan. Refusing to be compromised unless
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the rest of the Soviet leadership followed suit, the SR Abram Gotz
responded, "We can accept responsibility for participating in the
government only if you share it with us."5 Neither SRs nor Mensheviks
were eager to accept political responsibility for the making of govern-
ment policy.

As Sukhanov had predicted in 1915,6 SRs and Mensheviks had come
to recognize a common interest in the triumph of the bourgeois-
democratic revolution. Attempting in 1917 to check the extremism of
the left and the right, they wanted to prevent the outbreak of soldier-
peasant pogroms or any attempts at a right-wing military coup which
might destroy the prospects for moderate bourgeois government. On
April 20, on the orders of the Soviet Executive Committee, politically
volatile military units in surrounding districts were instructed to stay
out of Petrograd, and a halt was called to all demonstrations within the
city. The committee demanded as well that the Provisional Government
issue a clarifying statement which would repudiate Miliukov's note and
explicitly reject any commitment to tsarist imperial goals. Despite its
reluctance to seize power, the Soviet's political authority was indicated
by the speed with which its orders were obeyed. Demonstrations ended
on the day of the Soviet's order, and the government quickly issued a
note which met the Soviet's demands.

The Bolsheviks were not particularly successful during the "April
Days"; in fact, soldiers and workers beat up demonstrators who carried
placards with Bolshevik slogans on them. Nevertheless, Bolsheviks
remained less fearful about the consequences of popular initiative than
their Menshevik and SR opponents in the Soviet Executive
Committee.7 Lenin continued to ridicule the Menshevik "delusion"
that a Provisional Government closely linked with foreign and Russian
capital could be tempted by rational persuasion to renounce imperialist
war aims. As he put it, it was understandable that an illiterate muzhik
might rely on appeals to the conscience of the middle class, but it was
"shameful" for a Marxist to believe that "icons and phrases" like
"democracy" and "national interest" could win out in the struggle
against the material forces of "cannons and capital." Cooperation with
the bourgeoisie could in his view lead only to betrayal of the revolution.8

Menshevik hopes for the bourgeoisie were proof to Lenin of Menshevik
unfitness for leadership of the Russian Marxist movement. They had
forgotten that "the task of a proletarian leader is to clarify the difference
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in interests and persuade certain sections of the petty bourgeoisie
(namely the poor peasants) to choose between the workers and the
capitalists, to take the side of the workers." In effect, Lenin claimed,
Tsereteli was asking workers and peasants to confine themselves to the
achievement of goals which satisfied the interests of landlords and
capitalists.9

In Lenin's view, the undemocratic inclinations of the Russian
bourgeoisie were exposed by the Provisional Government's policy on
the establishment of land committees. On April 21, 1917, a decree
established a network of committees to prepare material for future land
reform and to make proposals to the Ministry of Agriculture for the
suspension of existing agrarian legislation. The committees were to
operate under the jurisdiction of a Main Land Committee in Petrograd.
It was only at the volost level that delegates were to be elected by the
rural population. At higher levels and in the Main Land Committee,
one-third to almost one-half of the committee members were to be
administrative, technical, or legal experts, while in the proposed
consultative committees, equal representation was to be given to
peasants and landlords.10

Reactions to the formation of this sort of organizational structure to
deal with the land question were varied in the extreme. Right-wing
Kadets like N. A. Maklakov feared that the committees envisioned by
the government's decree provided too many opportunities for partici-
pation by non-specialists, illiterates, and firebrands unconcerned with
constructive and orderly work. But among peasants who learned of the
new law on land committees, there was suspicion that beyond the volost
level, all power would in fact gravitate into the hands of the landlords.11

To Lenin, it was characteristic of the cynicism of the Provisional
Government and the naivete of many in the Soviet to believe that land
committees dominated by middle-class experts and "men of good will"
would be able to resolve the problems created by class conflict. His class
analysis provided him with what he held to be an objective explanation
of the reasons why government land committees would be mistaken in
their predictions and proposals. It was obvious to Lenin that on land
committees and elsewhere, middle-class intellectuals and philanthro-
pists would categorize popular action which endangered existing
patterns of landownership as "anarchic disorder," and view immediate
land reform as a regrettable concession to the pressure of mob
violence.12
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The April Conference (April 25—April 29, igij)

At the April Conference, Lenin's enthusiasm was tempered by a frank
recognition that Bolshevik political influence was relatively insignifi-
cant. In his words, "So far we are in the minority: the masses do not
believe us."13 The peasants were "to a certain extent 'consciously' on
the side of the capitalists," and even the proletarians and semi-
proletarians were currently supporting Menshevik, SR, and even
Kadet policies.14 Neither class-conscious nor socialist, Russia's working
people had to be organized into independent groups; Lenin insisted that
Marxists were not to be confused with populist agitators who claimed to
represent the people "in general." In his view, no one was exploited in
general—farmhands, small peasants, and middle peasants were ex-
ploited in concrete and specific ways. Only as members of separate
organizations could they begin to become aware of the class interests
which distinguished them from the rest of the population. Only when
they understood their own situation could they begin to think
concretely about their common interests with other social elements.15

Despite Lenin's class analysis of the distinction between farmhands
and proprietors, it was significant that at the April Conference he
spoke of "preaching socialism" not only to proletarians and semi-
proletarians, but to the small peasant proprietor.16 While recognizing
that both the proletariat and the peasantry lacked political experience,
he did not precisely or consistently set limits to the potential develop-
ment of either group. His enthusiasm placed him at the opposite end of
the political spectrum from the Bolshevik A. I. Rykov, who argued with
paralyzing ideological consistency that it was as impossible to win petty
bourgeois peasants to the socialist cause as it was to think that Bolsheviks
could "make the working masses join this [bourgeois] revolution."17 In
contrast to Rykov, Lenin found his inspiration in the reports which
came from the province of Penza, where peasants were not only
converting gentry land and tools into common property but establish-
ing rules for cultivation intended to raise agricultural productivity.
Lenin argued that such actions gave Bolsheviks the right to hope
that when the peasant took action and became confident that he under-
stood his own situation, "he will himself come to the conclusion that
it is essential to utilize agricultural implements, not only in the small
farms, but for the cultivation of all the land. How they do this is
unimportant."18
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Just as in the pre-revolutionary period, Lenin's optimism was not
linked to any recognition that the constructive economic activity he
noted was taking place in commune districts. In Lenin's writings, the
actions of the "cooperators" from Penza had no historical roots in
peasant tradition or custom. The very existence of the commune was
ignored, and no suggestion was ever made that its collectivist practices
might have predisposed its members toward cooperative solutions to
local problems. When Lenin singled out any rural element as
praiseworthy, it was always the rural poor, the landless peasants and
hired laborers. Although this group was everywhere insignificant as an
independent political factor, and nowhere distinguished by the practice
of cooperative cultivation of the land,19 insistence on the leading role of
the rural poor was de rigeur for a Marxist believer in class analysis.

But Lenin's orthodoxies were not what distinguished him from his
comrades. Far more interesting and original was his concern with
consciousness-raising for all peasants, regardless of his belief in the
importance of the class distinctions which could be made between
them. Untroubled by the attacks which came from Kamenev and
others at the conference who were impatient with his "exaggerated"
emphasis upon teaching, preaching, and propaganda,20 Lenin con-
cerned himself above all with the vital need to politicize the masses. In
the absence of widespread popular support for Bolshevik policy, he
argued that it was all the more important that Bolsheviks exercise
caution in their own revolutionary initiatives, patiently explain the
Bolshevik position to proletarians, semi-proletarians, and peasants, and
wholeheartedly support the creative local initiative of peasants who
seized land, livestock, and tools from the rich.21

The Bolshevik commitment to a potentially revolutionary peasantry
was as controversial at the April Conference as it had been at successive
Marxist gatherings since 1906. As in earlier debates, fears of peasant
anarchy, backwardness, and bigotry were brought forward and re-
examined. When Lenin called for nationalization of the land, arguing
that Russian peasants were traditionally hostile to the idea of private
property, the Bolshevik Angarskii expressed the sentiments of many
delegates at the conference when he answered that "what the peasants
really wanted" would come as an unpleasant surprise to Russia's
revolutionary optimists.22

Implying that one did not look to the peasantry for sophisticated
intellectual formulations, Lenin argued that "objective" historical
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developments had made them supporters of land nationalization. In
order to convince doubting fellow Bolsheviks that peasants were
relevant to a specifically Marxist revolutionary theory and practice, he
attempted to provide a material basis for his position. Lenin argued that
economic conditions in Russia and in the international market were
concretely expressed in the high prices and poor living conditions which
small producers connected with the old forms of landownership. And
while Lenin believed (as a Marxist had to do) that peasants really
wanted nothing more than to be petty bourgeois proprietors, he
emphasized that ( i ) they wanted a fundamental redistribution of land
and (2) this demand required a radical break with existing forms of
landholding. It was in this context, Lenin claimed, that nationalization
was an appropriate and principled political slogan. While satisfying the
peasant's "bourgeois desire" for the confiscation and redistribution of
gentry land, nationalization would also ease the transition to socialism
by destroying traditional property relationships.23

Regardless of the doubtful orthodoxy of Lenin's argument for a
Marxist-led peasant revolution, the hope that Bolsheviks could work for
more than the establishment of a democratic capitalist order proved
irresistible to those who had for various reasons become identified with
the Bolshevik Party in the spring of 1917. While a programmatic
distinction between the peasant bourgeoisie and the revolutionary rural
proletarians and semi-proletarians reflected a continuing commitment
to Marxist class distinctions, the Leninist resolution accepted by the
April Conference called for the immediate transfer of all land to the
peasantry "organized in Soviets of Peasants' Deputies, or in other
organs of self-government, elected in a really democratic way. . . ,"24

The Bourgeois-Socialist Coalition

Despite their earlier misgivings about the difficulties of coalition with
the "bourgeoisie," when Minister of War Guchkov resigned on May I
the majority of the Soviet's Executive Committee voted to support a
coalition with the Kadets. In a series of maneuvers singularly lacking in
revolutionary idealism, Mensheviks and SRs each tried to send the least
possible number of their own people into the government. But since the
SR Chernov firmly refused to join without his friend the Menshevik
Tsereteli,25 the upshot was that the most prominent representatives
of each party agreed to become part of a socialist minority in a
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government they considered anti-socialist and bourgeois. As conditions
for their entry, they demanded official government support for peace
without annexations, democratization of the army, increased state
control of industry, and the regulation of agriculture in the interests of
the peasantry.

In fact, despite the Soviet "conditions" the priorities set out in the
coalition's first declaration would have found substantial support even
among the pre-revolutionary ministers of the tsarist regime. The needs
of the "nation" were placed first on the agenda; no efforts were to be
spared to guarantee a high level of grain production. And since
fundamental changes in the system of landownership might disrupt the
attempt to increase productivity, the new SR and Menshevik ministers
indicated that they were ready to defer any transfer of land to the
peasantry until a Constituent Assembly could be convened at some
unspecified later date. Their compromises only just begun, Soviet
leaders had agreed from the outset to define the needs of the nation as
something distinct from the immediate material well-being or satisfac-
tion of the majority of the population.

Although Chernov and his fellow socialist ministers had entered the
coalition in order to strengthen the forces of bourgeois moderation, they
were dismayed to find that the progressives upon whom they hoped to
rely had moved steadily to the right in the spring of 1917. In the debates
on the agrarian question which took place at the Kadet Party congress
in May, even the left-wing Kadet N. N. Chernenkov agreed that in the
interests of maintaining agricultural productivity, land reform should
be delayed until after the war. The proposal that the party at least
reaffirm its traditional support for the forcible expropriation of land
from large landowners was rejected, while the enactment of land reform
which encroached upon the property of great landowners was described
by leading Kadets as a "political luxury."26 Concentrating instead
upon the dangers of mob rule and the growing popular contempt for
legal order, the Kadets Maklakov, Shingarev, and Miliukov de-
nounced the irresponsibility of leftist agitators and peasant groups who
used the Provisional Government decree of April 21 or the resolutions of
the SR Party to justify land seizures. Such concerns were not uniquely
liberal; pre-revolutionary bureaucrats had often responded in similar
fashion to violent popular demands for immediate improvement in the
material situation of the poor.

Peasant hopes for government land reform before the Constituent
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Assembly came to rest almost exclusively with Victor Chernov, the new
minister of agriculture. As chief theoretician of the SR Party, Chernov
had far more ambitious plans for the coalition than those outlined in its
first declaration. In early May he proposed that land disputes be
decided by land committees according to the principle which he
believed would guide the future Constituent Assembly—the transfer of
all land to the "toiling masses."27 In addition, Chernov proposed a
suspension of all land transactions in order to allay peasant fears that
wealthy landlords were evading the possibility of future restrictions on
property rights by engaging in speculation and sales to foreign and
fictitious buyers.28 On May 17 the SR minister of justice, Pereverzev,
sent out a telegraph order to provincial officials suspending land
transactions. But the order was officially withdrawn only a week later,
just as the All-Russian Peasant Congress passed a resolution in favor of
it.29

The difficulties of coalition rule were evident at the first meeting of
the Main Land Committee on May 19. The Kadet chairman, A. S.
Posnikov, claimed that his party was in "general agreement" with other
democratic and peasant parties in support of the principle of land-
ownership by the "laboring population,"30 but warned in the same
speech that the government expected the populace to calmly await the
Constituent Assembly's future decision. In Posnikov's words, there were
to be no "deplorable excesses" or "inadmissible seizures of land."31 In
reply, the SR N. la. Bykhovskii argued that peasant "excesses" were
few in number and had moreover been condemned by all peasant
conferences and committees. Despite the frequent rumors of peasant
land seizure, Bykhovskii claimed that available evidence indicated
instead that the gentry were taking land away from the peasants by
means of speculation and fictitious land sales. In his view, the only way
to guarantee that peasants would obey the law was to issue a declaration
which stated that future land reforms would be based upon the prin-
ciple of the ownership of all land by the entire people.32

The conflicting concerns of Posnikov and Bykhovskii epitomized the
difficulties which would prevent the Main Land Committee from ever
reaching any constructive solution to the problems which faced it, even
though a majority of its members were able to agree to oppose land
seizure. The Kadets emphasized the danger to life and property which
threatened those who already owned the land, while the SRs focused
their attention upon the continuing exploitation suffered by the
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peasants who wanted to get hold of it. Even within the socialist
contingent there was disagreement. When the Bolshevik Smil'ga
suggested that organized land seizure directed by local land committees
was the only safeguard against the economic ruin of the peasantry,
Chernov answered that the phrase "organized seizure" was a con-
tradiction in terms—"seizure" could not be "organized" and would
only create further difficulties in the Russian countryside.33

After long debate, a majority of the Main Land Committee
approved resolutions in favor of the regulation of rental payments, the
suspension of land transactions, and even the management of all land by
the land committees. The passage of these resolutions was a triumph for
Chernov, who repeatedly tried to demonstrate that SRs were not the
"prisoners" of the bourgeois Provisional Government, as the Bolsheviks
had claimed. He pointed out, for example, that the SR minority had
been able to prevent the Main Land Committee from deleting the
word "all" from its final resolution on the transfer of land to the land
committees.34 But since no government action was taken to turn the
committee's decisions into law, it is understandable that many of
Chernov's more vocal critics on the left found his victories less than
impressive.

In the late spring of 1917, as peasant unrest escalated and spread, it
became evident that the popularity of the SR Party was no guarantee
that peasants would confine their activities to the selection of delegates
to committees intended to prepare for future land reform. Although
Chernov was elected president of the All-Russian Peasant Congress in
May 1917 and SR moderates won general approval for the policies of
the Soviet leadership, it was significant that congress participants were
initially unwilling even to listen to the agrarian report of the Kadets
with whom the SRs were joined in a coalition government. Although
every speaker who defended the rights of property was shouted down,
the enthusiasm expressed for the goals defined in the SR agrarian
program blinded party leaders to the possibility that peasant allegiance
might not be unconditional. Even when some of the peasant delegates
openly declared themselves "fed up" with promises rather than action
on the land question, SR moderates refused to recognize the political
implications of the fact that their prime constituents were unwilling to
peacefully await the granting of benefits at some later date.35

Peasant hostility to the Kadets did not (at least in May 1917) mean
that the peasantry was willing to support the Bolshevik Party. When
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Zinoviev and Lenin came before the Peasant Congress to demand
unconditional land seizure, they were accused of promoting civil war.36

Lenin responded brilliantly by taking the offensive, admitting that
Bolshevik policy was indeed a declaration of war against the propertied
classes. He went on to contrast SR aind Menshevik denunciations of
peasant land seizure as "arbitrary" with the Bolshevik commitment to
immediate satisfaction of the peasantry's just demands. Using the same
arguments with which Chernov had attempted in vain to convince his
fellow government ministers of the need to transfer land to government
land committees, Lenin told the Peasant Congress of the peasantry's
capacity for constructive and rational collective action. Peasant del-
egates were understandably more receptive than Prince L'vov to the
suggestion that an organized seizure of land would not necessarily lead
to a fall in agricultural productivity. According to Lenin, peasant
organizations did not act blindly, lightly, or stupidly when they took to
action. Enslaved for centuries by the landed gentry, the peasantry had
cultivated the land poorly. Was it possible, Lenin asked, that they
would cultivate the land in a worse manner once it was their own?
Lenin claimed that peasant attempts to destroy their "intolerable
bondage" to the gentry were not arbitrary. Action taken by a majority
of peasants who were "careful enough in making decisions" was rather
a "restitution of justice" and "a lawful decision of state significance."37

Attempting to refute the charge that Bolsheviks were engaging in
anarchist-style appeals for unorganized popular retribution and ven-
geance, Lenin emphasized that Bolsheviks favored a strong central
government which repudiated all "bourgeois" conceptions of law and
order. In his view, "The basic difference between ourselves and our
opponents is in our respective understanding of what order is and what
law is. Up to now law and order have been regarded as things that
suited the landowners and bureaucrats, but we maintain that law and
order are things that suit the majority of the peasantry." It was in this
sense that Lenin argued that there was in fact greater order in the
Russian countryside in the spring of 1917 than ever before, "because
majority decisions were being made by the people."38

To Chernov's argument that land seizure would benefit peasants
who were already rich and powerful, Lenin's response was quite honest
and principled. He claimed that land seizure would bring freedom from
the overwhelming evil of gentry domination, although it would not save
the rural poor from exploitation. "You cannot eat land," as Lenin put
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it.39 Without the money to buy livestock, tools, and seed, the poor
would inevitably hire themselves out to the richer peasants. If private
property were abolished and land transferred to the state for the use of
all working people, agricultural laborers and poor peasants would still
be forced to organize in defense of their own interests. At best, the poor
would let themselves be guided by their own experience and by "their
distrust of what the village sharks tell them, even though these sharks
wear red rosettes in their buttonholes and call themselves 'revolutionary
democrats.' "40 In other words, the class struggle would continue, even
after an organized seizure of gentry land by the peasantry.

According to Lenin, both the evils of capitalism and the suffering
imposed by economic backwardness could be avoided if a worker-
peasant revolution carried out an economic program based upon the
common cultivation of land by agricultural laborers. And he concluded
his speech to the Peasant Congress with a lengthy discussion of the
merits of joint cultivation of large-scale agricultural enterprises. Lenin's
emphasis upon the difficulties inherent in the Bolshevik solution
indicated that just as in 1907 and 1908," his appeals to the peasantry
had both a short- and a long-term significance. Eager to rouse the peasant
to fight for immediately popular objectives, Lenin nevertheless re-
mained seriously concerned to develop a specifically Marxist political
consciousness. As he put it:

To be sure, joint cultivation is a difficult business and it would be
madness of course for anybody to imagine that joint cultivation of the
land can be decreed from above and imposed on people, because the
centuries-old habit of farming on one's own cannot suddenly disappear,
and because money will be needed for it. When we advise such a
measure, and advise caution in the handling of it . . . we are not drawing
that conclusion from our . . . socialist doctrine alone, but because we, as
socialists, have come to this conclusion by studying the life of the West
European nations.42

Universal labor service required concentration, determination and
energy on the part "of each peasant and worker at his own place, at his
own particular job which he knows and has been working at for years. It
is not a thing that can be done by any sort of decree, but it is a thing that
must be done. . . ."43

While Lenin had begun his speech with politically expedient
emphasis upon the peasant's inherent good sense, his conclusions
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reflected an honesty and respect for his "backward" peasant audience
which distinguished him from many other speakers at the congress. The
joint cultivation of giant farms was hardly an issue to stir the enthusiasm
of either communal or non-comrnunal peasants. The absence of
demagoguery in Lenin's conclusion may explain the meager support
(some two dozen votes) given to the resolution the Bolsheviks intro-
duced to the Peasant Congress.

At the same time, there were SR observers at the congress who noted
with dismay the impact of Lenin's appeal for land seizure and the
damaging political case which Bolsheviks were able to make against SR
ministers in the coalition. Bolsheviks were particularly successful in
embarrassing Chernov by pointing to the contradiction between SR
party declarations and the fate of the Pereverzev order suspending land
transactions. Why, they asked, was the order withdrawn at the same
time that Chernov was telling the congress that such a measure was
essential? Why were the SRs so ineffective? In the context of his party's
failure to put its program into practice, there was something plaintive in
the SR Derber's complaint that the Bolsheviks had stolen the SR
program.44 The congress passed Chernov's resolution advocating the
transfer of land to the land committees by a comfortable margin.45 But
it would in practice prove extremely difficult to distinguish between the
Bolshevik slogan of "organized seizure" and Chernov's "transfer." And
the Bolsheviks were in fact more willing than the SR leadership to risk
the consequences of immediate land "transfer" to the land committees.

Chernov was far better able to criticize the Bolsheviks than to ex-
plain his ineffectiveness within the coalition. He argued that Bolsheviks
encouraged land seizure out of contempt for the revolutionary poten-
tial of the peasantry and respect for their numerical strength. In
Lenin's slogans, Chernov saw a "wager on the strong" peasant who
would seize the most land and brutally exploit the landless. Chernov
argued that in fact Lenin feared that Bolsheviks would never come to
power through democratic elections but only as a result of the economic
chaos and civil war which would follow from arbitrary land seizure. In
contrast, he claimed that the SRs were firmly opposed to the satisfaction
of any peasant "instinct" for private ownership. As Chernov put it, "We
are the servants of the people, but we are not subservient to them." SRs
were unwilling, he said, to use the peasantry as cannon fodder for the
Bolshevik idea of revolution.46

But the sincerity of Chernov's promise that the coalition would soon
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transfer land to legally constituted land committees was insufficient to
restrain growing dissatisfaction within the SR Party itself, where
"Bolshevik" demands for action were being echoed with increasing
force. At the SR congress which met in late May 1917, a left-wing
faction led by B. D. Kamkov, A. S. Spiridonova, and M. A. Natanson
opposed coalition with the bourgeoisie and demanded an all-socialist
government, immediate peace, and immediate action for the socializ-
ation of land.47 Their efforts were defeated by the moderates who
controlled the congress. Zenzinov and Gotz, convinced that the need
for "defensive war" and a stable coalition were issues of more pressing
concern than the land question, worked with other party moderates to
engineer the passage of resolutions which repeated the demands of the
Peasant Congress. In line with the views of Chernov, the "arbitrary"
seizure of land was again condemned.48 In response, the frustrated Left
SRs took the step of establishing a secret information bureau to
coordinate the activities of like-minded critics of the party leadership.
In their view, the party's claim to be the legitimate representative of the
peasantry was being put in jeopardy by government inaction on the
land question.

The hard-won moderation reflected in the final resolutions of the SR
Party and the Peasant Congress did not elicit any concessions on the
agrarian question from non-SR members of the coalition. By June 15
Chernov was still promising that a decree suspending land transactions
was imminent. While a "left" Kadet "Union of Evolutionary
Socialism" was vainly attempting to salvage the remnants of the Kadet
peasant policy,49 most non-socialists in the coalition were becoming
increasingly vocal in their opposition to any official encouragement of
popular initiatives on the land question. In the judgment of Prince
L'vov, the coalition president, the implementation of Chernov's policies
would prejudice the Constituent Assembly's final decision on the land
question. He argued that if land were transferred to land committees, a
Constituent Assembly would not really decide but simply acknowledge
a fait accompli.50 Even if Chernov and his followers did not openly
advocate land seizure, L'vov argued, they were using all the power of
the Ministry of Agriculture to encourage peasants to believe that the
ownership of land had already been transferred to the people. Why, he
asked, would peasants feel any obligation to consider the rights of
landowners if they were told that the land question was going to be
decided in the interests of the peasantry? L'vov's analysis was of course
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quite well founded. Chernov did in fact hope that the countryside
would remain peaceful if peasants were assured that the land question
would be decided in their favor by the Constituent Assembly. At the
same time, it should be noted that L'vov's desire to freeze property
relations before the Constituent Assembly met did not lead him to
support Chernov's plan for the suspension of land transactions.
Similarly, his reliance on the Constituent Assembly for all solutions did
not keep him from repeatedly agreeing to its postponement.51

In May and June, 1917, Lenin criticized the Soviet's inaction on the
land question and appealed for organized land seizure by the peasantry.
With little success, he urged an All-Russian Trade Union Conference
meeting in Petrograd to establish unions of agricultural laborers,
emphasizing that no government would help "the rural wage worker,
the farmhand, the day laborer, the poor peasant, the semi-proletarian,
if he does not help himself."52 According to Lenin's political analysis,
Mensheviks and SRs were acting as the guardians and tools of the
bourgeoisie, with Chernov's prestige serving to reconcile the peasantry
to the absence of any government-sponsored land reform.53 He argued
that this was a dangerous policy, because it was only a matter of time
before the bourgeoisie would turn on its allies, and launch bloody and
repressive attacks upon them. Just as the credulous and indecisive Louis
Blanc had prepared the way for General Cavaignac in the "June Days"
of 1848, so the concessions of Tsereteli and Chernov in the summer of
1917 were creating a situation in which the Cavaignacs (the Kadets)
would support a military leader willing to use unlimited force against
the poor.64 Lenin claimed that if the Soviet's "revolutionary democ-
racy" were truly democratic, in action and not only in rhetoric, it
would place the interests of the masses above the interests of coalition
with the capitalists. According to Lenin, popular support for the Soviet
gave Soviet leaders both the right and the responsibility to govern
Russia. Their timidity was shameful—no party had the right to refuse
power. In fact the Bolsheviks were willing to take power at any time,
Lenin stated, to the amusement of delegates at the June Congress of
Soviets.55 Without the Bolsheviks, Lenin warned, the Soviet, an
institution "unparalleled and unprecedented anywhere in the world in
strength," would be destroyed by the incessant and unnecessary
compromises of its ministers in the coalition. Lenin bitterly reproached
Soviet leaders for their refusal to govern, while holding them re-
sponsible for the errors and inadequacies of the existing government
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and especially for their inactivity on the agrarian question.56

According to Lenin, once the autocracy had fallen, the Soviet and
the Provisional Government had been so concerned to establish laws to
consolidate the gains of the revolution that they ignored the immediate
and pressing poverty which really governed the lives of most people.
Until the revolution the land belonged to the landlords; but this was not
called anarchy, though it led to destruction, to "anarchy," and to the
ruin of the land and the people. While the populists, the Mensheviks,
and Kadet Minister Shingarev condemned the immediate seizure of
land as anarchy, the Bolsheviks wanted an immediate seizure of land by
the peasants in the best organized manner. There was no anarchy,
Lenin claimed, in a decision for land seizure arrived at by the majority
of the population in each locality. Was the decision of the majority to be
called "anarchy"? Was it not more just to say that the decision of the
minority was anarchy? Lenin argued that Minister Shingarev's recom-
mendation that three hundred peasant families "voluntarily" make an
agreement with one rich exploiter was an "anarchist" decision. "The
decision of the majority of workers and peasants is not anarchy but the
only guarantee of democracy. . . ."57 Although such a defense had little
to do with conventional definitions of "anarchy" and "democracy," it
was quite consistent with peasant readiness to believe that demands for
law and order had a definite upper-class bias, and it was well within
the traditions of Marxist political analysis. For Lenin, the material
conditions under which the peasant lived were deplorable, and this was
the true social and economic content of bourgeois democratic law and
order. He therefore appealed for peasant action and aligned the
Bolsheviks with the peasants' most immediate demands.58

While granting this kind of "support" to the soviet, the Bolsheviks
reserved to themselves the right of "complete freedom of agitation and
demonstration"59 in the days of June and July which were to bring
down the First Coalition.
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Lenin as Spokesman for Peasant Revolutions
July—October 7977

Opportunism? Of course. But the ques-
tion is, where is the boundary beyond
which a legitimate quest for the line of
least resistance passes into an illegitimate
submission to the force of circumstances?

N. N. SUKHANOV1

BETWEEN JULY AND OCTOBER 1917 Lenin's analysis of the Revolution,
so controversial and unpopular when it was first formulated in the
spring, was borne out by the actions of his political opponents.2 During
this period, the Soviet leaders in the Provisional Government con-
ducted a sort of "holding operation" for a bourgeoisie with whom they
found themselves increasingly at odds. SR moderates followed in the
wake of their Menshevik counterparts, who sought in vain for
individuals and groups willing to act in conformity with their
conception of bourgeois-democratic revolution. At the same time,
socialist government ministers, SRs and Mensheviks agreed to the
suppression of violence in the cities and in the countryside without
providing workers or peasants with any material stake in the mainten-
ance of law and order. As a result, they were less and less able to
convince the politically active Petrograd poor that Menshevik and SR
good intentions would lead to any concrete improvement in the
conditions under which they lived.

In this situation, Lenin's approach to the peasant question was clear
and simple: he argued that the Soviet's failures were obvious, Soviet
appeals for order spurious, and the revolutionary potential contained in

161
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peasant action against private property infinite. As his strategy
developed in line with such arguments, he began to claim that the
Bolsheviks were justified in seizing power in the name of the people, i.e.,
the peasants seizing land, the soldiers deserting from the front, the
workers seizing factories.

The July Crisis

Ever since the "February Days," Kadet government ministers had been
able to block any legal encroachment upon pre-revolutionary property
relationships; in June they even managed to engineer the launching of a
new military offensive against the Germans. But despite such achieve-
ments, Kadets were well aware that their successes might not be
permanent. Each day brought them new reports of worker and peasant
opposition or indifference to government authority, while the June
military offensive, which had begun so well, ended in disaster. In this
difficult situation, the continual "carping" of leftists like Chernov, who
claimed to recognize the need for coalition with the bourgeoisie but
felt free to engage in anti-bourgeois propaganda, became insupportable.
On July 2, 1917, the Kadets withdrew from the coalition and
confronted Soviet ministers with the prospect of sole responsibility for
governing the country.

To the dismay of the Soviet leadership, the Kadet resignations
brought thousands of workers, soldiers, and sailors into the streets of
Petrograd to demand a transfer of all power to the Soviet. Many of the
crowd's slogans were conspicuously pro-"Bolshevik," although the
Bolsheviks of the Petrograd Central Committee were apparently
unprepared for the size and scope of the unrest and uncertain of their
ability to control the protesters. The frustration and growing anger of
the populace with "their" socialist ministers was everywhere evident.
In one well-documented incident, Chernov himself was assaulted by
an enraged worker who shook his fist in Chernov's face and yelled,
"Why don't you take power, you son of a bitch, when it's given to
you?"3

The Rump Coalition was extremely careful and deliberate in its
assessment of blame for the July crisis. Refusing to criticize the Kadets,
Kerensky and Tsereteli concentrated exclusively upon the left-wing,
"anarchist" threat to the revolution.4 A number of Bolsheviks (includ-
ing Kamenev and Trotsky) were arrested, Pravda was closed down, and
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Lenin and a number of others went into hiding.5 A resolution of the
Joint Executive Committee of the Petrograd Soviet of Workers',
Soldiers', and Peasants' Deputies called upon the government to "crush
with an iron hand all anarchist outbursts."6 With the arrival of loyal
government troops from outside Petrograd, the coalition was able to
survive the July days, although it has been correctly noted that the size
of the demonstration indicated that increasingly revolutionary
measures would be necessary to allay popular discontent.7

Lenin saw the Kadet withdrawal from the government as an attempt
to frighten the Soviet ministers into accepting Kadet policies, and he
predicted that this "Kadet strategy" would be successful. Given the
Menshevik obsession with bourgeois-democratic revolution and the
general political ineptitude of the SRs, he was certain that Tsereteli and
Chernov would not call the Kadet bluff by transferring power to the
Soviet or by enacting fundamental land reform. Instead, he argued,
they would prefer to compromise the interests of their supporters by
meeting Kadet terms for re-entry into the coalition.8 According to
Lenin, such conciliatory measures would be justified by the "illusory"
belief that Russia was on the eve of a Constituent Assembly which
would solve the agrarian question. In reality, Lenin argued, the
bourgeoisie would delay elections to the Constituent Assembly and use
increasingly coercive measures to deal with the spread of peasant
violence. Eventually, the bourgeoisie's repressive actions would force
the masses to entrust their fate to the proletariat. In what seemed a
fantastically improbable conjecture in the aftermath of the "July
Days," he claimed that the proletariat would then take power and bring
about the socialist revolution.9

"Order" or Land Reform: Agrarian Priorities in July 1917

Debate on the agrarian question had long centered around three issues:
the repeal of the Stolypin legislation; the suspension of rights to buy, sell,
or lease land, and the legitimate power of the land committees created in
April 1917. In the absence of the Kadets, the Rump Coalition moved
cautiously to the Left and promised the peasantry some material
improvement in their economic life. A declaration of July 8 stated that
laws would be passed "in the near future" to empower land committees
to regulate relations between peasants and landlords. As in the spring, it
was emphasized that these changes were not to encroach upon existing
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private property relationships. All such questions were to be finally
settled by the Constituent Assembly.10

By July 1917 opposition to such formulations had begun to come not
only from the Bolsheviks, but from the increasingly dissident left wing of
the SR Party. B. D. Kamkov demanded to know why SR leaders were
attempting to placate the middle class instead of defending the interests
of working people. A. S. Spiridonova argued that "illegality" and
"arbitrary" action were a less serious danger than betrayal of the rev-
olution; SR ministers had to be held responsible for the enactment of fun-
damental land reform and the withdrawal of Russia from the war.11

Moving gradually toward a Bolshevik position, Left SRs emphasized
class struggle in the countryside and called for immediate material aid
to the poorest peasants. In a declaration issued on July 9, they
welcomed the Kadet resignations of July 2, and warned the SR
leadership against political reliance upon strata of the population which
were opposed to revolutionary socialism.12

The impact of the Kadet withdrawal from the coalition was
immediate and dramatic. Land transactions were suspended, the
Stolypin legislation was declared null and void, and on July 16 Chernov
issued an "Instruction" which empowered land committees to go
"quite far" in satisfying any peasant demand which did not endanger
the national economy. In addition, local committees were officially
granted the right to manage all land left uncultivated by its owners.13

Izvestiia enthusiastically claimed that it was "no accident" that at the
same time that the Soviet and the Provisional Government were saving
the revolution from the July disorders, the rights of laboring people
were being defended. The new agrarian laws were, Izoestiia went on, a
warning to all who tried to delay agrarian reforms, that the only basis
for a coalition of "revolutionary democrats" with the "bourgeoisie" was
the enactment of long-delayed labor and agrarian measures.14 The
Bolshevik perspective on the government's sudden action was quite
different; as Trotsky brusquely commented in Pravda, the suspension of
land transactions did not occur until the people had taken to the
streets.15

In practice, however, it seemed that no coalition member except
Chernov was willing to see the land committees go "quite far" in
satisfying peasant demands. Chernov's "Instruction" was criticized,
limited, and undermined almost immediately by the Menshevik
Tsereteli, the minister of the interior, and by A. V. Peshekhonov, the SR
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minister of food, who viewed Chernov's "Instruction" as a dangerous
threat to the maintenance of order and stability within the country. On
July 17 Tsereteli issued a circular to guberniia commissars which
condemned "arbitrary" land reforms and promised that appeals for
land seizure would be punished "with all the force of the law."16 On the
following day, Peshekhonov issued a circular in which peasants were
warned that "willful and illegal" acts against the landowners would be
punished by the firmest and most energetic means.17

But in the days which followed, few SRs were able to hold to such a
policy. Before July 17 SRs like Chernov, Bykhovskii, Gurevich, and
Rakitnikov had consistently opposed land seizure as a process which
could easily degenerate into a Stolypinist "wager on the strong," with
the strongest able to seize the most land. But when peasants were
arrested for "arbitrary action" in accordance with the circulars of
Tsereteli and Peshekhonov, many of these same SRs joined with the
Bolsheviks in angry protest. Bykhovskii claimed that peasants were
driven to land seizure by the inaction of provincial land committees
which excluded from membership any representatives of the organized
peasantry.18 And as for Chernov, the liberal Russkia Vedomosti noted
quite correctly that he deplored in general terms the existence of illegal
activity but refused to condemn actual cases of peasant attack upon pri-
vate property rights.19 In a speech to the Soviet Executive Committee,
Chernov argued that arbitrary seizures were an attempt to counteract
the chaos which existed in the absence of fundamental agrarian reforms;
peasant violence would subside if land were transferred to the man-
agement of land committees.20

SRs had long criticized Lenin for his "anarchist" appeals to the
peasantry. Yet after July 1917 the refusal of Chernov and of SRs to the
left of him to choose between forcible maintenance of the status quo and
the support of violent peasant action led him to explain the peasantry's
illegal activity in what were essentially "Leninist" terms. Ever since the
February days, Lenin had insisted that an unjust law was not binding,
and that when "order" involved the oppression of the poverty-stricken
majority of the population it was not really order.21 His arguments
formed part of a consistent and realistic bid for peasant support, and in
the summer of 1917 he elaborated a theory, implicit in his earlier
writings, to justify an appeal for spontaneous peasant action.22 But
when SRs, in contrast, made the argument that actual cases of land
seizure reflected a desire for order, while seizures were in principle a
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source of chaos and a threat to the revolution, they exposed the
muddleheadedness which was a major factor in their failures in 1917.

In contrast to such agonized attempts on behalf of the peasantry,
Lenin simply held the SRs and Mensheviks responsible for the renewal
of the war effort and for Russia's economic collapse. He pointed out that
unlike the Bolsheviks, SRs and Mensheviks were free to organize. En-
joying widespread popular support and in control of the Soviet which
held real power in Petrograd,23 they nevertheless "shamefully" refused
to make use of their power to shape Russia's foreign or domestic policy.
Claiming to be moderate opponents of left- and right-wing extremism,
Mensheviks and SRs foolishly ignored the fact that the class interests
of the "moderate" bourgeoisie were hostile to the welfare of working
people. Lenin insisted that whatever the Rump Coalition might
pretend, land could not be transferred to the land committees without
encroaching upon the bourgeois principle of private property. None of
the reforms promised by the government would be enacted without
revolutionary action against the bourgeoisie.24

On July 21, when a frustrated Chernov resigned from the govern-
ment in the wake of Kadet denunciations of his "anarchism" and "pro-
German sympathies," Lenin was able to argue that "even Chernov"
was too radical for the bourgeoisie.25 His resignation was followed by
the brief withdrawal of Kerensky, and moderates on the Soviet's
Executive Committee soon called for the re-entry of the Kadets into a
"strong" coalition. In the words of Liber, speaking for the Organiz-
ational Committee of the Mensheviks, "We need the dictatorship of the
Government to Save the Revolution, but [it must be] a creative
dictatorship, and not a dictatorship of repressions."26 Kerensky was
given a free hand in the formation of a new coalition which included
members of the Kadet Party, Chernov once again, and the Right SR
Avksentiev as minister of the interior.27

In the necessarily ephemeral Bolshevik publications of July and
August, Lenin denounced the new government as a "Bonapartist" dic-
tatorship, predicting that Kerensky, like his French predecessor, would
make unscrupulous promises to placate the peasantry while limiting
his concrete actions to the restoration or maintenance of "order."28

Although Lenin had argued since March that Bolsheviks had to win
over the "Soviet majority," when the Soviet Executive Committee
mobilized popular support for restrictions on Bolshevik freedom to
speak, write, or organize, he began to emphasize the class nature of
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"majority rule." He cited Marx's analysis of the triumph of Louis
Napoleon's majority dictatorship in France to prove that decisions
made by "formal majorities" did not guarantee that the interests of
politically unsophisticated workers and poor peasants would be served.
Lenin went on to argue that since parliamentary institutions in a
bourgeois society always reflected the interests of the bourgeoisie, even a
Constituent Assembly would be meaningful only if it met after a new,
anti-bourgeois revolution. Otherwise, a Russian Constituent Assembly
would be as ineffective as the "democratic" Frankfurt Assembly in the
German Revolution of 1848. Lenin set in contrast to the "Bonapartist
manipulations" of Kerensky and the "futile parliamentarism" of Soviet
moderates the superiority of a well-organized and well-armed Bolshevik
minority. Such a minority, representing the true interests of the
majority (the urban and peasant poor) might in his view be able to
avoid the forms of bourgeois democracy which had served in the past
only to perpetuate and maintain social and economic evils.29

The path which the Bolsheviks would follow to success in October
was now roughly sketched out, but Lenin's intricate distinctions
between farmhands, semi-proletarians, middle peasants, and the rural
poor still remained difficult for even his most loyal supporters to fully
comprehend. At the Bolshevik Sixth Party Congress, held in Lenin's
absence,30 shortly after the formation of the Second Coalition, the
rudimentary level of Bolshevik understanding of Lenin's peasant policy
was plain for all to see. Although Bolshevik propaganda had for months
been emphasizing the necessity for alliance with the poorest peasantry,
E. P. Preobrazhenskii still found it necessary to ask in August ( i ) for a
concrete definition of the category of the "poorest peasant" to whom
Bolsheviks were to appeal, and (2) for a description of the form that
organizational cooperation between peasant and proletarian was to
take.31 Stalin's appalling response was to explain that the poorest
peasants were obviously those seizing land in opposition to the
admonitions of the "bourgeois" SRs. The particular form which
proletarian-peasant alliance would take was not really important,
Stalin went on: the revolution would create all the necessary organiz-
ational opportunities, and in any event, such problems would be solved
by the transfer of power to the proletariat.32

The resolutions of the Sixth Congress were quite cautious. It was
recognized that not only the upper strata of the petty bourgeoisie, but
even part of the working class still believed in the "illusions" fostered by
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SRs and Mensheviks. In this context, Bolsheviks were to prepare for the
moment when the rural and urban poor would cross over to the side of
the workers in the struggle to destroy the power of the bourgeoisie.33 In
the absence of Lenin (or even Trotsky), there was no Bolshevik attempt
to take account of the growing bankruptcy of the socialist moderates in
the late summer of 1917.

August—September: The Failure of Moderation

As Lenin had predicted, the Kerensky government did not order the
much-discussed transfer of land to the management of the land
committees. In Izvestiia and elsewhere, Chernov criticized the con-
tinued delay in the enactment of agrarian reform.34 A conference of
guberniia representatives from the Ministry of Agriculture sent a
delegation to Kerensky in early August to "acquaint him" with the
dangers of inaction on the agrarian question.35 When Kerensky
received the delegation, he told them of the extreme seriousness of the
financial situation, emphasized the danger posed by the Ukrainian
crisis, and promised to place the agrarian question on the agenda at the
earliest possible time. Was it possible, as the SR Bykhovskii asked, that
the "Revolutionary Provisional Government" would deal with the
agrarian question in tsarist fashion, by demanding the restoration of
order before it would consider urgently needed reform?36

In fact, the government did relapse into inactivity on the agrarian
question after the brief flurry of lawmaking by the Rump Coalition in
mid-July. A deadlock had clearly been reached: the coalition had
condemned land seizure, but said that land might be taken from
individuals who misused it. At the same time, local land committee
members were arrested for acting "arbitrarily," i.e., for seizing private
property which peasants believed to be unjustly held. Although the
Main Land Committee had decided months before that land should be
temporarily transferred to local land committees, all agricultural
property remained in the hands of its former owners. As a Left SR sourly
noted, Kerensky seemed able to exercise power to check Bolshevik
and anarchist activity, but he was strangely incapable of exercising
power for the purpose of encroaching on the rights of private property
owners.37 This view was not altogether fair; it vastly simplified the
difficulties with which Kerensky had to deal and exaggerated the extent
of his power to control events in the Russian countryside. At the same
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time, such overstatements by the Left SRs exposed and illuminated
some undeniable government priorities.

Outside of government circles, hostility to a coalition with the
Kadets increased in the late summer of 1917. While Left SRs demanded
that their representatives in the coalition be held accountable for their
failures to the party,38 Lenin denounced what he called the
government's suppression of peasant revolution.39 From the country-
side, peasants sent "mandates" to the All-Russian Congress of Peasant
Deputies, calling for the immediate abolition of private ownership of
land without compensation; but they no longer seemed as concerned to
send their petitions or demands to the central government. Their initial
enthusiasm dampened by government inaction on issues that concerned
them most, peasants had by August begun in increasing numbers to
ignore government directives, to seize land and to burn gentry estates
by the thousands.40 In reports submitted by the Petrograd Soviet's
Agrarian Section in July and August, peasant disturbances were
blamed upon the deliberate sabotage of landowners who refused either
to cultivate or to rent their land to the peasants. According to these
reports, peasants viewed the coalition government's committees,
commissars, and ministers as defenders of the rich whose task it was to
punish peasants who opposed the machinations of the landlords. At the
same time, an increasingly significant segment of the troops sent to
suppress agrarian uprisings refused to restore order in the countryside.
Within the disintegrating Russian army, support for the transfer of land
to the peasantry without compensation to former owners was increas-
ingly commonplace. An enlisted man who had fought for three years in
the war concluded his letter to the Bolshevik Rabochii i Soldat with a plea
for the land "paid for with our blood."41

However such actions, sentiments, and evidence may be judged, it
is clear that they did nothing to strengthen the government's authority
or base of popular support. And in mid-August the Moscow State
Conference was convened at least in part to bolster the faltering
coalition. Unsurprisingly, the Bolsheviks refused to participate. Defying
an appeal by the Moscow Soviet, they led a protest strike on August 12,
the opening day of the conference. In contrast, moderate Soviet leaders
made every effort to act "constructively", i.e., to satisfy both the Kadet
demands for order and the calls for immediate action from the non-
Bolshevik left. Repeatedly condemning the intransigence of the
propertied class, they demanded the enactment of the land reforms
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promised on July 8. Chkheidze, speaking for the Soviet delegation,
warned against land seizure and in a characteristically Menshevik
formulation asked for immediate regulation of agricultural affairs
without any breach in existing forms of landownership.42 In a symbolic
reconciliation between the "bourgeoisie" and the "revolution,"
Tsereteli and the industrialist Bublikov shook hands before an applaud-
ing audience, and Izvestiia fatuously commented that "everyone
understood" that at that moment the acuteness of the class struggle had
"significantly decreased."43 But no concrete support was given by
Bublikov, or the Kadets, even to the Provisional Government declar-
ation of July 8. Not only did the Moscow Conference fail to resolve any
policy conflict between Kadets on the one hand, and SR-Menshevik
moderates on the other; it was equally unsuccessful as an effort to bridge
the widening abyss between the Soviet's Executive Committee and its
membership in Moscow and Petrograd. It was no longer obvious to
Soviet delegates that the danger from the extreme left was equal to the
danger from the right.44

Doing his best to exacerbate the difficulties which plagued his
political rivals, Lenin claimed that Soviet leaders were too cowardly to
admit that it was not anarchy but the Kadet Party which threatened the
preservation and development of the revolution. He pointed out that
the Second Coalition, dominated by Soviet ministers, was enacting all of
the policies which the Kadet Party had attempted to put into practice in
the spring of 1917. Rural disorders were suppressed by force, public
meetings were closed by government order, and agrarian reforms were
delayed. Claiming that fundamental changes could only be enacted by
a Constituent Assembly, the Kerensky government nevertheless pro-
posed, and the Soviet Executive Committee agreed to, the further post-
ponement of elections.45

The Provisional Government's policy on elections to the Constituent
Assembly had been a subject of controversy ever since the spring of
1917, when the Kadet foreign minister P. N. Miliukov openly expressed
his fear of the outcome of elections in which war-weary Russian troops
would participate and the Kadet N. A. Maklakov proposed postpone-
ment of elections until the end of the war. From that time onward, left-
wing anti-Bolshevik writers from Sukhanov to the Right SR Vishniak
attributed the repeated delays to pressures exerted on the government
by members of the Kadet Party. According to Vishniak, it was only
when the Bolsheviks scheduled demonstrations for June 18, 1917, that
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the First Coalition set September 17 as election day, in order "to
distract the masses from their sympathy with the Bolsheviks and prevent
the success of street demonstrations." Although socialists outnumbered
Kadets in the government formed after the July crisis, Miliukov
believed that the "real preponderance" in the cabinet "unconditionally
belonged to the adherents of bourgeois democracy." On August 9,
when the new coalition delayed elections until November 12, 1917,
Miliukov called the postponement a "rectification of the political sin"
committed by the First Coalition, namely the too-hasty call for elections
in June.46

In late August, as Lenin warned that an anti-Soviet military coup
was imminent, General L. G. Kornilov did in fact attempt to seize
power. Certain that the "Bolshevik" Soviets were pressuring the
government toward a betrayal of Russia to the German enemy,
Kornilov called for a government of'national unity. Although Kornilov
and his supporters possessed a level of education and training which in
theory gave them some advantages in the sphere of military strategy,
the outcome of his effort at counterrevolution was decided above all by
the spontaneous initiative of untutored workers, who tore up the
railway tracks leading to Petrograd; by soldiers, who fraternized with
Kornilov's troops and undermined their loyalty to their officers; and
also by the more organized efforts of the Soviet Executive Committee.
The Kornilov affair seemed to vindicate the Bolshevik claim that it was
the Right rather than the Left which was responsible for violence
against the revolution.

From his place of hiding, Lenin immediately demonstrated an
uncommon ability to take his sudden political good fortune in stride. In
a flood of enthusiastic directives to the Bolshevik Central Committee, he
demanded that workers, soldiers, and peasants "carried away" in their
desire to suppress the Kornilov revolt be encouraged to "beat up the
Kornilovist officers" who wanted to return political power and
ownership of the land to Russia's former masters. At the same time,
Lenin offered as a "compromise" to reintroduce the slogan of "All
Power to the Soviets." While admitting that "Ourparty, like every other
political party," wanted political domination for itself,47 he argued that
the Bolsheviks were now willing to support the Soviet because they
wanted a peaceful development of the revolution. The Menshevik
Sukhanov drily noted in this connection that Lenin's compromise was
offered for the sake of the increasing Bolshevik strength in the Petrograd
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and Moscow Soviets.48 For in the wake of Kornilov's attempted coup,
Bolsheviks had won majorities in both of these political bodies, and
Trotsky was elected president of the Soviet in Petrograd.

Toward a Theory of Marxist Peasant Revolution

Before 1917 Mensheviks had frequently attacked Lenin as a cynic or a
Utopian on the peasant question, while relying on their own Marxist
belief in the unreliability of the petty bourgeoisie to justify attitudes of
condescension and contempt for the peasantry. Certainly, evidence of
opportunism had never been difficult to find in Lenin's writings,
although it was no more true for him than for any other political leader
that opportunism necessarily invalidated his real political insights or
defined the overall character of his theory and practice. In August 1917,
for example, Lenin suggested that Bolsheviks make use of SR slogans in
favor of "socialization" and the "prohibition of wage labor." Since
peasants would be likely to support these slogans and the SR Party had
not officially used them in 1917, Lenin had no compunction about using
them in Bolshevik propaganda. He tough-mindedly recognized that
whatever confusion might result would be likely to benefit the
Bolsheviks. In the current political situation, with Bolsheviks attempt-
ing to lead the peasants toward socialism and liberal politicians,
Mensheviks, and SRs engaged in the effort to reconcile them to some
form of capitalism,49 Lenin argued that the use of formerly "empty" SR
slogans was eminently justified.50

Rejecting what he called the abstractness of the Menshevik claim
that Russian economic backwardness posed an insuperable obstacle to
socialist development, Lenin argued instead that the real, concrete
problem in 1917 was whether Russia's economic difficulties could be
overcome without significant encroachments upon private property
rights, i.e., without decisive steps toward socialism.51 Using many of the
ideas he had opposed in earlier disputes with Trotsky over the theory of
permanent revolution, Lenin claimed that the war had so greatly
accelerated the self-destructive growth of world monopoly capitalism
that neither the proletariat nor the revolutionary petty bourgeoisie (the
peasants) could any longer confine themselves to the framework of
capitalism. In 1917, he claimed that the imperialist war was the eve of
the socialist revolution—not only because of the increasing militance of
the proletariat ("no uprising will create socialism if it has not ripened
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economically . . ."),52 but because the state monopoly capitalism
which existed in Russia in 1917 provided the fullest material preparation
for socialism. With a ponderous enthusiasm which failed to disguise the
glaring inadequacies of his economic evidence, he concluded that
"monopoly capitalism was that rung on the historical ladder between
which rung and the one called socialism there are no intermediate
rungs."53 Such assertions failed to convince any but the already
converted that Russia had suddenly become a highly developed
capitalist society. But however superficial his arguments, Lenin's
economic analysis was intended to justify his constructive response to
the political realities of his time. In contrast to the fears which had
driven Mensheviks and SRs to join in a coalition with the Kadets, Lenin
insisted that the dangers involved in peasant land seizure were always
outweighed by the benefits to be gained through the experience of
collective attacks upon bourgeois property. Resting his hopes upon the
rise of revolutionary consciousness among the peasantry, he consistently
refused to consider seriously and in depth the problems which might
arise if the Bolsheviks rose to power on a wave of peasant unrest: "Life
will show what modifications will be necessary. This is the last thing to
worry about. We are not doctrinaires. Our philosophy is not a dogma,
but a guide to action."54 Bolsheviks could not claim to predict the exact
methods of achieving socialism. As Marxists they could know the
direction of change and the significance of the various class forces
involved, "but concretely and practically" the means by which
socialism will be established "will be learned from the experiences of the
millions when they take up the task."55

It is important to emphasize at this point that such optimistic
expressions of faith in the ability of the masses to make practical
decisions about the life that would emerge in the process of the
destruction of bourgeois property were not an aberration in Leninist
theory or practice. His concern with organization and discipline had
always been balanced by a positive interpretation of the consequences
of spontaneous peasant action when it actually occurred in 1903,
1906, and 1917. Lenin's enthusiasms were complex. He praised the
peasantry while insisting that, in general, it was petty capitalist in
outlook. He ignored the peasant commune and found no socialist im-
plications in the fact that so many peasant petitions and resolutions
reflected a belief in the need for social control over the land, the basic
means of production. At the same time, although peasants remained for
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him at best only second-rate socialist material,58 Lenin argued that
their attacks on private property reflected a willingness to break with
traditional habits of obedience which held immense political signifi-
cance. Each time peasants placed themselves outside the law they came
a step closer to understanding that existing laws and institutions formed
part of a system of economic, social, and political exploitation. Their
spontaneity was, as Lenin had claimed in What Is To Be Done?, a form of
"embryonic consciousness," and what better circumstances could there
be for the growth and development of consciousness than a time of
revolution? In State and Revolution, written in the summer of 1917, at the
height of his enthusiasm for the peasant movement, Lenin went on to
claim that the revolutionary transfer of land to the people could even
provide a basis for the emergence of humane values in a cooperative
socialist society. The political awareness and the experience gained in
the process of nationalization would count heavily among the factors
which Lenin hoped could develop in peasants and proletarians the
ability to administer the rationalized economy they inherited from the
bourgeoisie.57

Perhaps a key to understanding Lenin's simultaneous commitment
to discipline and spontaneity may be found in the necessary link he
conceived between spontaneous mass action and Bolshevik leadership.
The possible unreliability of the peasant as socialist was always to be
mitigated by the organizational and educational abilities of politically
conscious proletarians, i.e., by the Bolshevik Party.

If the peasants wanted to be small landholders, let them. The con-
fiscation of landed property would undermine the capitalist economy
and with the rule of the proletariat in the center the rest would get along by
itself. The transfer of political power to the proletariat is the fundamental
problem. After that, everything essential in peasant demands is possible.

Although peasants might at first want individual ownership, Lenin
cited Engels to prove that they would soon come to recognize the
advantages of socialist agriculture. The confiscation of land would
undermine the banks, the confiscation of livestock would undermine
capital, and under the rule of the proletariat "the rest will get along by
itself."58

Such statements do not merely demonstrate the shallowness of
Lenin's economic analysis or his awareness of the propaganda value of
optimistic and uncomplicated solutions. They epitomize the simplicity
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which lies at the core of the tough-minded strategy of Leninism. Lenin
believed that the experience and understanding of workers and
peasants would be immeasurably deepened by revolutionary action
and by the policies of a Bolshevik-led government. He was certain that
working people were capable of recognizing their "real" enemies and
would be won over to the socialist cause by the demonstrable benefits of
a more productive and humane, scientifically organized socialist
economy. This was the sort of faith which had sustained Lenin during
the darkest days of the Stolypin era, and it came to his aid during his
months of hiding in the summer of 191 7. 59

As far as the peasant and his "defenders" were concerned, Lenin's
optimism gave his appeals to soldier-peasant deserters and "arbitrary"
land committees a devastating effectiveness. With the aid of vaguely
worded and enthusiastic formulations on the subject of building
socialism, he was able to avoid dwelling on the socioeconomic issues for
which his Marxism had no real solution. Unequaled in his political
insights, he left the complexities of economics and sociology to his
political rivals, who were engulfed by them in September and October

Toward the Seizure of Power

At the Democratic Conference which opened on September 14, 1917,
Chernov opposed all proposals of coalition with the Kadets and
suggested that if agreement with non-socialist elements proved im-
possible, a "popular" ministry should be formed. In response, the
Menshevik Skobelev put forward the familiar argument that Russia's
future depended upon the willingness of the bourgeoisie to develop the
Russian economy and establish the material basis for socialism.
"Leninist" appeals for the arrest and hanging of industrialists or
landlords were in Skobelev's view no substitute for a real program for
economic transformation. Referring with well-merited humility to
the activities of SRs and Mensheviks between May and September,
Skobelev concluded that "the experience of the last four months justifies
me in saying that in the field of economics this new socialist government
will have no more brilliant successes than the old type of Provisional
Government."60 By the time the Democratic Conference met, the
Bolsheviks controlled a majority in the Petrograd Soviet.61 Their
support came not only from the many new members of the Bolshevik

1917.
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party, but also from Left SRs who found intolerable the unlimited
capacity for compromise exhibited by SR ministers in the coalition.
Because they demanded that the Soviet seize power and transfer land
to the peasantry, Left SRs were denounced by party loyalists as
"Bolsheviks" who cynically appealed for action without knowing how
they could realize the goals in which they claimed to believe.62 But such
charges did not touch the key issue which concerned the dissidents they
were attacking; moderates were not able to make a compelling case for
peacefully awaiting the future actions of the Kerensky government.

The Bolsheviks presented a single resolution at the Moscow
Democratic Conference and then withdrew, preferring to focus instead
upon the Petrograd Soviet as the more receptive and powerful of the
two assemblies. Trotsky, speaking in defense of the Bolshevik agrarian
policy before the Soviet, encountered little opposition. As he put it,

They tell us that our program is unrealizable, that we interfere with
work, but is it really true that we have prevented Chernov from carrying
out land projects in the Provisional Government? And are we really
responsible for the arrest of many members of land committees, and when
they appear before the court, do we tell them that it would be better not
to take the landlord's land? [Laughter, applause]63

The Soviet subsequently passed a resolution demanding the immediate
transfer of land to the land committees until the Constituent Assembly.

In late September moderate Mensheviks and SRs agreed to form a
Third Coalition, led once again by Kerensky and including ten
"socialist" and six "non-socialist" ministers. The Kadet P. N. Miliukov
was not alone in believing that the basis for agreement on the new
coalition was the "readiness of the representatives of the Democratic
Conference to abandon all their positions of principle."64 Using
Chkheidze's August formula for "the regulation of agricultural re-
lations without any break in existing forms of landownership," the
coalition promised that "the most energetic measures," including use of
the army, would be taken to quell manifestations of "anarchy in the
countryside."65

Unlike many other promises made by the coalition, this one was
kept. As the incidence of estate burnings and food riots rapidly escalated
in September and October, the government resorted to the use of armed
force more frequently than during the spring and summer combined.66

At the same time, the Kerensky government postponed the implemen-
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tation of land reform and again delayed elections to the Constituent
Assembly. The hopes of Soviet moderates now turned to a Pre-
Parliament established by the Democratic Conference and including a
large percentage of Kadets and organizations willing to support them.67

Izvestiia appealed for revolutionary unity, arguing that if the Pre-
Parliament were enthusiastically supported any government in "revol-
utionary Russia" would have to be responsible to it.68 With its reliance
first upon the Moscow Conference and then upon the Pre-Parliament to
somehow save the revolution, the self-confidence of the non-Bolshevik
left had reached a new low.

Lenin, having decided in September that the time was ripe for the
seizure of power, paid little attention to Menshevik and SR attempts to
save Russia from the dangers of "extremism." His writings during this
period were overwhelmingly concerned with the development of
justifications for Bolshevik rule. The spread of "peasant revolution," the
growth of popular hostility to any coalition with the "bourgeoisie," and
the establishment of Bolshevik majorities in the Moscow and Petrograd
Soviets in September 1917 seemed to him a fulfillment of the necessary
conditions for a Bolshevik seizure of power. Lenin warned of capitalist
sabotage, supporting his charges with data taken from reports issued by
the Petrograd Soviet's economic section.69 He found evidence of right-
wing "conspiracy" in the failure of the minister of the interior to
mention the Soviets in his speeches about the institutions necessary for
the "regeneration of the revolution."70 And, Lenin asked, what if the
SRs cooperated with the Kadets in the elections for the Constituent
Assembly—could the Bolsheviks then accept the decision of a majority
created out of the machinations of irresponsible and cowardly SRs
and Kadets?71 By threatening to resign from the party and agreeing to
Trotsky's condition that the seizure of power be in the name of the
Soviet, Lenin was able to convince his reluctant followers, over strong
opposition, to accept his plan for a seizure of power led and organized
by the Bolshevik Party.72

As plans for the insurrection went forward, Lenin's political rivals
attempted to find explanations for the shift in popular sentiment toward
the Bolsheviks. Mensheviks commonly expressed the view that support
for Bolshevism was nothing more than an expression of the "formless
dissatisfaction of the people," who were backward, illiterate, and all
too responsive to political demagoguery. SR moderates tended to
attribute popular dissatisfaction to the absence of agrarian legislation.
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Many were like V. S. Pankratov, who argued that it was the delay of
land reform rather than peasant violence which posed the threat of
anarchy.73 The SR Rakitnikov was as insistent as Lenin that the arrests
and "persecution" of peasant members of the land committees had to
end before there could be any talk of the struggle against anarchy.74

One SR repeated the pathetic accusation of May: the Bolsheviks had no
right to leadership on the agrarian question.75

The confused nature of SR "leadership" on the agrarian question
was demonstrated by the party's choice of S. M. Maslov as minister of
agriculture in the Third Coalition. In September Maslov had shocked
many members of his party by his support for land reform projects
which required peasants to render payment to their landlords for the
allotments they cultivated. Yet in late September Maslov was chosen by
the SR Party to carry out a plan to transfer land to the land committees
without compensation—to implement the program he opposed.76 As
Lenin pointed out, when Maslov's plan was officially formulated it
included a requirement that peasants pay rent which was to be
transferred in part to the "rightful owner," that is, to the former
landlord.77 The SR Delo Naroda subsequently called for the enactment
of the "Maslov plan," but deplored any unauthorized or violent
peasant attempts to put it into practice.78 Maslov's proposal was
presented to the Provisional Government on October 15. On October
18 it was announced that despite the opposition of several ministers, the
law would soon be passed,79 since all were aware of the urgency of
reform. But the Maslov plan was neither passed nor implemented.

In contrast to government delay and confusion, Lenin argued, a
Bolshevik government would act immediately to abolish private
property and transfer all land to the land committees. Banks and key
industrial enterprises would be nationalized, he said, since such
measures would more evenly distribute the burdens of war without
harming the middle peasants, the Cossacks, or the small handicrafts-
men.80 As he wrote in October, "Any government which hesitates to
introduce these measures is worthy of being overthrown; only a
government that had realized these measures will be a government of
all the people."81

The by now familiar pattern of government promises of economic
reform and decrees prohibiting "arbitrary peasant action" continued to
repeat itself as the last details of the plan for the Bolshevik seizure of
power were being completed. According to Lenin,
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What is needed for the uprising is ... a mood of despair among the
broad masses who feel that nothing can now be saved by half measures;
that you cannot "influence" anybody; that the hungry will "smash
everything, destroy everything, even anarchically" if the Bolsheviks are
not able to lead them in a decisive battle.82

By late October 1917 such conditions had been amply met.

The Political Triumph

Bolshevik strength, and the success of Bolshevik organizing activities
within the army, did not go unnoticed by the Kerensky government,
which began in October to issue orders for the transfer of pro-Bolshevik
army regiments from the capital. The recalcitrant mood of the army in
Petrograd was indicated in a declaration by regiments of the garrison on
October 16 which stated that they intended to disobey Kerensky's
marching orders and remain in Petrograd. According to Trotsky, "This
was the silent rising which in advance decided the outcome of the
contest."83 On October 23 Kerensky banned the Bolshevik newspaper
Rabochii Put'. On October 24 he announced to a meeting of the Pre-
Parliament that a new police search for Lenin was under way, and
promised that Trotksy would soon be arrested. That evening at a
meeting of delegates to the Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets
scheduled to open on the following day, F. I. Dan, speaking for the
Menshevik Central Committee, promised immediate peace negoti-
ations and land reform. But from the floor came the cries, "Too late!"84

On October 25, 1917, the Bolsheviks seized power with the support
or at least the neutrality of most of the workers and soldier-peasants of
Petrograd. At the Congress of Soviets which opened on that day, they
were able to muster a two-thirds majority (with the support of the Left
SRs, three-fourths of the votes of the Congress). The new government's
Land Decree of October 26, taken largely from the so-called 242
peasant mandates and from the SR agrarian program, abolished
private property in land. Henceforward all land was to be part of a
national land reserve, and every citizen willing to work was to be
granted an allotment. Local land committees and Soviets were to decide
the size of each allotment according to the number of adult workers or
the consumption needs of the prospective farmer's family. The land was
to be subject to periodic repartition in order to safeguard the principle
of equal rights to the land. According to Lenin, "The root of the matter is
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that the peasantry should be given the assurance that there are no more
large landed proprietors in the village. . . . Let the peasants themselves
decide all questions, let them build their own life."85 The Bolshevik
Land Decree was a striking demonstration of respect for the massive and
triumphant peasant struggle for the Russian land. As a Bolshevik
document, it was unique in its sanction of the communal and labor-
oriented traditions which Marxists had been at great pains to ignore or
deny ever since the last decades of the nineteenth century.



IV

Conclusion



IO

The Meaning and Implications of
Lenin's Triumph

i
THE BOLSHEVIK LAND DECREE of October 1917 was "un-Marxist" in its
respect for communal peasant traditions. Its terms were populist, and
the non-Bolshevik left were quite right to recognize its politically
expedient, even opportunist character. The more usual Marxist in-
sistence on the obsoleteness of peasants and peasant institutions had a
history which began with Plekhanov and Lenin's nineteenth-century
assertions that the commune played no significant role in Russian rural
life, continued with Shestakov's 1905 speech denouncing peasant
seizure of gentry land as an economically reactionary measure, and
culminated with Sukhanov's warning against peasant "intervention"
in the revolutionary process in March 1917. Bolshevik willingness
to grant so much autonomy to peasants in October was clearly related
to the narrowness of their political base. But like the earlier proposals
which had marked Lenin's approach to a revolutionary peasant
strategy, the promises made in the Bolshevik Land Decree were not
simply a cynical concession to the petty bourgeoisie. Optimistic
hopes that ordinary people were capable of making rational arid
progressive economic and political decisions had always surfaced in
Lenin's writings in times of popular upheaval.

As we have seen, Russia's Marxist tradition was rooted in a denial of
the sociological insights which Marx himself had praised in the work of
populists like Daniel'son. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, Russian Marxists ignored the social relations of peasant
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communal agriculture except when they fit narrow economic cat-
egories which were derived from West European history. They thus
insisted that the peasantry lacked historically significant forms of social
organization, although the commune, which was pronounced mori-
bund in 1885, survived and even increased its power and influence
until it was forcibly destroyed by the Soviet regime in the igaos. If
peasants were "backward," Marxists focused upon their economic
obligations to a semi-feudal landlord and state. If they were "modern,"
Marxists examined peasant participation in class conflict over the issues
of wages, property, and profit. Defined always by their resemblance to
some other social group, they were "really" either serfs or entrepreneurs
or proletarians, but for Marxists they never seemed to be "really"
peasants.

The use of Western categories of "feudalism" or "capitalism" to sum
up, explain, and evaluate peasant behavior yielded some important
insights and a host of misunderstandings. The events and patterns of ac-
tivity which most closely resembled the experience of Western Europeans
were most clearly understood. The myriad disadvantages of pre-
capitalist village life were exposed in great detail; Marxists permitted no
sentimental idealization of the peasant solidarity which led to pogroms
against the unfortunate outsider, or the bestial ignorance which led
peasants to distrust and betray the radical intellectual. Sensitive as well
to the abundant manifestations of Russian rural capitalism, they were
able to see that the commune could function to disguise kulak
domination of the poor. Marxists sought and, unsurprisingly, they
found kulak and proletarian tendencies in the majority of the peasant
population, the middle peasants who neither hired labor nor hired
themselves out to work for others.

On the other hand, from the Western-centered perspective of
Russian Marxism the majority became mysteriously unimportant, a
sort of empirical impurity in a larger "world-historical" analysis. Kulak
and proletarian minorities were crucial; the rest of the peasant
population, significant only as it resembled these two groups, was held
to possess no traditions or social relations. Marxists were unable to
explain and therefore tended to ignore the persistently collective
patterns of rural unrest and economic decision-making among peas-
ants they labeled "capitalist," "semi-feudal," or "proletarian." They
ignored as well the evidence and recommendations of most turn-of-the-
century economists who found in the commune an economically and
socially viable institution. Instead, Marxists referred to commune
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peasants as proprietors and responded to their appeals for the abolition
of private property in land with assertions that such concerns were
essentially "bourgeois" (Lenin) or with arguments that peasants had to
be freed from their foolish notions of "leveling" in question of land use
(Martov). Unaware that peasants reentered the communes in increasing
numbers during that pre-war period, Bolsheviks and Mensheviks found
no constructive socialist significance in the peasantry's successful ef-
forts to return the otrubshchiki to the communes in the course of 1917.

In Lenin's thinking, such mistaken assumptions existed from the
outset in tension with his total commitment to revolution-making.
Whatever the ostensible topic of his early writings, his intention was
always to assess the fighting capacity of his political rivals and to
establish the broadest possible social basis for a Russian revolutionary
movement. Even his superficial arguments for the existence of ad-
vanced rural capitalism in 1917 were a product of such concerns. Like
the young Marx, who had exaggerated the ripeness of the capitalist
West for socialist revolution in the 18405, Lenin exaggerated the degree
of Russia's development and claimed in the 18905 that the countryside
was already dominated by a rural bourgeoisie. Neither Marx nor Lenin
was insincere in putting forward his "scientific" exaggerations; such
unrealistic judgments were quite common among both the proponents
and the critics of capitalism in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. At the same time, these were politically expedient judgments
for both Marx and Lenin: a capitalist: system seething with class conflict
obviously provided brighter prospects for a German or a Russian
revolutionary than the alternative of a supposedly stagnant "medieval"
society.

Lenin soon relinquished the claims put forward so authoritatively in
The Development of Capitalism in Russia (1899). During the "miniature
revolution" of 1902 he did not repeat the ludicrous assertion that
Russian rural life centered on the class struggle between rapacious
kulaks and desperate proletarians. Instead, he emphasized the anti-
feudal character of peasant unrest, admitting that in their battles
against the old order, farmhands and "semi-proletarians" had fought
side by side with middle peasants and kulaks. In the future (so Lenin's
argument went), this rural solidarity would disappear. The rural poor
would break with the kulaks and a "section of the middle peasants in
order to fight for a socialist revolution. In 1903 Lenin set himself to
distinguish a substantial revolutionary segment of the peasantry from
the unreliable petty bourgeoisie. He therefore presented evidence
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which suggested that the experience of the allotment-owning rural poor
made them somehow at the same time both fighters against feudalism
and proletarian supporters of socialism. Although in Capital and
elsewhere in Marx's writings it was precisely the "pygmy property" of
the peasantry which functioned to prevent them from acting as
unconditional opponents of the existing order, Lenin argued in 1903
that peasants were made so desperate by the difficulties of survival on
their meager allotments of land that they became receptive to the
appeal of revolutionary socialism. By departing from a rigid analysis of
class according to wage labor or ownership of the means of production,
Lenin left himself vulnerable to attack by the many Menshevik and
Bolshevik proponents of ideological purity. This was a serious matter
within the Marxist community, where consistency was one of the
highest terms of approbation and inconsistency, contradiction, or even
flexibility carried a distinct aura of opportunism. It is possible that a
more straightforward attempt to fill in some of the gaps which Marx
himself had recognized in his theory might have impressed Lenin's
critics, although the fate of the "populist-Marxist" Daniel'son does not
offer very much hope on this score. As for Lenin, he continued to refer to
the "rural poor" in his writings of the early 19005, but always concerned
himself more with proving that his ideas were truly Marxist than with
developing this category into a useful tool of analysis. Lenin remained
extremely cautious as a social theorist; his response to charges of oppor-
tunism was to demonstrate to his critics that all of his ideas on the peasant
question were extracted without revision from the pages of Capital.

During the debates and struggles of 1905, Lenin responded to
renewed political opportunity with enthusiasm, common sense, and
little theoretical precision. The outbreak of popular violence and the
formation of mass political organizations convinced him that revol-
utionary socialists had to risk a struggle for victory. Certain that further
capitalist development was necessary to prepare the material foun-
dations for socialism, Lenin argued that "proletarian" Social
Democrats, aided by the rural poor, were more suited to this task than
the bourgeoisie. Such insights set him apart from the Mensheviks and
from many fellow "Leninists" who feared that popular organizations
like the All-Russian Peasant Union or the St. Petersburg Soviet all too
often revealed dangerous tendencies toward blind spontaneity, "econ-
omism," and lack of principle. With what Professor Ulam has called
"his engaging faith in the common man,"1 Lenin responded to such
criticisms with the repeated assertion that the proletariat and the
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peasantry would be responsible for whatever gains the revolution might
achieve. Revolutionary socialists in the midst of revolution could not, in
his view, ask the poor to sacrifice their lives so that political power might
pass into the hands of an exploitative bourgeoisie. Instead, they had to
take responsibility for guiding the nation through the most radical and
rapid of capitalist developments.

During this period, as Lenin praised revolutionary peasants for
fighting longer and harder than Russian liberals, Mensheviks sought in
vain for a revolutionary, or at least a moderately progressive, bour-
geoisie which would extend urban patterns of social organization to the
Russian village. Finding support in Capital for their belief in large-scale
capitalist enterprise, Mensheviks considered peasant demands for land
dangerous, because they might result in an economically reactionary
fragmentation of the gentry estates. Their reading of Russian history
was equally anti-peasant; Mensheviks pointed out that in the past,
revolutionary peasant movements all too often degenerated into
pogroms against the Jews. But the most powerful argument put forward
by Mensheviks in 1906, one which would return to haunt them in 1917
(and the Bolsheviks after October), was that Marxists who seized power
prematurely would be hopelessly compromised by the effort to
implement the historically necessary task of capitalist economic
development. In such conflicts it became painfully obvious that
Russian Marxists had defined for themselves a choice between the
political sterility of the Mensheviks and a Leninist voluntarism which
was often indistinguishable from opportunism. In consequence, they
could look forward to the dismal possibility of either immediate or
future betrayal of their proletarian supporters.

It was characteristic of Lenin's political style and the specific
character of his political genius that most of his political judgments
about liberals, SRs, and Mensheviks appeared unfair when they were
first advanced, but were borne out in the future. As Lenin had
predicted, Kadet leaders would compromise with the autocracy in the
aftermath of 1905, in order to defend "Russia" against a frighteningly
primitive "rabble." Moderate and right-wing SRs, as if in confirmation
of Lenin's contemptuous dismissal of his opponents as petty bourgeois
intellectuals, were paralyzed by the concrete implications of their efforts
to fight on behalf of a peasantry imbued with prejudices and selfish
interests as well as revolutionary potential. Between 1906 and 1917
Gotz, Zenzinov, Avksentiev, and S. M. Maslov had come to believe
that a long civilizing process was needed before an anarchic, greedy,
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and bigoted peasantry might be capable of creating a socialist society.
The Mensheviks had been the first Russian socialists to lay claim to this
perspective, and in the years before the outbreak of the February
Revolution they held fast to the belief that the bourgeoisie was the
historically designated agent of political and economic progress.
Pessimism and ideological principle turned the non-Bolshevik left
reluctantly toward the Kadets, who in their turn discovered an ever-
increasing number of redeeming qualities in the more traditional forms
of order.

In contrast, Lenin argued that the merit of the revolutionary
peasantry lay precisely in its resistance to "civilized," parliamentary
change. Centuries of "lawful" oppression by the gentry had made
peasants less responsive to the liberal argument that there existed a kind
of law and justice which benefited rich and poor alike. Their skepticism
and their willingness to do battle with the gentry created abundant
opportunities for the development of revolutionary consciousness. In
1903, 1906, and afterward, Lenin was content to rely on the strategy of
consciousness-raising whenever it was linked with freedom of agitation
for Bolshevik organizers and a process of unconditional struggle against
the existing order. During the Stolypin period, Lenin argued that if
land were nationalized in a revolution led by Social Democrats,
practical experience and Social Democratic propaganda could con-
vince even the small producer that his prosperity depended upon
socialization of the means of production. And by 1917 he had come to
believe that, with all its shortcomings, the peasant majority of the
population would inevitably decide the immediate outcome of any
Russian social revolution.

II

The social revolution which began in February 1917 made it impera-
tive that Russian revolutionary leaders decide whether they wanted an
uneducated peasantry to sweep away preexisting property relations and
weaken a potentially democratic "bourgeois" government. In this
context, Lenin's capacity for enthusiasm and optimism about the
educational benefits of peasant violence, and his certainty that
"educated" peasants would listen to Bolshevik propagandists, made it
easier for him to face the disintegration of traditional order than the
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Mensheviks who had opposed the centralist tendencies of his What Is To
Be Done?. Lenin argued in 1917 that peasant attacks upon private
property were a form of rough justice, a rational way to destroy the old
order and develop in peasants the confidence that they could build a
new one. While he did not deny that peasants and soldiers might engage
in cruel and excessive violence, Lenin seemed to understand far better
than any of his political rivals ( i ) that social revolution was an attack
upon the foundations of social order, and (2) that a single-minded focus
on popular "excesses" was inappropriate in a professional revolution-
ary. He argued that Marxist revolutionaries worthy of the name could
not agree with the Menshevik Sukhanov that "those hungry, frightened
and not politically conscious soldiers posed as great a threat to the
revolution as did the organized forces of tsarism." Revolutionaries
could not equate misdirected acts of popular violence with the violence
inflicted by an exploitative upper clciss.

At the same time, it should be noted that Lenin was quite reluctant to
face the objective problems of political administration in time of
revolution. Certainly any Russian government would have found it
difficult to rule a nation whose citizens were in the habit of debating
whether or not to obey its every law, prohibition, and sanction. Worse
yet, the specter of universal political disobedience coincided with
the murder of landlords and representatives of the Provisional
Government, as well as the destruction of gentry livestock, farm
buildings, and agricultural machinery. After a spring and summer rilled
with rural unrest, one estimate indicates that in September alone
peasants in the province of Tambov destroyed 105 estates. Their
compatriots in Penza put the torch to 164 in September and October,
and food riots erupted everywhere, from Saratov to Archangel.2 In this
crisis-ridden context it was understandable that the government might
hesitate to institute sweeping changes, and appoint most officials
instead of taking the time to organize democratic elections. By any
standard, these were confusing times. But for this very reason it is all the
more significant that between February and October the policies of the
Provisional Government were not at all confused or contradictory.
Quite consistently, landowners were appointed as provincial and ue^d
commissars to replace the old provincial governors and vice-governors.
On the volost level, these new officials were instructed to "draw into the
work of these committees local landowners and all the intelligent forces
of the countryside."3 On the land question, the government did not
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haphazardly and inconsistently implement policies which were some-
times leftist and sometimes conservative. In the course of 1917, as
peasants laid claim to the land on the basis of labor, occupation, and
birthright, the government quite rigidly refused to implement land
reform.

From the outset, Mensheviks were more concerned to ensure
bourgeois stability and order than they were to encourage popular
initiatives by a citizenry unused to the exercise of significant economic
or political power. At the same time, their willingness to delay land
reform and to subordinate the Soviet to the Provisional Government
revealed riot only a lack of political imagination, but a stunning
insensitivity to the needs and wishes of the economically disadvantaged
elements of Russian society. Refusing to provide the masses with any
material grounds for faith in the government's future policies,
Menshevik and SR ministers established a pattern of fearful response to
the threat of chaos and anarchy which contrasted dramatically with
Bolshevik insistence on the constructive aspects of popular activity. The
significance of the difference between Lenin and the non-Bolshevik left
would not be lost upon the peasants and soldiers who in 1917 had just
begun to "intervene," as Sukhanov had put it, in the revolutionary
process. As the revolution continued, they would turn in increasing
numbers toward Lenin and toward the Bolshevik political organiz-
ations which supported their actions as appropriate and necessary.

Lenin's emphasis on the material consequences of the actions of his
opponents was thus not only in the best Marxist tradition; it was a
politically brilliant tactic in a society where land came before political
freedom in the popular demands of the majority of the population.
Ignoring the difficulties of economic and political administration which
were independent of questions of class, he wrote of the devastating
impact of Provisional Government policies upon the already wretched
living standard of the poorer soldiers and peasants. This was for him the
real meaning of the commitment to productivity, military defense, and
the rule of law which characterized the Provisional Government even
after the SRs and Mensheviks became its leading ministers.

The charge that Lenin was obsessed with the political aspects of the
revolution needs to be balanced against the fidelity to political
compromise in defense of law and order which characterized the Soviet
leadership before October 1917. The revolutionary abnegation prac-
ticed by Mensheviks and SRs did not mean that they acted in defense of
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their ideals. Lenin helped to expose the concrete and specific failures of
men unable (in the case of Chernov) or unwilling (in the case of
Tsereteli) to act as responsible and revolutionary political leaders. The
Mensheviks in 1917 were paralyzed by their intellectual consistency,
the SRs by their general inconsistency.

Once the autocracy had fallen, Lenin argued that it was nonsense for
Bolsheviks to fight for the right to establish or approve a politically
enlightened bourgeois regime. The dual power shared between the
"bourgeois" Provisional Government and the Petrograd Soviet, which
Lenin characterized as a "revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the
proletariat and the peasantry," meant to him that Russia had already
progressed beyond the stage of the bourgeois-democratic revolution.
When, after the Kornilov affair, Bolsheviks began to win majorities in
the Petrograd and Moscow Soviets and peasant rioting swept the
countryside, he called for a Bolshevik seizure of power.

In justifying a Bolshevik-led revolution, Lenin did not emphasize the
peasant love of property, a theme that usually emerged in his writings in
time of revolutionary decline. Instead, he sought out the aspects of
peasant behavior upon which revolutionary Marxists might place their
hopes. He argued that the soviet movement in the countryside was a
product of the exploited peasantry's desire to shape their economic and
social life by collective action. He claimed that the experience of
common action against the landlords during the course of the
revolution had broken down their former isolation from one another
and from the more advanced social classes. Peasant committees were
managing land and sending delegates to congresses and Soviets. Once
the masses had begun to question and disregard authority which con-
tradicted what they considered their interests and collectively went
on to take control of their lives, Lenin refused to impose any limits upon
the potential for political or social transformation.

His most optimistic hopes were evident in State and Revolution (August
1917), a work which also revealed that Lenin was something of a novice
at the task of conceiving how to build socialism in a peasant society.
Like any anarchist, Lenin argued that when inexperienced working
people took over the accounting and control of the state's economic and
political institutions, they would come to understand that they could
decide the issues which "experts" had dealt with so incompetently under
the tsarist regime. Like any statist, Leriin assumed that the central guid-
ance of the party in power would guarantee that progressive tendencies
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would always be fostered. Politically conscious Bolshevik leaders would
be able to correctly assess the true interests of the urban proletariat and
the rural poor, the common sense of a revolutionary people would
permit the resolution of any surviving social conflict, and the evolution
of political consciousness would eventually abolish the distinction
between the masses and their "proletarian" leaders.4 State and Revolution
embodied the contradictory insights and goals of Leninism on the
peasant question. It was a declaration of faith in popular creativity
developed through revolutionary action, Marxist political education,
and a reliance on the incorruptible wisdom of the revolutionaries Lenin
had conceived in What Is To Be Done?. As a plan for social reconstruc-
tion, State and Revolution was less sophisticated and carefully thought out
than contemporary populist literature on relations between state and
citizen, or between city and countryside.5 But State and Revolution
reflected quite well Lenin's fundamental but inchoate belief that the
seizure of power by politically conscious Bolsheviks in the midst of
widespread rejection of established authority could not help but make
"everything" somehow different. Lenin was absolutely certain that the
conditions of life for the poor would inevitably improve after the
Bolsheviks took power. As he wrote on October I,

when tens of millions of people who have been crushed by want . . . see
from experience and feel that state power has passed into the hands of the
oppressed classes, that the state is helping the poor to fight their
landowners and capitalists, is breaking their resistance . . . only then, for
every ten thousand overt and concealed enemies of working class
rule . . . there will arise a million new fighters who had been politically
dormant, writhing in the torments of poverty and despair, having ceased
to believe that they were human, that they had the right to live, that they
too could be served by the entire might of the modern centralized state,
that contingents of the proletarian militia could, with the fullest
confidence, also call upon them to take a direct immediate, daily part in
state administration.6

The effectiveness of such appeals cannot be reduced to Lenin's
manipulative ability to make peasants believe that Bolsheviks who
despised them were nevertheless somehow on their side.

In fact, we may not learn as much from debates over Lenin's
cynicism or sincerity as we can by considering the debilitating burden
which the Marxist tradition had imposed upon the Russian revolution-
ary activist. Ever since the late nineteenth century, obsessions with
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capitalism in the countryside, contempt for the semi-feudal "dark
forces," and awareness of the individualistic property fanatics and the
bigots among the peasants had blinded Russian Marxists to much
evidence about the agricultural economy, about the widespread
resistance to the Stolypin reforms, and about the collectivist notions of
peasants who demanded abolition of private property in land. This
meant that, paradoxically enough, when Lenin insisted in conventional
Marxist terms that the bourgeoisie was the master of the Russian
countryside or that the rural proletariat was the most radical force in
the peasant movement, he was most out of touch with the realities of
rural life.

Given his failure to resolve the conflict between his Marxism and his
political insight, Lenin's faith in the future and his refusal to deal in
depth with the economic issues for which his Marxism had no real
solution were equally crucial to his success as a spokesman for peasant
revolution in 1917. In contrast, Mensheviks held fast to their economic
principles and joined with the SRs in sacrificing political integrity and
popular support in their futile effort to confront head-on the issue of
economic backwardness. In this context, Lenin's willingness to gloss
over the immense difficulties which might follow from a Bolshevik
seizure of power was not simply a proof of hyprocrisy. Like other
effective political leaders, he was frequently evasive, inconsistent,
mistaken and stubbornly optimistic. Despite the contradictions and
inadequacies of his economic and sociological analysis, his political
response to the peasant question was both healthy and rational from the
point of view of a revolutionary activist. Political greatness is neither a
simple nor perhaps even a wholly admirable trait. But surely we must
recognize it in Lenin, who triumphantly responded to the exigencies of
circumstance while remaining committed to a set of principles which set
some limits both to compromise and to opportunism. He was quite
willing to simplify on a number of key issues because he was always
confident that a government led by revolutionary Marxists could not
help but surpass the bourgeoisie in the pursuit of social justice.

The weaknesses of Lenin's analysis, which were essentially the
weakness of the Marxist tradition to which he was so loyal, would not
pose difficulties until after the Bolsheviks seized power. After October,
amidst the ravages of world war, civil war, and Allied intervention, as
Bolsheviks attempted in vain to make good on their immensely generous
promises of material security, they would attribute their difficulties to
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the petty bourgeoisie in every possible guise. The intellectual, the small
businessman, and above all the peasantry were held responsible for
problems of administration and economic reconstruction. Fears of the
kulak flourished in official circles, as peasant communes carried out an
unprecedented equalization of land on behalf of the poor without any
help from the Soviet authorities.7 In this situation, it was indeed
unfortunate for Russia's peasants that Lenin's political gifts were more
difficult to transmit to his heirs and supporters than the doctrinaire
economics and sociology which he had put forward before 1917. But
this is indeed another, though not unrelated, story.

Finally, it needs to be said that the contradictions that have been
outlined here in such detail were by no means either uniquely Russian
or uniquely Marxist. In China, Cuba, and elsewhere, Marxists also
began with the assumption that peasants were economically obsolete
and hopelessly unreliable in a political sense. And in agrarian societies
the world over, proponents of economic development would share
Lenin's hope that the peasantry would find in itself the wisdom and
good sense to accept the unconditional triumph of the city over the
countryside. Historically, this process was always (at least initially) the
triumph of a minority over the majority and a challenge to democratic
sensibilities. The evolution of Lenin's peasant policy was therefore at
once a specifically Russian problem, a challenge to Marxist theory, and
an aspect of one of the most intractable dilemmas of rural development.
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Glossary

appanage lands lands which provided financial support to members of the
Imperial family other than the tsar's immediate family.

barshchina forced labor service rendered by a serf to his or her master.
black hundreds a term used to refer to a number of extremist propaganda

and paramilitary organizations dedicated to the defense of autocracy
and Great Russian tradition against the threat allegedly posed by Jews,
masons, radicals, and cosmopolitans of every variety.

cabinet lands lands which provided financial support to the tsar and his
immediate family.

Cherny Peredel (lit. Black Repartition) an organization devoted to propa-
ganda and agitation in the countryside and opposed to the political and
terrorist focus of the Namdnaia Volia (People's Will). Both groups were
formed in 1879 when the older Land and Liberty group (Zjemlia i Valid)
split apart over the issue of political terror.

dvorianin (pi. dvoriane a noble, a member of the landholding gentry.
desiatina (pi. desiatiny) Russian unit of land area equal to 2.7 acres.
duma representative assembly proposed by the tsarist regime under pressure

of revolutionary agitation in 1905. The first duma met in 1906 and was
soon dismissed. Between 1906 and 1917, the government repeatedly
rewrote the electoral laws in order to obtain more conservative
majorities and attempted to evade the promise of legislative power
granted to the duma in the heat of revolution. In 1917 the fourth and
most conservative of the dumas was in session.

guberniia province, main administrative unit of the Russian Empire.
intelligenty (sing, intelligent) members of the intelligentsia.
khutor enclosed, self-contained farm, including the house and farm build-

ings of the peasant household.
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Kadet abbreviation of Constitutional Democratic Party. Russia's liberal
party, whose first congress met in 1905.

kulak (lit. fist) rich peasant; pejorative term commonly used to refer to
peasants who lent money at high interest or otherwise exploited their
neighbors.

mir repartitional land commune. See obshchina, and discussion in Chapter 2.
muzhik peasant, often a pejorative term.
Narodnaia Volia (lit. People's Will) revolutionary terrorist organization

which in 1879 split from the older Land and Liberty party (^emlia i
Volia); it was dedicated to the "disorganization of the state" and
responsible for the assassination of Alexander II in 1881.

obshchina term first used by the Slavophiles in the 18405 to refer to the
repartitional land commune. See mir, and discussion in Chapter 2.

Octobrists those previously associated with the liberal movement who
believed that with the October Manifesto of 1905 the government had
conceded all that was necessary for the rational reform of Russian
society. See discussion in Chapter 5.

otrabotka peasant labor rendered as payment for land rented from a
landlord, or as repayment for loans of grain or money, or as
compensation for damage which a peasant's cow might cause to the
fields, etc. This practice was reminiscent of the barshchina, or forced labor
system, of the pre-emancipation era.

otrezki (lit. "cut-off lands") lands taken away from peasant allotments or
from the pasture or forests of the peasant community by the terms of the
emancipation of 1861.

otrub (otrubshchiki, user of the otrub) peasant farm which consolidated
scattered strips of land belonging to the household with the exception of
the household plot and dwelling place, which remained in the village.
Seen by the pre-revolutionary tsarist government as a transition to the
more economically advantageous khutor.

podvomoe hereditary peasant tenure prevalent in the west and southwest of
Russia. Various forms of collective responsibility as well as strip
cultivation were generally retained. See discussion in Chapter 2.

Pugachevshchina. term referring to the death and destruction associated
with the years of the Pugachev rebellion of 1773-74.

skhod village assembly. See discussion in Chapter 2.
soviet first appeared in the Revolution of 1905 as a workers' council

comprised of delegates from the factories of St. Petersburg, reappeared
in February, 1917, as soviet of workers' and soldiers' deputies, and later
expanded to include peasant delegates. By the end of 1917 Soviets existed
throughout the country.
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SRs abbreviation of Socialist Revolutionary Party, formed through the
unification of various populist groups in the 18gos and holding its first
congress in December 1905.

Trudovik (pi. Trudovikf) a member of the group of peasants, radical
intellectuals, and SRs who came together as delegates to the first duma
of 1906 in order to fight for the transfer of land to the peasantry and the
transformation of the duma into something approximating a constituent
assembly.

uezd administrative subdivision of a guberniia, including several villages.
v narod (lit. "to the people") exodus to the Russian countryside of more than

a thousand men and women, particularly students, in the spring of 1874.
Their purposes'were varied, and ranged from revolutionary agitation
and socialist propaganda to projects for education and medical care.

volost administrative subdivision of uezd, usually including several peasant
communes.

zemstvo elected assemblies created by an Imperial decree of 1864 to
improve local conditions. Although all classes of the rural population
were represented in these institutions, the gentry were dominant in the
areas of leadership and administration.
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